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Abstract.
The first part of my thesis lays the foundations to generalized Lorentz geometry. The
basic algebraic structure of finite-dimensional modules over the ring of generalized num-
bers is investigated. This includes a new characterization of invertibility in the ring of
generalized numbers as well as a characterization of free elements inside the n-dimensional
module eRn. The index of symmetric bilinear forms is introduced; this new concept en-
ables a (generalized) pointwise characterization of generalized pseudo Riemannian metrics
on smooth manifolds as introduced by M. Kunzinger and R. Steinbauer. It is shown
that free submodules have direct summands, however eRn turns out not to be semisimple.
Applications of these new concepts are a generalized notion of causality, the generalized
inverse Cauchy Schwarz inequality for time-like or null vectors, constructions of pseudo
Riemannian metrics as well as generalized energy tensors. The motivation for this part of
my thesis evolved from the main topic, the wave equation on singular space-times.
The second and main part of my thesis is devoted to establishing a local existence and
uniqueness theorem for the wave equation on singular space-times. The singular Lorentz
metric subject to our discussion is modeled within the special algebra on manifolds in
the sense of J. F. Colombeau. Inspired by an approach to generalized hyperbolicity of
conical-space times due to J. Vickers and J. Wilson, we succeed in establishing certain
energy estimates, which by a further elaborated equivalence of energy integrals and Sobolev
norms allow us to prove existence and uniqueness of local generalized solutions of the wave
equation with respect to a wide class of generalized metrics.
The third part of my thesis treats three different point value resp. uniqueness ques-
tions in algebras of generalized functions. The first one, posed by Michael Kunzinger,
reads as follows: Is the theorem by Albeverio et al., that elements of the so-called p-adic
Colombeau Egorov algebra are determined uniquely on standard points, a p-adic scenario?
We answer this problem by means of a counterexample which shows that the statement
in fact does not hold. We further show that elements of an Egorov algebra of generalized
functions on a locally compact ultrametric space allow a point-value characterization if
and only if the metric induces the discrete topology. Secondly, we prove that the ring
of generalized (real or complex) numbers endowed with the sharp norm does not admit
nested sequences of closed balls to have an empty intersection. As an application we out-
line a possible version of the Hahn-Banach Theorem as well as the ultrametric Banach
fixed point theorem. Finally, we establish that scaling invariant generalized functions on
the real line are constant and we prove several new characterizations of locally constant
generalized functions.
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The present thesis represents my research work 2004-2006 in the field of gener-
alized functions carried out under the supervision of Professor Michael Kunzinger
at the Faculty of Mathematics, University of Vienna. All sections in this book have
been the basis for scientific papers. For references concerning publication of this
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Differential algebras of generalized functions in the sense of J. F. Colombeau
provide a rigorous setting for treating numerous problems for which a general con-
cept of multiplication of distributions is needed. Popular examples of such include
partial differential equations with singular (in the sense of non-smooth, say distri-
butional) data or coefficients: A sensible theory must admit singular solutions of
the latter, therefore it is necessary to introduce a product of singular objects (in our
example a singular coefficient times a singular solution); however, it is advisable
to do this in a consistent way, meaning that on reasonable function subspaces of
the distributions, the usual point-wise product coincides with such a product of
singular objects, and is associative and commutative.
Many counterexamples support that on D′ such a product with values in D′
cannot exist (cf. [18], chapter 1). Let us consider the following: assume we were
given an associative product ◦ on D′ and let vp(1/x) denote the principal value of
1/x, then we would have
δ = δ ◦ (x ◦ vp(1/x)) = (δ ◦ x) ◦ vp(1/x) = 0,
which is impossible, since δ 6= 0. Apart from certain ”irregular (intrinsic or extrin-
sic) operations” (cf. [36]), there are basically two ways out of this dilemma:
(i) We could restrict ourselves to strict subspaces of D′ which have a natural
algebraic structure, for instance Sobolev spaces Hs(Rn) for s > n/2,
L∞loc, C
k etc., and
(ii) we could try to embed D′ into a larger space G which can be endowed
with the structure of a differential algebra.
Since we want to multiply distributions unrestrictedly, we shall settle for (ii).
First we formulate the desired properties of a differential algebra (G, ◦,+) con-
taining the distributions. Let Ω ⊂ Rs open. We wish to construct an associative,
commutative algebra (G,+, ◦) such that:
(i) There exists a linear embedding ι : D′ →֒ G such that ι(1) is the unit in
G.
(ii) There exist derivation operators Di : G → G (1 ≤ i ≤ s), which are linear
and satisfy the Leibniz-rule.
(iii) Di |D′= ∂∂xi (1 ≤ i ≤ s), that is the derivation operators restricted to D′
are the usual partial derivations.
(iv) ◦ |C∞(Ω)×C∞(Ω) is the point-wise product of functions.
Item (iv) corresponds to the above requirement that the new product should coin-
cide with the usual point-wise product on a ”reasonable” subspace of D′. Schwartz’s
famous impossibility result ([44]) states that such an algebra, does not exist, if the
requirement (iv) is replaced by the respective requirement for continuous functions.
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Nevertheless J. F. Colombeau successfully constructed differential algebras (G,+, ◦)
satisfying (i)–(iv) ([9, 10]). Meanwhile there are a number of such algebras of gen-
eralized functions. For a general construction scheme, cf. [18]. In the following
subsection we explain how the so-called special version on open sets of Rn is con-
structed. We then may introduce the special algebra on manifolds and we shall
discuss its relevance for applications in general relativity. The chapter will end
with an introduction to point-value concepts in algebras of generalized functions.
Colombeau’s special algebra. Let Ω be an open subset of Rd. The so-called
special Algebra1 due to J. F. Colombeau is given by the quotient
G(Ω) := EM (Ω)/N (Ω),
where the (ring of) moderate functions EM (Ω) resp. the ring of negligible elements
(being an ideal in EM (Ω)) are given by
EM (Ω):= {(uε)ε ∈ C∞(Ω)(0,1]|∀K ⊂⊂ Ω ∀α ∃N sup
x∈K
|∂αuε(x)| = O(ε−N )}
N (Ω):= {(uε)ε ∈ C∞(Ω)(0,1]|∀K ⊂⊂ Ω ∀α ∀m sup
x∈K
|∂αuε(x)| = O(εm)}.
The algebraic operations (+, ◦) as well as (partial) differentiation, composition of
functions etc. are meant to be performed component-wise on the level of represen-
tatives; the transfer to the quotient G(Ω) is then well defined (cf. the comprehensive
presentation in the first chapter of [18]). Once a Schwartz mollifier ρ on Rd with
all moments vanishing has been chosen, the space of compactly supported distri-
butions may be embedded into G(Ω) via convolution; an embedding of all of D′(Ω)
into our algebra is achieved via a partition of unity using sheaf theoretic arguments,
therefore being not canonical.
1.1. Algebras of generalized functions on manifolds and applications in
general relativity
The aim of this section is to review the basics of the special algebra on manifolds
X as well as the definitions of generalized sections of vector bundles with base
space X and we recall the definition of generalized pseudo-Riemannian metrics. At
the end of the section we motivate the use of differential algebras for applications
in relativity, in particular for the wave equation on singular space-times which is
treated in the present book.
1.1.1. The special algebra on manifolds. Similarly as in section 1 one
may define algebras of generalized functions on manifolds. We start first by in-
troducing the special algebra on manifolds in a coordinate independent way as in
[28]. However, for two reasons we shall later translate the definitions into respective
definitions in terms of coordinate expressions: For for the sake of clarity and sim-
plicity, but also for the following purpose: In chapter 3 we shall perform estimates
in a coordinate patch in order to derive a (local) existence result for the Cauchy
problem of the wave equation in a generalized setting.
1In the literature the special algebra is often denoted by Gs (with the aim to distinguish it
from other Colomebau algebras), however, since we only work in the special algebra we shall omit
the index s throughout.
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The material presented here stems from the original sources [28, 30]. For a
comprehensive presentation we refer to the–meanwhile standard reference on gen-
eralized function algebras – [18]. Moreover, for further works in geometry based
on Colombeau’s ideas we refer to ([20, 25, 27, 29, 30, 32, 33]).
For what follows in this section, X shall denote a paracompact, smooth Haus-
dorff manifold of dimension n and by P(X) we denote the space of linear differential
operators on X . The special algebra of generalized functions on X is constructed as
the quotient G(X) := EM (X)/N (X), where the ring of moderate (resp. negligible)
functions is given by
EM (X) := {(uε)ε ∈ (C∞(X))I | ∀ K ⊂⊂ X ∀ P ∈ P(X) ∃ N ∈ N :
sup
x∈K
|Puε| = O(ε−N ) (ε→ 0)(1.1)
resp.
N (X) := {(uε)ε ∈ (C∞(X))I | ∀ K ⊂⊂ X ∀ P ∈ P(X) ∀ m ∈ N :
sup
x∈K
|Puε| = O(εm) (ε→ 0).(1.2)
The C∞ sections of a vector bundle (E,X, π) with base space X we denote by
(E,X, π). Moreover, let P(X,E) be the space of linear partial differential operators
acting on Γ(X,E). The G(X) module of generalized sections ΓG(X,E) of a vector
bundle (E,X, π) on X is defined similarly as (the algebra of generalized functions
on X) above, in that we use asymptotic estimates with respect to the norm induced
by some arbitrary Riemannian metric on the respective fibers, that is, we define
the quotient
ΓG(X,E) := ΓEM (X,E)/ΓN (X,E),
where the ring (resp. ideal) of moderate (resp. negligible) nets of sections is given
by
ΓEM (X,E) := {(uε)ε ∈ (Γ(X,E))I | ∀ K ⊂⊂ X ∀ P ∈ P(X,E) ∃ N ∈ N :
sup
x∈K
‖Puε‖ = O(εN ) (ε→ 0)(1.3)
resp.
ΓN (X,E) := {(uε)ε ∈ (Γ(X,E))I | ∀ K ⊂⊂ X ∀ P ∈ P(X,E) ∀ m ∈ N :
sup
x∈K
‖Puε‖ = O(εm) (ε→ 0).(1.4)
In this book we shall deal with generalized sections of the tensor bundle T rs (X)
over X , this we denote by
Grs (X) := ΓG(X, T rs (X)).
Elements of the latter we call generalized tensors of type (r, s). We end this section
by translating the global description of generalized vector bundles in terms of co-
ordinate expressions. Following the notation of [30], we denote by (V,Ψ) a vector
bundle chart over a chart (V, ψ) of the base X . With Rn
′
, the typical fibre, we can
write:
Ψ : π−1(V )→ ψ(V )× Rn′ ,
z 7→ (ψ(p), ψ1(z), . . . , ψn′(z)).
Let now s ∈ ΓG(X,E). Then the local expressions of s, si = Ψi ◦ s ◦ ψ−1 lie in
G(ψ(V )).
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An equivalent ”local definition” of generalized vector bundles can be achieved
by defining moderate nets (sε)ε of smooth sections sε to be such for which the local
expressions siε = Ψ
i ◦ sε ◦ψ−1 are moderate, that is (siε)ε ∈ EM (ψ(V )). The notion
negligible is defined completely similar. The proof of this fact can be achieved by
using Peetre’s theorem (cf. [18], p. 289).
1.1.2. Generalized pseudo-Riemannian geometry. We begin with recall-
ing the following characterization of non-degenerateness of symmetric (generalized)
tensor fields of type (0,2) on X ([31], Theorem 3. 1). For a characterization of
invertibility of generalized functions we refer to Proposition 2. 1 of [31] and for a
further characterization we refer to the appendix of chapter 2 (namely Theorem
2.46).
Theorem 1.1. Let g ∈ G02 (X). The following are equivalent:
(i) For each chart (Vα, ψα) and each x˜ ∈ (ψα(Vα))∼c the map gα(x˜) : R˜n ×
R˜n → R˜ is symmetric and non-degenerate.
(ii) g : G01(X) × G01 (X) → G(X) is symmetric and det(g) is invertible in
G(X).
(iii) det g is invertible in G(X) and for each relatively compact open set V ⊂ X
there exists a representative (gε)ε of g and ε0 > 0 such that gε |V is a
smooth pseudo-Riemannian metric for all ε < ε0.
Furthermore, the index of g ∈ G02(X) is introduced in the following well defined
way (cf. Definition 3. 2 and Proposition 3. 3 in [31]):
Definition 1.2. Let g ∈ G02 (X) satisfy one (hence all) of the equivalent conditions
in Theorem 1.1. If there exists some j ∈ N with the property that for each relatively
compact open set V ⊂ X there exists a representative (gε)ε of g as in Theorem 1.1
(iii) such for each ε < ε0 the index of gε is equals j we say g has index j. Such
symmetric 2-forms we call generalized pseudo-Riemannian metrics on X .
We shall work in generalized space-times. These are pairs (M, g), where M is
an orientable paracompact four dimensional smooth manifold and g is a symmetric
generalized (0,2) tensor with invertible det g (cf. Theorem 1.1) and index ν = 1.
In chapter 2 we develop algebraic foundations of generalized Lorentz geometry;
here the emphasis lies on considering Lorentz metrics from a generalized point of
view and to develop causality notions in the generalized context. In the subsequent
chapter 3 we use the so found new concepts to define and work with space-time
symmetries, namely (smooth) time-like Killing vector fields ξ with respect to a
generalized metric g (cf. Definition 3.15 and the subsequent elaboration).
We end this section with reviewing the notion of generalized connections and
curvature ([30], section 5).
A generalized connection Dˆ is a mapping G10(M)×G10 (M)→ G10 (M) satisfying
(for the notion of generalized Lie derivative, cf. [30])
(i) Dˆξη is R˜–linear in η,
(ii) Dˆξη is G(M)–linear in ξ and
(iii) Dˆξ(uη) = uDˆξη + ξ(u)η for all u in G(M).
In analogy with the standard pseudo-Riemannian geometry, the connec-
tion is unique provided the following additional conditions are satisfied
(cf. [30], Theorem 5.2). For arbitrary ξ, η, ζ ∈ G10 (M) we have:
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(iv) [ξ, η] = Dˆξη − Dˆηξ and
(v) ξg(η, ζ) = g(Dξη, ζ) + g(η,Dξζ).
In terms of coordinate expressions, the connection can be written down by
means of ”generalized” Christoffel symbols: Assume we are given a chart (Vα, ψα)
on M with coordinates xi (i = 1, . . . , 4). The Christoffel symbols are generalized
functions Γkij ∈ G(Vα) defined by
Dˆ∂i∂j = Γ
k
ij∂k, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
1.1.3. Generalized function concepts in general relativity. Even
though sufficient motivation to study the Cauchy problem of the wave equation on
a space-time whose metric is of lower differentiability may emerge from a purely
mathematical interest, our original motivation actually stems from physics. The
aim of this section is to answer the following two questions: ”Why do we intend
to solve the wave equation on a singular space-time” and, ”Why do we employ
generalized function algebras for this matter?”.
The field of general relativity is a non-linear theory, in the sense that the
curvature depends non-linearly on the metric and its derivatives. This results in
several problems when one comes to consider the concept of singularities in space-
times:
(i) Firstly, from a mathematical point of view, an immediate problem when
a singular space–time is modeled by means of a distributional metric,
is: In the coordinate formula for the Christoffel symbols (hence in the
formula for the curvature), products of the metric coefficients and their
derivatives occur, and a (distributional) meaning has to be given to the
latter. As outlined above, this is not always possible in the framework
of distributions, because they form a linear theory ( cf. the discussion at
the beginning of the chapter).
(ii) The second natural obstacle is the difficulty of distinguishing ”strong”
singularities from ”weak” singularities. Singularities were originally de-
fined as endpoints of incomplete geodesics, which could not be extended
such that the differentiability of the resulting space-time remained C2−
(cf. Hawking and Ellis, [21]). The class of singularities defined in this
manner unfortunately includes both genuine gravitational singularities
such as Schwarzschild and ”weaker” singularities as in conical space-
times, impulsive gravitational waves and shell crossing singularities. A
recent idea put forward by C. J. S. Clarke in ([7]) supports a new con-
cept of ”weak” singularities: A singularity in a space-time should only
be considered essential if it disrupts the evolution of linear test fields.
According to this idea, Clarke calls a space-times generalized hyperbolic,
if the Cauchy problem for the scalar wave equation is well posed, and
then shows that space-times with locally integrable curvature are in this
class.
Vickers and Wilson are the first authors who apply Clarke’s concepts by show-
ing that conical space-times are generalized hyperbolic (cf. [49]; in the context
of generalized function algebras this is called G–generalized hyperbolic). To fur-
ther overcome obstacle (i) in a mathematically rigorous way, they reformulate the
Cauchy problem in the full Colombeau algebra. Finally, they show that the re-
sulting generalized solution is associated with a distributional solution (this can be
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done by considering weak limits with respect to the smoothing parameter ε, cf. the
definitions given in section 4.3.1.4).
We shall follow Vickers’ and Wilson’s approach and try to generalize their result
to a wide range of generalized space-times in chapter 3. However, it should be noted
that contrary to [49], we work in the special algebra exclusively. Moreover, the
technique we are using (based on certain energy integrals and Sobolev norms) lies
somewhere between Hawking and Ellis’ method ([21]) and Vickers’ and Wilson’s.
For more information on the use of generalized function algebras in relativity
we refer to the recent review [46] on this topic by R. Steinbauer and J. Vickers
as well as J. Vickers’s article ([17] pp. 275–290) and the introduction to [49]. For
relativistic applications in the framework of Colombeau’s theory, see [8, 18, 19].
1.2. Uniqueness issues in algebras of generalized functions
The last chapter of the present work consists of three different problems which
we have summarized under the title ”point values and uniqueness questions in
algebras of generalized functions”. Even though the problems are quite different,
they all have to do with the basic question: ”given two generalized functions f, g,
how can we decide if f = g?” It is clear that we can reduce this to the problem of
determining whether a generalized function h vanishes identically. Before we come
to a possible answer offered by M. Kunzinger and M. Oberguggenberger in [38]
in form of a ”uniqueness test” via evaluation of generalized functions on so-called
compactly supported points, we motivate the problem from the distributional point
of view.
By definition, a distribution w ∈ D′ is zero if the test with arbitrary test
functions φ yields 〈w, φ〉 = 0. The question, reformulated in the context of the
special algebra, reads, ”is the embedded object ι(w) ∈ G identically zero?”.
However, since the key idea of embedding distributions into G is regularization
of the latter, we shall leave aside the embedding and answer this question for
regularized nets of distributions in terms of the following characterization:
Theorem 1.3. Let u ∈ D′(Rn) and let ρ ∈ D(Rn) be a standard mollifier, that is,
with
∫
ρ(x) dxn = 1 and let ρε(x) :=
1
εn ρ(
x
ε ). The following are equivalent:
(i) u = 0 in D′(Rn).
(ii) For each compactly supported net (xε)ε ∈ (Rn)(0,1] we have
(u ∗ ρε)(xε)→ 0 if ε→ 0.
Proof. The implication (i)⇒(ii) is obvious, since for each ε > 0 and each
x ∈ Rn, ρε ∗ u(x) = 〈u(y), ρε(x−yε )〉 = 0. To show the converse direction, assume
u 6= 0 but that (ii) holds. Then there exists φ ∈ D(Rn) such that 〈u, φ〉 6= 0. It
follows that there exists a positive constant C1 and an index ε0 ∈ (0, 1] such that
for each ε < ε0 we have
(1.5)
∣∣∣∣∫ (u ∗ ρε)φ dxn∣∣∣∣ ≥ C1.
Therefore there exist a sequence εk → 0 in (0, 1], a compactly supported sequence
xεk ∈ Rn and a positive number C such that for each k ≥ 1 we have
(1.6) |u ∗ ρεk(xεk )| ≥ C.
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Indeed, if we assume the contrary, then for each set K ⊂⊂ Rn we would have
supx∈K |u ∗ ρε| → 0 whenever ε→ 0. Fix K such that suppφ ⊆ K. Then we have∣∣∣∣∫ (u ∗ ρε)φ dxn∣∣∣∣ ≤ vol(K)‖φ‖∞‖u ∗ ρε‖K,∞ → 0
whenever ε→ 0, a contradiction to (1.5).
Finally define (xε)ε as follows: xε := xεk whenever ε ∈ (εk+1, εk] (k ≥ 1) and
xε := xε1 when ε ∈ (x1, 1]. By (1.6) we have a contradiction to our assumption.
Therefore u = 0 and we are done. 
It is further evident that, in the above characterization, (ii) cannot be replaced
by the condition
For each x ∈ Rn we have
(u ∗ ρε)(x)→ 0 whenever ε→ 0.
To see this, take a standard mollifier ρ with support supp ρ = [0, 1]. Then for each
x there exists an index ε0 such that ρε(x) = 0 for each ε < ε0. But for ε → 0 we
have
ρε → δ in D′.
We go on now by showing how these ideas are elaborated in the context of the
special algebra:
1.2.0.1. The generalized point values concept. Generalized functions can be
evaluated at standard points. To be more precise, let us introduce the ring of
generalized numbers R˜, defined by the quotient
R˜ := EM/N ,
where the ring of moderate numbers
EM := {(xε)ε ∈ R(0,1] : ∃N : |xε| = O(ε−N )}.
Similarly the ideal of negligible numbers N in EM is given by
N := {(xε)ε ∈ R(0,1] : ∀m : |xε| = O(εm)}.
Let R˜c denote the set of compactly supported elements of R˜, that is: xc lies in
R˜c if and only if there exists a compact set K ⊆ R such that for one (hence any)
representative (xε)ε there exists an index ε0 such that for all ε < ε0 we have
xε ∈ K. It can easily be shown that evaluation of generalized functions f on
compactly supported generalized points makes perfect sense in the following way:
let (fε)ε be a representative of f ∈ G(R), then
f˜(xc) := (fε(xε))ε +N ∈ R˜
yields a well defined generalized number. We denote by f˜ : R˜c → R˜ the above map
induced by the generalized function f .
By a standard point x we shall mean an element of R˜ which admits a constant
representative, i. e. x = (α)ε +N for a certain real number α. M. Kunzinger and
M. Oberguggenberger show in ([38]) that it does not suffice to know the values
of generalized functions at standard points in order to determine them uniquely.
Furthermore, the following analog of Theorem 1.3 holds:
Theorem 1.4. Let f ∈ G(R). The following are equivalent:
(i) f = 0 in G(R),
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(ii) ∀ xc ∈ R˜c : f˜(xc) = 0.
Note that a similar statement holds in Egorov algebras (cf. the final remark
in [38]). In the first section of chapter 4 we show that also in p-adic Egorov
algebras such a characterization holds and that evaluation at standard points does
not suffice to determine elements of such algebras uniquely. In section 4.2 we
elaborate a topological question in the ring of generalized numbers R˜ endowed with
the so-called sharp topology. Finally, in the end of chapter 4, we apply some new
differential calculus on R˜ due to Aragona ([4]) for showing that the only scaling
invariant functions on the real line are the constants.
CHAPTER 2
Algebraic foundations of Colombeau Lorentz
geometry
In the course of chapter 3 we shall establish a local existence and uniqueness
theorem for the Cauchy problem of the wave equation in a generalized context. The
considerations we had to undertake to achieve this result showed that a generalized
concept of causality might be useful to describe scenarios in a non-smooth space-
time without always having to deal merely with the standard concepts component-
wise on the level of representatives. However, also from a purely theoretical point
of view, the need of a such a concept becomes clear: the non-standard aspect in
Colombeau theory, which gives rise to a description of objects not point-wise but
on so-called generalized points (cf. [38] and chapter 4). This has been taken up
in the recent and initial work by M. Kunzinger and R. Steinbauer on generalized
pseudo-Riemannian geometry ([31]), on which we base our considerations (cf. the
assumptions on the metric in section 3.3.2), but it has not yet been investigated to a
wide extent. For instance, invertibility of generalized functions has been character-
ized (cf. [31], Proposition 2. 1) and allowed a notable characterization of symmetric
generalized non-degenerate (0, 2) forms (cf. Theorem 1.1). But so far there has not
been given a characterization of generalized pseudo-Riemannian metrics h in terms
of bilinear forms h˜ stemming from evaluation of h at compactly supported points
(on the respective manifold).
The main aim of this chapter, therefore, is to describe and discuss some ele-
mentary questions of generalized pseudo-Riemannian geometry under the aspect of
generalized points. Our program is as follows: Introducing the index of a symmetric
bilinear form on the n-dimensional module R˜n over the generalized numbers R˜ en-
ables us to define the appropriate notion of a bilinear form of Lorentz signature. We
can therefore propose a notion of causality in this context. The general statement
of the inverse Cauchy-Schwartz inequality is then given. We further show that a
dominant energy condition in the sense of Hawking and Ellis for generalized energy
tensors (such as also indirectly assumed in [49]) is satisfied. We also answer the
algebraic question: ”Does any submodule in R˜n have a direct summand?”: For free
submodules, the answer is positive and is basically due to a new characterization
of free elements in R˜n. In general, however, direct summands do not exist: R˜n
is not semisimple. In the end of the chapter we present a new characterization of
invertibility in algebras of generalized functions. Finally, we want to point out that
the positivity issues on the ring of generalized numbers treated here have links to
papers by M. Oberguggenberger et al. ([22, 35]).
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2.1. Preliminaries
Let I := (0, 1] ⊆ R, and let K denote R resp. C. The ring of generalized
numbers over K is constructed in the following way: Given the ring of moderate
nets of numbers E(K) := {(xε)ε ∈ KI | ∃ m : |xε| = O(εm) (ε→ 0)} and, similarly,
the ideal of negligible nets in E(K) which are of the form N (K) := {(xε)ε ∈ KI |
∀ m : |xε| = O(εm) (ε → 0)}, we may define the generalized numbers as the factor
ring K˜ := EM (K)/N (K). An element α ∈ K˜ is called strictly positive if it lies in
R˜ (this means that for any representative (αε)ε = (Re(αε))ε + i(Im(αε))ε we have
(Im(αε))ε ∈ N (R)) and if α has a representative (αε)ε such that there exists m ≥ 0
such that Re(αε) ≥ εm for each ε ∈ I = (0, 1], we shall write α > 0. Clearly any
strictly positive number is invertible. β ∈ R˜ is called strictly negative, if −β > 0.
Note that a generalized number u is strictly positive precisely when it is invertible
(due to [31] Proposition 2. 2 this means that u is strictly non-zero) and positive
(i. e., u has a representative (uε)ε which is greater or equals zero for each ε ∈ I).
In the appendix to this chapter a new and somewhat surprising characterization of
invertibility and strict positivity in the frame of the special algebra construction is
presented.
Let A ⊂ I, then the characteristic function χA ∈ R˜ is given by the class of
(χε)ε, where
χε :=
{
1, if ε ∈ A
0, otherwise
.
Whenever R˜n is involved, we consider it as an R˜–module of dimension n ≥ 1.
Clearly the latter can be identified with EM (Rn)/N (Rn), but we will not often use
this fact subsequently. Finally, we denote by R˜n
2
:= Mn(R˜) the ring of n × n
matrices over R˜. A matrix A is called orthogonal, if UU t = I in R˜n
2
and detU = 1
in R˜. Clearly, there are two different ways to introduce R˜n
2
:
Remark 2.1. Denote by EM (Mn(R)) the ring of moderate nets of n × n matri-
ces over R, a subring of Mn(R)I . Similarly let N (Mn(R)) denote the ideal of
negligible nets of real n × n matrices. There is a ring isomorphism ϕ : R˜n2 →
EM (Mn(R))/N (Mn(R)).
For the convenience of the reader we repeat Lemma 2. 6 from [31]:
Lemma 2.2. Let A ∈ R˜n2 . The following are equivalent:
(i) A is non-degenerate, that is, ξ ∈ R˜n, ξtAη = 0 for each η ∈ R˜n implies
ξ = 0.
(ii) A : R˜n → R˜n is injective.
(iii) A : R˜n → R˜n is bijective.
(iv) detA is invertible in R˜.
Note that the equivalence of (i)–(iii) and (iv) results from the fact that in R˜
any nonzero non-invertible element is a zero-divisor. Since we deal with symmetric
matrices throughout, we start by giving a basic characterization of symmetry of
generalized matrices:
Lemma 2.3. Let A ∈ R˜n2 . The following are equivalent:
(i) A is symmetric, that is A = At in R˜n
2
.
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(ii) There exists a symmetric representative (Aε)ε := ((a
ε
ij)ij)ε of A.
Proof. Since (ii)⇒ (i) is clear, we only need to show (i)⇒ (ii). Let ((a¯εij)ij)ε
a representative of A. Symmetrizing yields the desired representative
(aεij)ε :=
(a¯εij)ε + (a¯
ε
ji)ε
2
of A. This follows from the fact that for each pair (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , n}2 of indices one
has (a¯εij)ε − (a¯εji)ε ∈ N (R) due to the symmetry of A. 
Denote by ‖ ‖F the Frobenius norm on Mn(C). In order to prepare a notion
of eigenvalues for symmetric matrices, we repeat a numeric result given in [47]
(Theorem 5. 2):
Theorem 2.4. Let A ∈ Mn(C) be a Hermitian matrix with eigenvalues λ1 ≥
· · · ≥ λn. Denote by A˜ a non-Hermitian perturbation of A, i. e., E = A˜ − A
is not Hermitian. We further call the eigenvalues of A˜ (which might be complex)
µk + iνk (1 ≤ k ≤ n) where µ1 ≥ · · · ≥ µn. In this notation, we have√√√√ n∑
k=1
|(µk + iνk)− λk|2 ≤
√
2‖E‖F .
Definition 2.5. Let A ∈ R˜n2 be a symmetric matrix and let (Aε)ε be an arbitrary
representative of A. Let for any ε ∈ I, θk,ε := µk,ε + iνk,ε (1 ≤ k ≤ n) be the
eigenvalues of Aε ordered by the size of the real parts, i. e., µ1,ε ≥ · · · ≥ µn,ε.
The generalized eigenvalues θk ∈ C˜ (1 ≤ k ≤ n) of A are defined as the classes
(θk,ε)ε +N (C).
Lemma 2.6. Let A ∈ R˜n2 be a symmetric matrix. Then the eigenvalues λk (1 ≤
k ≤ n) of A as introduced in Definition 2.5 are well defined elements of R˜. Fur-
thermore, there exists an orthogonal U ∈ R˜n2 such that
(2.1) UAU t = diag(λ1, . . . , λn).
We call λi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) the eigenvalues of A. A is non-degenerate if and only if all
generalized eigenvalues are invertible.
Before we prove the lemma, we note that throughout the chapter we shall omit
the term ”generalized” (eigenvalues) and we shall call the generalized numbers
constructed in the above way simply ”eigenvalues” (of a generalized symmetric
matrix).
Proof. Due to Lemma 2.3 we may choose a symmetric representative (Aε)ε =
((aεij)ij)ε ∈ EM (Mn(R)) of A . For any ε, denote by λ1,ε ≥ · · · ≥ λn,ε the resp.
(real) eigenvalues of (aεij)ij ordered by size. For any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, define λi :=
(λi,ε)ε +N (R) ∈ R˜. For the well-definedness of the eigenvalues of A, we only need
to show that for any other (not necessarily symmetric) representative of A, the resp.
net of eigenvalues lies in the same class of EM (C); note that the use of complex
numbers is indispensable here. Let (A˜ε)ε = ((a˜
ε
ij)ij)ε be another representative of
A. Denote by µk,ε + iνk+ε the eigenvalues of A˜ε for any ε ∈ I such that the real
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parts are ordered by size, i. e., µ1,ε ≥ · · · ≥ µn,ε. Denote by (Eε)ε := (A˜ε)ε− (Aε)ε.
Due to Theorem 2.4 we have for each ε ∈ I:
(2.2)
√√√√ n∑
k=1
|(µk,ε + iνk,ε)− λk,ε|2 ≤
√
2‖Eε‖F .
Since (Eε)ε ∈ N (Mn(R)), (2.2) implies for any k ∈ {1, . . . , n} and any m,
|(µk,ε + iνk,ε)− λk,ε| = O(εm) (ε→ 0)
which means that the resp. eigenvalues of (Aε)ε and of (A˜ε)ε in the above order
belong to the same class in EM (C). In particular they yield the same elements of
R˜. The preceding argument and Lemma 2.3 show that without loss of generality
we may construct the eigenvalues of A by means of a symmetric representative
(Aε)ε = ((a
ε
ij)ij)ε ∈ EM (Mn(R)). For such a choice we have for any ε an orthogonal
matrix Uε such that
UεAεU
t
ε = diag(λ1,ε, . . . , λn,ε), λ1,ε ≥ · · · ≥ λn,ε.
Declaring U as the class of (Uε)ε ∈ EM (Mn(R)) yields the proof of the second
claim, since orthogonality for any Uε implies orthogonality of U inMn(R˜). Finally,
decomposition (2.1) gives, by applying the multiplication theorem for determinants
and the orthogonality of U , detA =
∏n
i=1 λi. This shows in conjunction with
Lemma 2.2 that invertibility of all eigenvalues is a sufficient and necessary condition
for the non-degenerateness of A and we are done. 
Remark 2.7. A remark on the notion eigenvalue of a generalized symmetric matrix
A ∈ R˜n2 is in order: Since for any eigenvalue λ ofA we have det(A−λI) = det(U(A−
λI)U t) = det((UAU t)− λI) = 0, Lemma 2.2 implies that A− λI : R˜n → R˜n is not
injective. However, again by the same lemma, det(A− λI) = 0 is not necessary for
A− λI to be not injective, and a θ ∈ R˜ for which A − θI is not injective need not
be an eigenvalue of A. More explicitly, we give two examples of possible scenarios
here:
(i) Let ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : λi 6= 0 and for some i let λi be a zero divisor. Then
besides A− λi (i = 1, . . . , n), also A : R˜n → R˜n fails to be injective.
(ii) ”Mixing” representatives of λi, λj (i 6= j) might give rise to gener-
alized numbers θ ∈ R˜, θ 6= λj ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n} for which A − θI is
not injective as well. Consider for the sake of simplicity the matrix
D := diag(1,−1) ∈ M2(R). A rotation Uϕ :=
(
cos(ϕ) sin(ϕ)
− sin(ϕ) cos(ϕ)
)
yields by matrix multiplication
UϕDU
t
ϕ =
(
cos(2ϕ) − sin(2ϕ)
− sin(2ϕ) − cos(2ϕ)
)
.
The choice of ϕ = π/2 therefore switches the order of the entries of D, i. e.,
Upi/2DU
t
pi/2 = diag(−1, 1). Define U, λ as the classes of (Uε)ε, (λε)ε defined by
Uε :=
{
I : ε ∈ I ∩Q
Upi/2 : else
,
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λε :=
{
1 : ε ∈ I ∩Q
−1 else ,
further define µ ∈ R˜ by µ+ λ = 0. Then we have for A := [(D)ε]:
UDU t = diag(λ, µ).
Therefore as shown above, D−λI, D−µI are not injective considered as maps
R˜n → R˜n. But neither λ, nor µ are eigenvalues of D.
Definition 2.8. Let A ∈ R˜n2 . We denote by ν+(A) (resp. ν−(A)) the number
of strictly positive (resp. strictly negative) eigenvalues, counting multiplicity. Fur-
thermore, if ν+(A)+ν−(A) = n, we simply write ν(A) := ν−(A). If A is symmetric
and ν(A) = 0, we call A a positive definite symmetric matrix. If A is symmetric
and ν+(A) + ν−(A) = n and ν(A) = 1, we say A is a symmetric L-matrix.
The following corollary shows that for a symmetric non-degenerate matrix in
R˜n
2
counting n strictly positive resp. negative eigenvalues is equivalent to having a
(symmetric) representative for which any ε-component has the same number (total
n) of positive resp. negative real eigenvalues. We skip the proof.
Corollary 2.9. Let A ∈ R˜n2 be symmetric and non-degenerate and j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
The following are equivalent:
(i) ν+(A) + ν−(A) = n, ν(A) = j.
(ii) For each symmetric representative (Aε)ε of A there exists some ε0 ∈ I
such that for any ε < ε0 we have for the eigenvalues λ1,ε ≥ · · · ≥ λn,ε of
Aε:
λ1,ε, . . . , λn−j,ε > 0, λn−j+1,ε, . . . , λn,ε < 0.
2.2. Causality and the inverse Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
In a free module over a commutative ring R 6= {0}, any two bases have the
same cardinality. Therefore, any free module Mn of dimension n ≥ 1 (i. e., with a
basis having n elements) is isomorphic to Rn considered as module over R (which
is free, since it has the canonical basis). As a consequence we may confine ourselves
to considering the module R˜n over R˜ and its submodules. We further assume that
from now on n, the dimension of R˜n, is greater than 1. It is quite natural to start
with an appropriate version of the Steinitz exchange lemma:
Proposition 2.10. Let B = {v1, . . . , vn} be a basis for R˜n. Let w = λ1v1 + · · ·+
λnvn ∈ R˜n such that for some j (1 ≤ j ≤ n), λj is not a zero divisor. Then, also
B′ := {v1, . . . , vj−1, w, vj+1, . . . , vn} is a basis for R˜n.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume j = 1, that is λ1 is invert-
ible. We we have to show that B′ := {w, v2, . . . , vn} is a basis for R˜n. Assume we
are given a vector v =
∑n
i=1 µivi ∈ R˜n, µi ∈ R˜. Since λ1 is invertible, we may
write v1 =
1
λ1
w− λ2λ1 v2 − · · · − λnλ1 vn. Thus we find v =
µ1
λ1
w+
∑n
k=2(µk − µ1λkλ1 )vk,
which proves that B′ spans R˜n. It remains to prove linear independence of B′:
Assume that for µ, µ2, . . . , µn ∈ R˜ we have µw + µ2v2 + · · ·+ µnvn = 0. Inserting
w =
∑n
i=1 λivi yields µλ1v1 + (µλ2 + µ2)v2 + · · ·+ (µλn + µn)vn = 0 and since B
is a basis, it follows that µλ1 = µλ2 + µ2 = · · · = µλnµn = 0. Now, since λ1 is
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invertible, it follows that µ = 0. Therefore µ2 = · · · = µn = 0 which proves that
w, v1, . . . , vn are linearly independent, and B′ is a basis. 
Definition 2.11. Let b : R˜n × R˜n → R˜ be a symmetric bilinear form on R˜n. Let
j ∈ N0. If for some basis B := {e1, . . . , en} of R˜n we have ν((b(ei, ej))ij) = j we
call j the index of b. If j = 0 we say that b is positive definite and if j = 1 we call
b a symmetric bilinear form of Lorentz signature.
Note that as in the classical setting, there is no notion of ’eigenvalues’ of a
symmetric bilinear form, since a change of coordinates that is not induced by an
orthogonal matrix need not conserve the eigenvalues of the original coefficient ma-
trix. We are obliged to show that the notion above is well defined. The main
argument is Sylvester’s inertia law (cf. [13], pp. 306):
Proposition 2.12. The index of a bilinear form b on R˜n as introduced in Definition
2.11 is well defined.
Proof. Let B, B′ be bases of R˜n and let A be a matrix describing a linear
map which maps B onto B′ (this map is uniquely determined in the sense that it
only depends on the order of the basis vectors of the resp. bases). Let B be the
coefficient matrix of the given bilinear form b and let further k := ν(B). The change
of bases results in a ’generalized’ equivalence transformation of the form
B 7→ T := AtBA,
T being the coefficient matrix of h with respect to B′. We only need to show that
ν(B) = ν(T ). Since the index of a matrix is well defined (and this again follows
from Lemma 2.6, where it is proved that the eigenvalues of a symmetric generalized
matrix are well defined), it is sufficient to show that for one (hence any) symmetric
representative (Tε)ε of T there exists an ε0 ∈ I such that for each ε < ε0 we have
λ1,ε > 0, . . . , λn−k,ε > 0, λn−k+1,ε < 0, . . . , λn−k,ε < 0,
where (λi,ε)ε (i = 1, . . . , n) are the ordered eigenvalues of (Tε)ε. To this end, let
(Bε)ε be a symmetric representative of B, and define by (Tε)ε a representative of
T component-wise via
Tε := A
t
εBεAε.
Clearly (Tε)ε is symmetric. For each ε let λ1,ε ≥ · · · ≥ λn,ε be the ordered eigen-
values of Tε and let µ1,ε ≥ · · · ≥ µn,ε be the ordered eigenvalues of Bε. Since A
and B are non-degenerate, there exists some ε0 ∈ I and an integer m0 such that
for each ε < ε0 and for each i = 1, . . . , n we have
|λi,ε| ≥ εm0 and |µi,ε| ≥ εm0 .
Furthermore due to our assumption k = ν(B), therefore taking into account the
component-wise order of the eigenvalues µi,ε, for each ε < ε0 we have:
µi,ε ≥ εm0 (i = 1, . . . , n− k) and µi,ε ≤ −εm0 (i = n− k + 1, . . . , n).
As a consequence of Sylvester’s inertia law we therefore have for each ε < ε0:
λi,ε ≥ εm0 (i = 1, . . . , n− k) and λi,ε ≤ −εm0 (i = n− k + 1, . . . , n),
since for each ε < ε0 the number of positive resp. negative eigenvalues of Bε resp.
Tε coincides. We have thereby shown that ν(T ) = k and we are done. 
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Definition 2.13. Let b : R˜n × R˜n → R˜ be a symmetric bilinear form on R˜n. A
basis B := {e1, . . . , ek} of R˜n is called an orthogonal basis with respect to b if
b(ei, ej) = 0 whenever i 6= j.
Corollary 2.14. Any symmetric bilinear form b on R˜n admits an orthogonal basis.
Proof. Let B := {v1, . . . , vn} be some basis of R˜n, then the coefficient matrix
A := (b(vi, vj))ij ∈ R˜n2 is symmetric. Due to Lemma 2.6, there is an orthogonal
matrix U ∈ R˜n2 and generalized numbers θi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) (the so-called eigenval-
ues) such that UAU t = diag(θ1, . . . , θn). Therefore the (clearly non-degenerate)
matrix U induces a mapping R˜n → R˜n which maps B onto some basis B′ which is
orthogonal. 
Definition 2.15. Let λ1, . . . , λk ∈ R˜ (k ≥ 1). Then the span of λi (1 ≤ i ≤ k) is
denoted by 〈{λ1, . . . , λn}〉.
We now introduce a notion of causality in our framework:
Definition 2.16. Let g be a symmetric bilinear form of Lorentzian signature on
R˜n. Then we call u ∈ R˜n
(i) time-like, if g(u, u) < 0,
(ii) null, if u = 0 or u is free and g(u, u) = 0,
(iii) space-like, if g(u, u) > 0.
Furthermore, we say two time-like vectors u, v have the same time-orientation when-
ever g(u, v) < 0.
Note that there exist elements in R˜n which are neither time-like, nor null, nor
space-like.
The next statement provides a characterization of free elements in R˜n. We
shall repeatedly make use of it in the sequel.
Theorem 2.17. Let v be an element of R˜n. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) For any positive definite symmetric bilinear form h on R˜n we have
h(v, v) > 0
(ii) The coefficients of v with respect to some (hence any) basis span R˜.
(iii) v is free.
(iv) The coefficients vi (i = 1, . . . , n) of v with respect to some (hence any) ba-
sis of R˜n satisfy the following: For any choice of representatives (viε)ε (1 ≤
i ≤ n) of vi there exists some ε0 ∈ I such that for each ε < ε0 we have
max
i=1,...,n
|viε| > 0.
(v) For each representative (vε)ε ∈ EM (Rn) of v there exists some ε0 ∈ I
such that for each ε < ε0 we have vε 6= 0 in Rn.
(vi) There exists a basis of R˜n such that the first coefficient vi of v is strictly
non-zero.
(vii) v can be extended to a basis of R˜n.
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(viii) Let vi (i = 1, . . . , n) denote the coefficients of v with respect to some
arbitrary basis of R˜n. Then we have
‖v‖˜ :=
(
n∑
i=1
(vi)2
)1/2
> 0.
Proof. We proceed by establishing the implications (i) ⇒ (ii) ⇒ (iii) ⇒ (i),
further the equivalence (i) ⇔ (viii) as well as (iv) ⇔ (viii) and (iv) ⇔ (v) and end
with the proof of (iv) ⇒ (vi) ⇒ (vii) ⇒ (viii) ⇒ (iv).
If v = 0 the equivalences are trivial. We shall therefore assume v 6= 0.
(i)⇒ (ii): Let (hij)ij be the coefficient matrix of h with respect to some fixed basis
B of R˜n. Then λ := ∑1≤i,j≤n hijvivj = h(v, v) > 0, in particular λ is invertible
and
∑
j(
∑
i
hijv
i
λ )v
j = 1 which shows that 〈{v1, . . . , vn}〉 = R˜. Since the choice of
the basis was arbitrary, (ii) is shown.
(ii) ⇒ (iii): We assume 〈{v1, . . . , vn}〉 = R˜ but that there exists some λ 6= 0 : λv =
0, that is, ∀ i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n : λvi = 0. Since the coefficients of v span R˜, there exist
µ1, . . . , µn such that λ =
∑n
i=1 µiv
i. It follows that λ2 =
∑n
i=1 µi(λv
i) = 0 but this
is impossible, since R˜ contains no nilpotent elements.
(iii) ⇒ (i): Due to Lemma 2.6 we may assume that we have chosen a basis such
that the coefficient matrix with respect to the latter is in diagonal form, i. e.,
(hij)ij = diag(λ1, . . . , λn) with λi > 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ n). We have to show that h(v, v) =∑n
i=1 λi(v
i)2 > 0. Since there exists ε0 ∈ I such that for all representatives of
λ1, . . . , λn, v
1, . . . , vn we have for ε < ε0 that γε := λ1ε(v
1
ε)
2 + · · ·+ λnε(vnε )2 ≥ 0,
h(v, v) 6> 0 would imply that there exists a zero sequence εk → 0 (k → 0) such that
γεk < ε
k. This implies that h(v, v) is a zero divisor and it means that all summands
share a simultaneous zero divisor, i. e., ∃ µ 6= 0 ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : µλi(vi)2 = 0.
Since v was free, this is a contradiction and we have shown that (i) holds.
The equivalence (i)⇔ (viii) is evident. We proceed by establishing the equivalence
(iv) ⇔ (viii). First, assume (viii) holds, and let (viε)ε (1 ≤ i ≤ n) be arbitrary
representatives of vi (i = 1, . . . , n). Then(
n∑
i=1
(viε)
2
)
ε
is a representative of (‖v‖˜)2 as well, and since ‖v‖˜ is strictly positive, there exists
some m0 and some ε0 ∈ I such that
∀ ε < ε0 :
n∑
i=1
(viε)
2 > εm0 .
This immediately implies (iv). In order to see the converse direction, we proceed
indirectly. Assume (viii) does not hold, that is, we assume there exist representa-
tives (viε)ε of v
i for i = 1, . . . , n such that for some sequence εk → 0 (k → ∞) we
have for each k > 0 that
n∑
i=1
(viεk )
2 < εkk.
Therefore one may even construct representatives (v˜iε)ε for v
i (i = 1, . . . , n) such
that for each k > 0 and each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} we have v˜iεk = 0. It is now evident
that (v˜iε)ε violate condition (iv) and we are done with (iv) ⇔ (viii). (iv) ⇔ (v) is
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evident. So we finish the proof by showing (iv) ⇒ (vi) ⇒ (vii) ⇒ (iv) Clearly (vii)
⇒ (iv). To see (iv)⇒ (vi) we first observe that the condition (iv) implies that there
exists some m0 such that for suitable representatives (v
i
ε)ε of v
i (i = 1, . . . , n) we
have for each ε ∈ I maxi=1,...,n |viε| > εm0 , i. e.,
∀ ε ∈ I ∃ i(ε) ∈ {1, . . . , n} : |vi(ε)ε | > εm0 .
We may view (vε)ε := ((v
1
ε , . . . , v
n
ε )
t)ε ∈ EM (Rn) as a representative of v in
EM (Rn)/N (Rn). Denote for each ε ∈ I by Aε the representing matrix of the
linear map Rn → Rn that merely permutes the i(ε) th. canonical coordinate of Rn
with the first one. Define A : R˜n → R˜n the bijective linear map with representing
matrix
A := (Aε)ε + EM (Mn(R)).
What is evident now from our construction, is: The first coefficient of
v˜ := Av = (Aεvε)ε + EM (Rn)
is strictly nonzero and we have shown (vi). Finally we verify (vi) ⇒ (vii). Let {ei |
1 ≤ i ≤ n} denote the canonical basis of R˜n. Point (vi) ensures the existence of a
bijective linear map A on R˜n such that the first coefficient v¯1 of v¯ = (v¯1, . . . , v¯n)t :=
Av is strictly non-zero; applying Proposition 2.10 yields another basis {v¯, e2, . . . , en}
of R˜n. Since A is bijective, {v = A−1v¯, A−1e2, . . . , A−1en} is a basis of R˜n as well
and we are done. 
We may add a non-trivial example of a free vector to the above characterization:
Example 2.18. For n > 1, let λi ∈ R˜ (1 ≤ i ≤ n) have the following properties
(i) λ2i = λi ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
(ii) λiλj = 0 ∀ i 6= j
(iii) 〈{λ1, . . . , λn}〉 = R˜
This choice of zero divisors in R˜ is possible (idempotent elements in R˜ are thor-
oughly discussed in [5], pp. 2221–2224). Now, let B = {e1, . . . , en} be the canon-
ical basis of R˜n. Theorem 2.17 (iii) implies that v :=
∑n
i=1(−1)(i+1)(n+1)λiei is
free. Furthermore let γ ∈ Σn be the cyclic permutation which sends {1, . . . , n} to
{n, 1, . . . , n−1}. Clearly the sign of γ is positive if and only if n is odd. Define n vec-
tors vj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) by v1 := v, and such that vj is given by vj :=
∑n
k=1 λγj−1(k)ek
whenever j > 1. Let A be the matrix having the vj ’s as column vectors. Then
detA =
n∑
l=1
λnl =
n∑
l=1
λl.
Due to properties (i,iii), detA is invertible. Therefore, B′ := {v, v2, . . . , vn} is a
basis of R˜n, too. The reader is invited to check further equivalent properties of v
according to Theorem 2.17.
Since any symmetric bilinear form admits an orthogonal basis due to Corollary
2.14 we further conclude by means of Theorem 2.17:
Corollary 2.19. Let b be a symmetric bilinear form on R˜n. Then the following
are equivalent:
(i) For any free v ∈ R˜n, b(v, v) > 0.
(ii) b is positive definite.
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For showing further algebraic properties of R˜n (cf. section 2.3.1), also the fol-
lowing lemma will be crucial:
Lemma 2.20. Let h be a positive definite symmetric bilinear form. Then we have
the following:
(i) ∀ v ∈ R˜n : h(v, v) ≥ 0 and h(v, v) = 0⇔ v = 0.
(ii) Let m be a free submodule of R˜n. Then h is a positive definite symmetric
bilinear form on m.
Proof. First, we verify (i): Let vi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) be the coefficients of v with
respect to some orthogonal basis B for h. Then we can write h(v, v) =∑ni=1 λi(vi)2
with λi strictly positive for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Thus h(v, v) ≥ 0, and h(v, v) = 0
implies ∀ i ∈ {1 . . . n} : vi = 0, i. e., v = 0. This finishes the proof of part (i). In
order to show (ii) we first notice that by definition, any free submodule admits a
basis. Let Bm := {w1, . . . , wk} be such for m and denote by hm the restriction of h
to m. Then, due to Theorem 2.17 (i), we have for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, hm(wi, wi) > 0. Let
A := (hm(wi, wj))ij be the coefficient matrix of hm with respect to Bm. Since hm is
symmetric, so is the matrix A and thus, due to Lemma 2.6 there is an orthogonal
matrix U ∈ R˜k2 and there are generalized numbers λi (1 ≤ i ≤ k) such that
UAU t = diag(λ1, . . . , λk) which implies that the (orthogonal, thus non-degenerate)
U maps Bm on an orthogonal basis B := {e1, . . . , ek} of m with respect to hm and
again by Theorem 2.17 (i) we have λi > 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ k). By Definition 2.11, hm is
also positive definite on m and we are done. 
Since any time-like or space-like vector is free, we further have as a consequence
of Theorem 2.17:
Proposition 2.21. Suppose we are given a bilinear form of Lorentzian signature
on R˜n and let u ∈ R˜n \ {0} be time-like, null or space-like. Then u can be extended
to a basis of R˜n.
In the case of a time-like vector we know a specific basis in which the first
coordinate is invertible:
Remark 2.22. Suppose we are given a bilinear form b of Lorentzian signature on
R˜n, let u be a time-like vector. Due to the definition of g we may suppose that we
have a basis so that the scalar product of u takes the form
g(u, u) = −λ1(u1)2 + λ2(u2)2 · · ·+ λn(un)2.
with λi strictly positive for each i = 1, . . . , n. Since g(u, u) < 0, we see that the
first coordinate u1 of u must be strictly non-zero.
It is worth mentioning that an analogue of the well known criterion of positive
definiteness of matrices in Mn(R) holds in our setting:
Lemma 2.23. Let A ∈ R˜n2 be symmetric. If the determinants of all principal
subminors of A (that are the submatrices A(k) := (aij)1≤i,j≤k (1 ≤ k ≤ n)) are
strictly positive, then A is positive definite.
Proof. Choose a symmetric representative (Aε)ε ofA (cf. Lemma 2.3). Clearly
the assumption detA(k) > 0 (1 ≤ k ≤ n) implies that ∃ ε0 ∃ m ∀ k : 1 ≤ k ≤
n ∀ ε < ε0 : detA(k)ε ≥ εm, that is, for each sufficiently small ε, Aε is a positive
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definite symmetric matrix due to a well known criterion in linear algebra. Further-
more detA(n) = detA > 0 implies A is non-degenerate which finally shows that A
is positive definite. 
Before we go on we note that type changing of tensors on R˜n by means of a
non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form g clearly is possible. Moreover, given a
(generalized) metric g ∈ G02 (X) on a manifold X (cf. section 1.1.2), lowering (resp.
raising) indices of generalized tensor fields on X (resp. tensors on R˜n) is compatible
with evaluation on compactly supported generalized points (which actually yields
the resp. object on R˜n). This basically follows from Proposition 3.9 ([31]) combined
with Theorem 3.1 ([31]). As usual we write the covector associated to ξ ∈ R˜n in
abstract index notation as ξa := gabξ
b. We call ξi (i = 1, . . . , n) the covariant
components of ξ.
The following technical lemma is required in the sequel:
Lemma 2.24. Let u, v ∈ R˜n such that u is free and utv = 0. Then for each
representative (uε)ε of u there exists a representative (vε)ε of v such that for each
ε ∈ I we have utεvε = 0.
Proof. Let (uε)ε, (vˆε)ε be representatives of u, v respectively. Then there
exists (nε)ε ∈ N such that
(utε)ε(vˆε)ε = (nε)ε.
By Theorem 2.17 (iv) we conclude
∃ ε0 ∃ m0 ∀ ε < ε0 ∃ j(ε) : |uj(ε)ε | ≥ εm0 .
Therefore we may define a new representative (vε)ε of v in the following way: For
ε ≥ ε0 we set vε := 0, otherwise we define
vε :=
{
vˆjε, j 6= j(ε)
vˆ
j(ε)
ε − nε
u
j(ε)
ε
otherwise
and clearly we have utεvε = 0 for each ε ∈ I. 
The following result in the style of [14] (Lemma 3.1.1, p. 74) prepares the inverse
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in our framework. We follow the book of Friedlander
which helps us to calculate the determinant of the coefficient matrix of a symmetric
bilinear form, which then turns out to be strictly positive, thus invertible. This is
equivalent to non-degenerateness of the bilinear form (cf. Lemma 2.2):
Proposition 2.25. Let g be a symmetric bilinear form of Lorentzian signature. If
u ∈ R˜n is time-like, then u⊥ is an n−1 dimensional submodule of R˜n and g |u⊥×u⊥
is positive definite.
Proof. Due to Proposition 2.21 we can choose a basis of R˜n such that Π :=
〈{u}〉 is spanned by the first vector, i. e.,
Π = {ξ ∈ R˜n|ξA = 0, A = 2, . . . , n}.
Consequently we have
〈ξ, ξ〉|Π×Π = g11(ξ1)2,
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and g11 = 〈u, u〉 < 0. If η ∈ Π′ := u⊥, then 〈ξ, η〉 = ξiηi, hence the covariant
component η1 must vanish (set ξ := u, i. e., 〈ξ, η〉 = 〈u, η〉 = η1 = 0). Therefore we
have
(2.3) 〈η, θ〉|Π′×Π′ = gABηAθB.
Our first observation is that u⊥ is a free (n − 1 dimensional) submodule with the
basis ξ(2), . . . , ξ(n) given in terms of the chosen coordinates above via
ξj(k) := g
ijδki , k = 2, . . . , n
(cf. (2.4) below, these are precisely the n− 1 row vectors there!) Due to the matrix
multiplication
(2.4)

1 0 . . . 0
g21 g22 . . . g2n
. . . . . . . . . . . .
gn1 gn2 . . . gnn
 (gij) = ( g11 ∗0 In−1
)
evaluation of the determinants yields
det gAB det gij = g11.
And it follows from det gij < 0, g11 < 0 that det g
AB > 0 which in particular shows
that gAB is a non-degenerate symmetric matrix, g |u⊥×u⊥ therefore being a non-
degenerate symmetric bilinear form on an n−1 dimensional free submodule. What
is left to prove is positive definiteness of gAB. We claim that for each u ∈ v⊥,
g(v, v) ≥ 0. In conjunction with the fact that g |u⊥ is non-degenerate, it follows
that g(v, v) > 0 for any free v ∈ u⊥ (this can be seen by using a suitable basis for
u⊥ which diagonalizes g |u⊥×u⊥ , cf. Corollary 2.19) and we are done.
To show the subclaim we have to undergo an ε-wise argument. Let (uε)ε ∈
EM (Rn) be a representative of u and let ((gεij)ij)ε ∈ EM (Mn(R)) be a symmetric
representatives of (gij)ij , where (gij)ij is the coefficient matrix of g with respect
to the canonical basis of R˜n. For each ε we denote by gε the symmetric bilinear
form induced by (gεij)ij , that is, the latter shall be the coefficient matrix of gε with
respect to the canonical basis of Rn. First we show that
(2.5) u⊥ = {(vε)ε ∈ EM (Rn) : ∀ ε > 0 : vε ∈ u⊥ε }+N (Rn),
Since the inclusion relation ⊇ is clear, we only need to show that ⊆ holds. To this
end, pick v ∈ u⊥. Then g(u, v) = gijuivj = 0 and the latter implies that for each
representative (vˆε)ε of v there exists (nε)ε ∈ N such that
(gεiju
i
εvˆ
j
ε)ε = (nε)ε.
We may interpret (gεiju
i
ε)(j = 1, . . . , n) as the representatives of the coefficients of
a vector w with coordinates wj := giju
i, and w is free, since u is free and g is non-
degenerate. Therefore we may employ Lemma 2.24 which yields a representative
(vjε)ε of v such that
(gεiju
i
εv
j
ε)ε = 0.
This precisely means that there exists a representative (vε)ε of v such that for each
ε we have vε ∈ u⊥ε . We have thus finished the proof of identity (2.5).
To finish the proof of the claim, that is g(v, v) ≥ 0, we pick a representative
(vε)ε of v and an ε0 ∈ I such that for each ε < ε0 we have
(i) each gε is of Lorentzian signature
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(ii) uε is time-like
(iii) vε ∈ u⊥ε .
Note that this choice is possible due to (2.5). Further, by the resp. classic result of
Lorentz geometry (cf. [14], Lemma 3. 1. 1) we have gε(vε, vε) ≥ 0 unless vε = 0.
Since (gεijv
i
εv
j
ε)ε is a representative of g(v, v) we have achieved the subclaim. 
Corollary 2.26. Let u ∈ R˜n be time-like. Then u⊥ := {v ∈ R˜n : 〈u, v〉 = 0} is a
submodule of R˜n and R˜n = 〈{u}〉 ⊕ u⊥.
Proof. The first statement is obvious. For v ∈ R˜n, define the orthogonal
projection of v onto 〈{u}〉 as Pu(v) := 〈u,v〉〈u,u〉u. Then one sees that v = Pu(v) + (v−
Pu(v)) ∈ 〈{u}〉+u⊥. Finally, assume R˜n 6= 〈{u}〉⊕u⊥, i. e., ∃ ξ 6= 0, ξ ∈ 〈{u}〉∩u⊥.
It follows 〈ξ, ξ〉 ≤ 0 and due to the preceding proposition ξ ∈ u⊥ implies 〈ξ, ξ〉 ≥ 0.
Since we have a partial ordering ≤, this is impossible unless 〈ξ, ξ〉 = 0. However by
Lemma 2.20 (i) we have ξ = 0. This contradicts our assumption and proves that
R˜n is the direct sum of u and its orthogonal complement. 
The following statement on the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality is a crucial result
in generalized Lorentz Geometry. It slightly differs from the classical result as is
shown in Example 2.28. However it seems to coincide with the classical inequality in
physically relevant cases, since algebraic complications which mainly arise from the
existence of zero divisor in our scalar ring of generalized numbers, presumably are
not inherent in the latter. Our proof follows the lines of the proof of the analogous
classic statement in O’Neill’s book ([39], chapter 5, Proposition 30, pp. 144):
Theorem 2.27. (Inverse Cauchy–Schwarz inequality) Let u, v ∈ R˜n be time-like
vectors. Then
(i) 〈u, v〉2 ≥ 〈u, u〉〈v, v〉, and
(ii) equality in (i) holds if u, v are linearly dependent over R˜∗, the units in
R˜.
(iii) If u, v are linearly independent, then 〈u, v〉2 > 〈u, u〉〈v, v〉.
Proof. In what follows, we keep the notation of the preceding corollary. Due
to Corollary 2.26, we may decompose u in a unique way v = au+w with a ∈ R˜, w ∈
u⊥. Since u is time-like,
〈v, v〉 = a2〈u, u〉+ 〈w,w〉 < 0.
Then
(2.6) 〈u, v〉2 = a2〈u, u〉2 = (〈v, v〉 − 〈w,w〉)〈u, u〉 ≥ 〈u, u〉〈v, v〉
since 〈w,w〉 ≥ 0 and this proves (i).
In order to prove (ii), assume u, v are linearly dependent over R˜∗, that is, there
exist λ, µ, both units in R˜ such that λu+ µv = 0. Then u = −µλv and equality in
(ii) follows.
Proof of (iii): Assume now, that u, v are linearly independent. We show that this
implies that w is free. For the sake of simplicity we assume without loss of generality
that 〈u, u〉 = 〈v, v〉 = −1 and we choose a basis B = {e1, . . . , en} with e1 = u due to
Proposition 2.21. Then with respect to the new basis we can write u = (1, 0, . . . , 0)t,
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v = (v1, . . . , vn)t, w = v−Pu(v) = (v1−(−g(v, e1)), v2, . . . , vn)t = (0, w2, . . . , wn)t.
Assume ∃ λ 6= 0 : λw = 0, then
(λv1)u+ λv = λv1e1 − λg(v, e1)e1 = λv1e1 − λv1e1 = 0
which implies that u, v are linearly dependent. This contradicts the assumption in
(iii). Thus w indeed is free. Applying Theorem 2.17 yields 〈w,w〉 > 0. A glance at
(2.6) shows that the proof of (iii) is finished. 
The following example indicates what happens when in 2.27 (ii) linear depen-
dence over the units in R˜ is replaced by linear dependence over R˜:
Example 2.28. Let λ ∈ R˜ be an idempotent zero divisor, and write α := [(ε)ε].
Let η = diag(−1, 1 . . . , 1) be the Minkowski metric. Define u = (1, 0, . . . , 0)t, v =
(1, λα, 0, . . . , 0)t. Clearly 〈u, u〉 = −1, 〈v, v〉 = −1 + λ2α2 < 0 But
〈u, v〉2 = 1 6= 〈u, u〉〈v, v〉 = −(−1 + λ2α2) = 1− λ2α2.
However, also the strict relation fails, i. e., 〈u, v〉2 6> 〈u, u〉〈v, v〉, since λ is a zero
divisor.
2.3. Further algebraic properties of finite dimensional modules over the
ring of generalized numbers
This section is devoted to a discussion of direct summands of submodules inside
R˜n. The question first involves free submodules of arbitrary dimension. However,
we establish a generalization of Theorem 2.17 (vii) not only with respect to the
dimension of the submodule; the direct summand we construct is also an orthogo-
nal complement with respect to a given positive definite symmetric bilinear form.
Having established this in 2.3.1, we subsequently show that R˜n is not semisimple,
i. e., non-free submodules in our module do not admit direct summands.
2.3.1. Direct summands of free submodules. The existence of positive
bilinear forms on R˜n ensures the existence of direct summands of free submodules
of R˜n:
Theorem 2.29. Any free submodule m of R˜n has a direct summand.
Proof. Denote by m the free submodule in question with dimm = k, let h
be a positive definite symmetric bilinear form on m and hm its restriction to m.
Now, due to Lemma 2.20 (ii), hm is a positive definite symmetric bilinear form. In
particular, there exists an orthogonal basis Bm := {e1, . . . , ek} of m with respect to
hm. We further may assume that the latter one is orthonormal. Denote by Pm the
orthogonal projection on m which due to the orthogonality of Bm may be written
in the form
Pm : R˜
n → m, v 7→
k∑
i=1
〈v, ei〉ei.
Finally, we show m⊥ = kerPm:
m
⊥ = {v ∈ R˜n | ∀ u ∈ m : h(v, u) = 0} =
= {v ∈ R˜n | ∀ i = 1, . . . , k : h(v, ei) = 0} =
= {v ∈ R˜n | Pm(v) = 0} = kerPm.
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Where both of the last equalities are due to the definition of Pm and the fact that
Bm is a basis of m. As always in modules, m
⊥ = kerPm ⇔ m⊥ is a direct summand
and we are done. An alternative end of this proof is provided by Lemma 2.20:
Since we have m + m⊥ = R˜n, we only need to show that this sum is a direct one.
But Lemma 2.20 (i) shows that 0 6= u ∈ m ∩ m⊥ is absurd, since h is positive
definite. 
We thus have also shown (cf. Theorem 2.17):
Corollary 2.30. Let w ∈ R˜n be free and let h be a positive definite symmetric
bilinear form. Then R˜n = 〈{w}〉 ⊕ w⊥.
We therefore have added a further equivalent property to Theorem 2.17.
2.3.2. R˜n is not semisimple. In this section we show that R˜n is not semisim-
ple. Recall that a module B over a ring R is called simple, if RA 6= {0} and if A
contains no non-trivial strict submodules. For the convenience of the reader, we
recall the following fact on modules (e. g., see [23], p. 417):
Theorem 2.31. The following conditions on a nonzero module A over a ring R
are equivalent:
(i) A is the sum of a family of simple submodules.
(ii) A is the direct sum of a family of simple submodules.
(iii) For every nonzero element a of A, Ra 6= 0; and every submodule B of A
is a direct summand (that is, A = B ⊕ C for some submodule C.
Such a module is called semisimple. However, property (i) is violated in R˜n
(n ≥ 1):
Proposition 2.32. Every submodule A 6= {0} in R˜n contains a strict submodule.
Proof. Let u ∈ A, u 6= 0. We may write u in terms of the canonical basis
ei (i = 1, . . . , n), u =
∑n
i=1 λiei and without loss of generality we may assume
λ1 6= 0. Denote a representative of λ1 by (λε1)ε. λ1 6= 0 in particular ensures the
existence of a zero sequence εk ց 0 in I and an m > 0 such that for all k ≥ 1,
|λεk1 | ≥ εmk . Define D := {εk | k ≥ 1} ⊂ I, let χD ∈ R˜ be the characteristic function
on D. Clearly, χDu ∈ A, furthermore, if the submodule generated by χDu is not a
strict submodule of A, one may replace D by D¯ := {ε2k | k ≥ 1} to achieve one in
the same way, which however is a strict submodule of A and we are done. 
The preceding proposition in conjunction with Theorem 2.31 gives rise to the
following conclusion:
Corollary 2.33. R˜n is not semisimple.
2.4. Energy tensors and a dominant energy condition
In this section we elaborate a dominant energy condition in the spirit of Hawk-
ing and Ellis ([21]) for generalized energy tensors. The latter will be constructed
as tensor products of generalized Riemann metrics derived from a (generalized)
Lorentzian metric and time-like vector fields. They shall be helpful for an ap-
plication of the Stokes theorem to generalized energy integrals in the course of
establishing a (local) existence and uniqueness theorem for the wave equation on
a generalized space-time (cf. [49], however ongoing research treats a wide range
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of generalized space-times, cf. chapter 3). Throughout this section g denotes a
symmetric bilinear form of Lorentz signature on R˜n, and for u, v ∈ R˜n we write
〈u, v〉 := g(u, v). We introduce the notion of a (generalized) Lorentz transformation:
Definition 2.34. We call a linear map L : R˜n → R˜n a Lorentz transformation, if
it preserves the metric, that is
∀ξ ∈ R˜n : 〈Lξ, Lη〉 = 〈ξ, η〉
or equivalently,
LµλL
ν
ρgµν = gλρ.
In the original (classical) setting the following lemma is an exercise in a course
on relativity [6]:
Lemma 2.35. Let ξ, η ∈ R˜n be time-like unit vectors with the same time-orientation.
Then
Lµλ := δ
µ
λ − 2ηµξλ +
(ξµ + ηµ)(ξλ + ηλ)
1− 〈ξ, η〉
is a Lorentz transformation with the property Lξ = η.
The following proposition is a crucial ingredient in the subsequent proof of the
(generalized) dominant energy condition for certain energy tensors of this section:
Proposition 2.36. Let u, v ∈ R˜n be time-like vectors such that 〈u, v〉 < 0. Then
hµν := u(µvν) − 1
2
〈u, v〉gµν
is a positive definite symmetric bilinear form on R˜n.
Proof. Symmetry and bilinearity of h are clear. What would be left is to
show that the coefficient matrix of h with respect to an arbitrary basis is invertible.
However, determining the determinant of h is nontrivial. So we proceed by showing
that for any free w ∈ R˜n, h(w,w) is strictly positive (thus also deriving the classic
statement). We may assume 〈u, u〉 = 〈v, v〉 = −1; this can be achieved by scaling
u, v (note that this is due to the fact that for a time-like (resp. space-like) vector
u, 〈u, u〉 is strictly non-zero, thus invertible in R˜). We may assume we have chosen
an orthogonal basis B = {e1, . . . , en} of R˜n with respect to g, i. e., g(ei, ej) = εijλi,
where λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λn are the eigenvalues of (g(ei, ej))ij . Due to Lemma 2.35
we can treat u, v by means of generalized Lorentz transformations such that both
vectors appear in the form u = ( 1λ1 , 0, 0, 0), v = γ(v)(
1
λ1
, Vλ2 , 0, 0), where γ(v) =√−g(v, v) = √1− V 2 > 0 (therefore |V | < 1). Let w = (w1, w2, w3, w4) ∈ R˜n be
free (in particular w 6= 0). Then
(2.7) h(w,w) := habw
awb = 〈u,w〉〈v, w〉 − 1
2
〈w,w〉〈u, v〉.
Obviously, 〈u,w〉 = −w1, 〈v, w〉 = γ(v)(−w1 + V w2), 〈u, v〉 = −γ(v). Thus
h(w,w) = γ(v)(−w1)(−w1 + V w2) + γ(v)
2
(−(w1)2 + (w2)2 + (w3)2 + (w4)2) =
= −γ(v)V w1w2 + 1
2
γ(v)(+(w1)2 + (w2)2 + (w3)2 + (w4)2).
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If V w1w2 ≤ 0, we are done. If not, replace V by |V | (−V ≥ −|V |) and rewrite the
last formula in the following form :
(2.8)
h(w,w) ≥ γ(v)
2
(
(|V |(w1 − w2)2 + (1− |V |)(w1)2 + (1− |V |)(w2)2 + (w3)2 + (w4)2) .
Clearly for the first term on the right side of (2.8) we have |V |(w1−w2)2 ≥ 0. From
v is time-like we further deduce 1− |V | = 1−V 21+|V | > 0. Since w is free we may apply
Theorem 2.17, which yields (1 − |V |)(w1)2 + (1 − |V |)(w2)2 + (w3)2 + (w4)2 > 0
and thus h(w,w) > 0 due to equation (2.8 and we are done. 
Finally we are prepared to show a dominant energy condition in the style of
Hawking and Ellis ([21], pp. 91–93) for a generalized energy tensor. In what follows,
we use abstract index notation.
Theorem 2.37. For θ ∈ R˜n the energy tensor Eab(θ) := (gacgbd − 12gabgcd)θcθd
has the following properties
(i) If ξ, η ∈ R˜n are time-like vectors with the same orientation, then we have
for any free θ, Eab(θ)ξaηb > 0.
(ii) Suppose 〈θ, θ〉 is invertible in R˜. If ξ ∈ R˜n is time-like, then ηb :=
Eab(θ)ξa is time-like and η
aξa > 0, i. e., η is past-oriented with respect
to ξ. Conversely, if 〈θ, θ〉 is a zero divisor, then η fails to be time-like.
Proof. (i): Define a symmetric bilinear form hab := (g(acgb)d − 12gabgcd)ξcηd.
Due to our assumptions on ξ and η, Proposition 2.36 yields that hab is a positive
definite symmetric bilinear form. By Theorem 2.17 we conclude that for any free
θ ∈ R˜n, habθaθb > 0. It is not hard to check that Eab(θ)ξaηb = habθaθb and
therefore we have proved (i).
(ii): To start with, assume η is time-like. Then g(ξ, η) = gabξ
aηb = gabξ
aE(θ)acξc =
Eab(θ)ξaξb. That this expression is strictly greater than zero follows from (i), i. e.,
Eab(θ)ξa is past-directed with respect to ξ whenever 〈θ, θ〉 is invertible, since the
latter implies θ is free. It remains to prove that 〈η, η〉 < 0. A straightforward
calculation yields
〈η, η〉 = 〈E(θ)ξ, E(θ)ξ〉 = 1
4
〈θ, θ〉2〈ξ, ξ〉.
Since 〈θ, θ〉 is invertible and ξ is time-like, we conclude that η is time-like as well.
Conversely, if 〈θ, θ〉 is a zero-divisor, also 〈E(θ)ξ, E(θ)ξ〉 clearly is one. Therefore,
η = E(θ)ξ cannot be time-like, and we are done. 
A remark on this statement is in order. A comparison with ([21], pp. 91–93)
shows, that our ”dominant energy condition” on T ab is stronger, since the vectors
ξ, η in (i) need not coincide. Furthermore, if in (ii) the condition ”〈θ, θ〉 is invertible”
was dropped, then (as in the classical (”smooth”) theory) we could conclude that
η was not space-like, however, unlike in the smooth theory, this does not imply η
to be time-like or null (cf. the short note after Definition 2.16).
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2.5. Generalized point value characterizations of generalized
pseudo-Riemannian metrics and of causality of generalized vector
fields
Throughout this section X denotes a paracompact smooth Hausdorff manifold
of dimension n. Our goal is to give first a point value characterization of generalized
pseudo-Riemannian metrics. Then we describe causality of generalized vector fields
on X by means of causality in R˜n with respect to the bilinear form induced by a
generalized Lorentzian metric through evaluation on compactly supported points
(cf. [38]). For a review on the basic definition of generalized sections of vector
bundles in the sense of M. Kunzinger and R. Steinbauer ([31]) we refer to the
introduction. We start by establishing a point-value characterization of generalized
pseudo-Riemannian metrics with respect to their index:
Theorem 2.38. Let g ∈ G02(X) satisfy one (hence all) of the equivalent statements
of Theorem 1.1, j ∈ N0. The following are equivalent:
(i) g has (constant) index j.
(ii) For each chart (Vα, ψα) and each x˜ ∈ (ψα(Vα))∼c , gα(x˜) is a symmetric
bilinear form on R˜n with index j.
Proof. (i)⇒(ii): Let x˜ ∈ ψα(Vα)∼c be supported in K ⊂⊂ ψα(Vα) and choose
a representative (gε)ε of g as in Theorem 1.1 (iii) and Definition 1.2. According
to Theorem 1.1 (i), gα(x˜) : R˜
n × R˜n → R˜ is symmetric and non-degenerate. So
it merely remains to prove that the index of gα(x˜) coincides with the index of g.
Since x˜ is compactly supported, we may shrink Vα to Uα such that the latter is
an open relatively compact subset of X and x˜ ∈ ψα(Uα). By Definition 1.2 there
exists a symmetric representative (gε)ε of g on Uα and an ε0 such that for all
ε < ε0, gε is a pseudo-Riemannian metric on Uα with constant index ν. Let (x˜ε)ε
be a representative of x˜ lying in Uα for each ε < ε0. Let g
ε
α, ij be the coordinate
expression of gε with respect to the chart (Uα, ψα). Then for each ε < ε0, g
ε
α, ij(x˜ε)
has precisely ν negative and n− ν positive eigenvalues, therefore due to Definition
2.8, the class gij := [(g
ε
α, ij(x˜ε))ε] ∈ Mn(R˜) has index ν. By Definition 2.11 it
follows that the respective bilinear form gα(x˜) induced by (gij)ij with respect to
the canonical basis of R˜ has index ν and we are done.
To show the converse direction, one may proceed by an indirect proof. Assume the
contrary to (i), that is, g has non-constant index ν. In view of Definition 1.2 there
exists an open, relatively compact chart (Vα, ψα), a symmetric representative (gε)ε
of g on Vα and a zero sequence εk in I such that the sequence (νk)k of indices νk
of gεk |Vα has at least two accumulation points, say α 6= β. Let (xε)ε lie in ψα(Vα)
for each ε. Therefore the number of negative eigenvalues of (gij)ij := (g
ε
α,ij(xε))ij
is not constant for sufficiently small ε, and therefore for x˜ := [(xε)ε], the respective
bilinear form gα(x˜) induced by (gij)ij with respect to the canonical basis of R˜ has
no index and we are done. 
Before we go on to define the notion of causality of vector fields with respect to a
generalized metric of Lorentz signature, we introduce the notion of strict positivity
of functions (in analogy with strict positivity of generalized numbers, cf. section
2.6):
Definition 2.39. A function f ∈ G(X) is called strictly positive in G(X), if for
any compact subset K ⊂ X there exists some representative (fε)ε of f such that
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for some (m, ε0) ∈ R × I we have ∀ ε ∈ (0, ε0] : infx∈K |fε(x)| > εm. We write
f > 0. f ∈ G(X) is called strictly negative in G(X), if −f > 0 on X .
If f > 0 on X , it follows that the condition from above holds for any represen-
tative. Also, f > 0 implies that f is invertible (cf. Theorem 2.46 below). Before
giving the main result of this section, we have to characterize strict positivity (or
negativity) of generalized functions by strict positivity (or negativity) in R˜. De-
note by X∼c the set of compactly supported points on X . Suitable modifications of
point-wise characterizations of generalized functions (as Theorem 2. 4 in [38], pp.
150) or of point-wise characterizations of positivity (e. g., Proposition 3. 4 in ([35],
p. 5) as well, yield:
Proposition 2.40. For any element f in G(X) we have:
f > 0⇔ ∀ x˜ ∈ X∼c : f(x˜) > 0.
Now we have the appropriate machinery at hand to characterize causality of
generalized vector fields:
Theorem 2.41. Let ξ ∈ G10 (X), g ∈ G02 (X) be a Lorentzian metric. The following
are equivalent:
(i) For each chart (Vα, ψα) and each x˜ ∈ (ψα(Vα))∼c , ξα(x˜) ∈ R˜n is time-like
(resp. space-like, resp. null) with respect to gα(x˜) (a symmetric bilinear
form on R˜n of Lorentz signature).
(ii) g(ξ, ξ) < 0 (resp. > 0, resp. = 0) in G(X).
Proof. (ii)⇔ ∀ x˜ ∈ X∼c : g(ξ, ξ)(x˜) < 0 (due to the preceding proposition) ⇔
for each chart (Vα, ψα) and for all x˜c ∈ ψα(Vα)∼c : gα(x˜)(ξα(x˜), ξα(x˜)) < 0 in R˜ ⇔
(i). 
The preceding theorem gives rise to the following definition:
Definition 2.42. A generalized vector field ξ ∈ G10 (X) is called time-like (resp.
space-like, resp. null) if it satisfies one of the respective equivalent statements of
Theorem 2.41. Moreover, two time-like vector fields ξ, η are said to have the same
time orientation, if 〈ξ, η〉 < 0. Due to the above, this notion is consistent with the
point-wise one given in 2.16.
We conclude this section by harvesting constructions of generalized pseudo-
Riemannian metrics by means of point-wise results of the preceding section in con-
junction with the point-wise characterizations of the global objects of this chapter:
Theorem 2.43. Let g be a generalized Lorentzian metric and let ξ, η ∈ G10 (X) be
time-like vector fields with the same time orientation. Then
hab := ξ(aηb) − 1
2
〈ξ, η〉gab
is a generalized Riemannian metric.
Proof. Use Proposition 2.36 together with Theorem 2.41 and Theorem 2.38.

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2.6. Appendix. Invertibility and strict positivity in generalized
function algebras revisited
This section is devoted to elaborating a new characterization of invertibility as
well as of strict positivity of generalized numbers resp. functions. The first inves-
tigation on which many works in this field are based was done by M. Kunzinger
and R. Steinbauer in [31]; the authors of the latter work established the fact that
invertible generalized numbers are precisely such for which the modulus of any rep-
resentative is bounded from below by a fixed power of the smoothing parameter
(cf. the proposition below). It is, however, remarkable, that (as the following state-
ment shows) component-wise invertibility suffices: We here show that a number is
invertible if each component of any representative is invertible for sufficiently small
smoothing parameter.
Proposition 2.44. Let γ ∈ R˜. The following are equivalent:
(i) γ is invertible.
(ii) γ is strictly nonzero, that is: for some (hence any) representative (γε)ε
of γ there exists a m0 and a ε0 ∈ I such that for each ε < ε0 we have
|γε| > εm0 .
(iii) For each representative (γε)ε of γ there exists some ε0 ∈ I such that for
all ε < ε0 we have αε 6= 0.
(iv) |γ| is strictly positive.
Proof. Since (i) ⇔ (ii) by ([31], Theorem 1.2.38) and (i) ⇔ (iv) follows from
the definition of strict positivity, we only need to establish the equivalence (ii) ⇔
(iii) in order to complete proof. As the reader can easily verify, the definition of
strictly non-zero is independent of the representative, that is for each representative
(γε)ε of γ we have some m0 and some ε0 such that for all ε < ε0 we have |γε| > εm0 .
By this consideration (iii) follows from (ii). In order to show the converse direction,
we proceed by an indirect argument. Assume there exists some representative (γε)ε
of γ such that for some zero sequence εk → 0 (k →∞) we have |γεk | < εkk for each
k > 0. Define a moderate net (γˆε)ε in the following way:
γˆε :=
{
0 if ε = εk
γε otherwise
.
It can then easily be seen that (γˆε)ε − (γε)ε ∈ N (R) which means that (γˆε)ε is a
representative of γ as well. However the latter violates (iii) and we are done. 
Analogously we can characterize the strict order relation on the generalized
real numbers:
Proposition 2.45. Let γ ∈ R˜. The following are equivalent:
(i) γ is strictly positive, that is: for some (hence any) representative (γε)ε
of γ there exists an m0 and an ε0 ∈ I such that for each ε < ε0 we have
γε > ε
m0 .
(ii) γ is strictly nonzero and has a representative (γε)ε which is positive for
each index ε > 0.
(iii) For each representative (γε)ε of γ there exists some ε0 ∈ I such that for
all ε < ε0 we have αε > 0.
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The statement can be shown in a similar manner as the the preceding one.
Next, we may note that the above has an immediate generalization to gener-
alized functions. Here X denotes a paracompact, smooth Hausdorff manifold of
dimension n.
Theorem 2.46. Let u ∈ G(X). The following are equivalent:
(i) u is invertible (resp. strictly positive).
(ii) For each representative (uε)ε of u and each compact set K in X there
exists some ε0 ∈ I and some m0 such that for all ε < ε0 we have
infx∈K |uε| > εm0 (resp. infx∈K uε > εm0).
(iii) For each representative (uε)ε of u and each compact set K in X there
exists some ε0 ∈ I such that ∀ x ∈ K ∀ ε < ε0 : uε 6= 0 (resp. uε > 0).
Proof. We only show that the characterization of invertibility holds, the rest
of the statement is then clear. Since (i)⇔(ii) due to ([31], Proposition 2.1) we only
need to establish the equivalence of the third statement. Since (ii)⇒(iii) is evident,
we finish the proof by showing the converse direction. Assume (ii) does not hold,
then there exists a compactly supported sequence (xk)k ∈ XN such that for some
representative (uε)ε of u we have |uεk(xk)| < εkk for each k. Similarly to the proof
of Proposition 2.44 we observe that (uˆε)ε defined as
uˆε :=
{
uε − uε(xk) if ε = εk
uε otherwise
yields another representative of u which, however, violates (iii) and we are done. 

CHAPTER 3
The wave equation on singular space-times
We are interested in a local existence and uniqueness result for the scalar wave
equation on a generalized four dimensional space-time (M, g), the Lorentzian metric
g being modeled as a symmetric generalized tensor field g ∈ G02 (M) with index
ν = 1.
As usual the d’Alembertian  is defined by
 := ∇a∇a := gab∇a∇b
where∇ denotes the covariant derivative induced by g. The appropriate initial value
problem for the wave equation shall be formulated as soon as we have introduced
the specific class of generalized metrics subject to our discussion.
3.1. Preliminaries
To start with, we collect some basic material from (smooth) Lorentzian ge-
ometry and fix some notation. Throughout this section, (M, g) denotes a smooth
space-time. We follow the convention that the signature of g is (−,+,+,+). The
(quite standard) constructions revisited in the subsections 3.1.1, 3.1.2 below have
suitable generalizations in the Colombeau setting; these are established in chapter
2.
3.1.1. Constructions of Riemannian metrics from Lorentzian metrics.
The final results in the end of this section involve point-wise arguments. Therefore,
we start by recalling elementary results from four-dimensional Minkowski space-
time (M, ηµν) (where η = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) and M = R4). Following the convention
concerning the signature of the Lorentzian metric, we have the following conventions
on causality (using the notation 〈ξ, η〉 := gabξaηb): A vector ξ ∈M is called
(i) time-like, if 〈ξ, ξ〉 < 0,
(ii) space-like, if 〈ξ, ξ〉 > 0 and
(iii) null, if 〈ξ, ξ〉 = 0.
It should be noted that we follow the convention that ξ = 0 is defined to be a null
vector. To begin with we show:
Lemma 3.1. Let u, v be time-like vectors in (M, ηµν) such that 〈u, u〉 = 〈v, v〉 = −1
and 〈u, v〉 < 0 (that is, u and v have the same time-orientation). Then the following
statements hold:
Lµν := δ
µ
ν − 2vµuν +
(uµ + vµ)(uν + vν)
1− 〈u, v〉
is a Lorentz Transformation, meaning
LµνL
λ
ρηµλ = ηνρ,
and has the property Lu = v.
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Proof. The first part of the statement is shown by means of simple algebraic
manipulations:
LµνL
λ
ρηµλ =(
δµν − 2vµuν + (u
µ+vµ)(uν+vν)
1−〈u,v〉
)(
δλρ − 2vλuρ + (u
λ+vλ)(uρ+vρ)
1−〈u,v〉
)
ηµλ =(
δµν − 2vµuν + (u
µ+vµ)(uν+vν)
1−〈u,v〉
)(
ηµρ − 2vµuρ + (uµ+vµ)(uρ+vρ)1−〈u,v〉
)
=
ηνρ − 2vνuρ + (uν+vν)(uρ+vρ)1−〈u,v〉 − 2vρuν + 4〈v, v〉uνuρ+
(−2〈u,v〉uν−2〈v,v〉uν)(uρ+vρ)
1−〈u,v〉 +
(uρ+vρ)(uν+vν)
1−〈u,v〉 +
(−2〈u,v〉uρ−2〈v,v〉uρ)(uν+vν)
1−〈u,v〉 +
(〈u,u〉+〈u,v〉+〈u,v〉+〈v,v〉)(uν+vν)(uρ+vρ)
(1−〈u,v〉)2 =
ηνρ − 2vνuρ − 2vρuν − 4uνuρ + 2uν(uρ + vρ) + 2uρ(uν + vν) =
ηνρ.
The other claim is obtained by a further calculation:
Lµνu
ν = uµ − 2vµ〈u, u〉+ (u
µ + vµ)(〈u, u〉+ 〈u, v〉)
1− 〈u, v〉 =(3.1)
= uµ + 2vµ − uµ − vµ = vµ,
that is, Lu = v and we are done. 
Constructions of Riemannian metrics by means of Lorentzian metrics and time-
like vector fields will be used later on. Here is the result in full generality (we will
also use simpler constructions, where u = v, cf. the corollary below):
Lemma 3.2. Let u, v be time-like vectors in (M, η) with the same time-orientation.
Then
huvab := u(avb) −
1
2
〈u, v〉ηab
is a symmetric positive definite bilinear form on M .
Proof. Step 1.
By scaling u, v appropriately it can be seen that we may assume without loss of
generality that u2 = v2 = −1 and that u, v lie in the future light cone.
Step 2.
By the preceding lemma, the Lorentz group acts transitively on the future light
cone. Therefore, there exists a Lorentz transformation L1 such that u¯ := L1u =
(1, 0, 0, 0) and we set v¯ := L1v. By means of a rotation L2 of the space coordinates
it can further be achieved that uˆ := L2u¯ = (1, 0, 0, 0) and vˆ := L2v¯ = L2L1v =
γ(V )(1, V, 0, 0) with γ(V ) = (1− V 2)−1/2, |V | < 1.
Step 3.
We denote by L := L2L1 the composition of the two Lorentz transformations L1, L2.
With this notation we have by the above, uˆ = Lu, vˆ = Lv. Since huvab is evidently
a symmetric bilinear form, we only need to show that for each non-zero vector w,
we have huv(w,w) > 0. Since for wˆ := Lw, huv(w,w) = huˆvˆ(wˆ, wˆ), and since
L is a linear isomorphism, it therefore suffices to show that for each non-zero w,
huˆvˆ(w,w) > 0. Let w = (w1, w2, w3, w4) ∈ M,w 6= 0 and set h = huˆvˆ. Then we
have
h(w,w) := habw
awb = 〈uˆ, w〉〈vˆ, w〉 − 1
2
〈w,w〉〈uˆ, vˆ〉.
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Obviously, 〈uˆ, w〉 = −w1, 〈vˆ, w〉 = γ(V )(−w1 + V w2), 〈uˆ, vˆ〉 = −γ(V ). Thus
h(w,w) = γ(V )(−w1)(−w1 + V w2) + 1
2
γ(V )(−(w1)2 + (w2)2 + (w3)2 + (w4)2)
= −γ(V )V w1w2 + 1
2
γ(V )(+(w1)2 + (w2)2 + (w3)2 + (w4)2)
If V w1w2 ≤ 0, then we are done. Otherwise V w1w2 = |V ||w1||w2| < |w1w2| ≤
(w1)2+(w2)2
2 , because of |V | < 1 and V w1w2 6= 0. Inserting this information into
the latter equation yields
h(w,w) = −γ(V )V w1w2 + 1
2
γ(V )(+(w1)2 + (w2)2 + (w3)2 + (w4)2) >
>
1
2
γ(V )((w3)2 + (w4)2) ≥ 0,
i. e. h(w,w) > 0 and we are done. 
An immediate corollary is:
Corollary 3.3. Let (M, g) be a smooth space-time. Let ξ, η be time-like vector
fields on (M, g) with the same time orientation. Then hab := ξ(aηb) − 12 〈ξ, η〉gab
is a Riemannian metric on M. As a consequence we have: if θ is a time-like unit
vector field, then also kab := gab + 2θaθb is a Riemannian metric.
Proof. Let p ∈M and choose a local chart (U, ξ) ∋ p such that the coordinate
expression of g is Minkowskian at p. Then we are in the setting of Lemma 3.2,
according to which hab is a positive definite bilinear form at p. Furthermore hab is
smooth, since ξ, η and g are.
To prove the second assertion, we set ξ = η = θ. Due to the first claim,
kab = 2(ξ(aηb) − 12 〈ξ, η〉gab) = gab + 2θaθb is a Riemannian metric, and we are
done. 
A remark on the Riemannian metric constructed above is in order. The first
observation is, that in general hab := 2(ξ(aηb) − 12 〈ξ, η〉gab) is not the inverse of
hab = 2(ξ(aηb) − 12 〈ξ, η〉gab) as defined in the preceding corollary, but just the
metric equivalent covariant tensor. However, if ξ = η, then it is the case! For the
sake of simplicity, we assume 〈θ, θ〉 = −1. Then we have kab = 2hab = gab + 2θaθb,
and similarly, kbc = 2hbc = gbc + 2θbθc. Therefore we obtain
(3.2) kabk
bc = (gab + 2θaθb)(g
bc + 2θbθc) = δca + 2θaθ
c + 2θaθ
c − 4θaθc = δca,
and we have shown the assertion.
We shall make use of such metric constructions in the definition of certain
energy integrals (cf. section 3.6). However, in order to entirely understand their
structure we investigate further in energy tensors and certain positivity statements,
which in the physics literature are referred to as ”dominant energy condition(s)”:
3.1.2. Energy tensors and dominant energy condition. Let (M, g) be a
smooth space-time. The statement of this section are to be understood point-wise.
We start to revisit a notion of ([21], pp. 90).
Definition 3.4. A symmetric tensor T ab is said to satisfy the dominant energy
condition if for every time like vector ξa, ηb := T abξa is not space-like and if further
T abξaξb ≥ 0.
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A remark on this is in order: The condition T abξaξb ≥ 0 implies that the non-
space like vector −ηb = −T abξa has the same time-orientation as ξa. This follows
from
−ηbξb = −T abξaξb ≤ 0,
that is g(ξ,−η) ≤ 0, which is equivalent to saying that ξ,−η have the same time-
orientation.
A consequence of the dominant energy condition is the following
Lemma 3.5. Let T ab be a symmetric tensor satisfying the dominant energy condi-
tion. Then for any time-like vectors ξa, ηb with the same time-orientation, we have
T abξaηb ≥ 0.
Proof. By the dominant energy condition, θb := T abξa is time-like or null,
and −θa has the same time-orientation as ξa, that is gabξa(−θb) ≤ 0. Therefore,
by assumption, −θb also has the same time-orientation as ηc. As a consequence we
have
−T abξaηb = gabηa(−θb) ≤ 0,
and we are done. 
Following J. Vickers and J. Wilson ([49]) we define a class of (symmetric) energy
tensors T ab,k. Let eab be a Riemannian metric with e
ab its inverse, let Wa1...ak be
an arbitrary tensor of type (0, k), k ≥ 0 and let ξa, ηb be time-like vectors with the
same time-orientation. We define for k = 0
T ab,0(W ) := −1
2
gabW 2,
and for k ≥ 1, we set
T ab,k(W ) := (gacgbd − 1
2
gabgcd)ep1q1 . . . epk−1qk−1Wcp1...pk−1Wdq1...qk−1 .
Then we have the following:
Proposition 3.6. For each k ≥ 0, T ab,k(W ) is a symmetric tensor which satisfies
the dominant energy condition.
Proof. The case k = 0 is trivial. Hence we start with k = 1. We have
ηb := (gacgbd − 1
2
gabgcd)ξaWcWd = (ξ
cgbd − 1
2
ξbgcd)WcWd =
= ξcWcW
b − 1
2
ξbW dWd =
= W (ξ)W b − 1
2
ξb〈W,W 〉.
From this we obtain
g(η, η) = ηbηb = (W (ξ)W
b − 1
2
ξb〈W,W 〉)(W (ξ)Wb − 1
2
ξb〈W,W 〉) =
=
1
4
〈ξ, ξ〉〈W,W 〉2 ≤ 0,
where the last inequality holds because ξa is time-like. We have therefore shown
that ηb = T ab,1ξa is time-like or null. It remains to show that the time-orientation
of −ηb is the same as the one of ξa:
T ab,1(W )ξaξb = {(gacgbd − 1
2
gabgcd)ξaξb}WcWd = ξcWcξdWd − 1
2
ξaξaW
bWb.
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Due to Corollary 3.3,
{(gacgbd − 1
2
gabgcd)ξaξb} = ξcξd − 1
2
〈ξ, ξ〉gcd
is a Riemannian metric, therefore,
T ab,1(W )ξaξb ≥ 0
and we are done with the case k = 1.
We reduce the proof for higher orders k > 1 to the case k = 1. To this end, fix
p ∈ M and let B := {b1, . . . , b4} be an orthonormal basis of (TpM)∗ with respect
to eab. With respect to this basis T ab,k(W ) reads
T ab,k(W ) : = (gacgbd − 1
2
gabgcd)δp1q1 . . . δpk−1qk−1Wcp1...pk−1Wdq1...qk−1 =
=
∑
p1...pk−1
(gacgbd − 1
2
gabgcd)Wcp1...pk−1Wdp1...pk−1 .
Now for each tupel (p1, . . . , pk−1) we have as in the case k = 1,
(gacgbd − 1
2
gabgcd)Wcp1...pk−1Wdp1...pk−1ξaξb ≥ 0.
Therefore, by summing over all these indices, we have
T ab,k(W )ξaξb ≥ 0.
It remains to show that T ab,k(W )ξa is time-like or null, supposing that ξa is time-
like. To show this, we use the following property of the light cone: For each
λ, µ ≥ 0, λ + µ > 0 and each va, wa in the future (resp. past) light cone, also
λva + µwa lies in the future (resp. past) light cone.
Again, we may reduce to the case k = 1, and see that for each tuple (p1, . . . , pk−1),
−θbp1,...,pk−1 := −(gacgbd −
1
2
gabgcd)Wcp1...pk−1Wdp1...pk−1ξa
lies in the same light cone as ξa. Therefore, by the convexity property of the light
cone, also the sum over all such indices does, that is,
−T ab,k(W )ξa =
∑
p1...pk−1
−θbp1,...,pk−1
is time-like or null, and we are done. 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 3.6, we have for all time-like
vectors with the same time-orientation,
T ab,k(W )ξaηb ≥ 0.
This also may be concluded by directly applying Corollary 3.3 by means of which
we have the even stronger result:
Corollary 3.7. For each non-zero tensor Wa1,...,ak , and for all time-like vectors
ξa, ηb with the same time-orientation, we have
(3.3) T ab,k(W )ξaηb > 0
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Proof. By corollary 3.3,
hcd := (ga(cgd)b − 1
2
gabgcd)ξaηb
is a Riemannian metric. Therefore, hcdep1q1 . . . epk−1qk−1 is a Riemannian metric
on ⊗ki=1(TM)∗as well, and since W 6= 0, we have
T ab,k(W )ξaηb = h
cdep1q1 . . . epk−1qk−1Wcp1...pk−1Wdq1...qk−1 > 0
and we have shown the claim. 
Finally, we mention that the dominant energy condition has recently been gen-
eralized to a so-called super energy condition on super-energy tensors (cf. [45]).
3.1.3. The d’Alembertian in local coordinates. The aim of this section
is to justify the coordinate form of the d’Alembertian.
Lemma 3.8. Let g be a smooth Lorentzian metric. In local coordinates (xi) (i =
1, . . . , 4), the d’Alembertian takes the form
(3.4) u = |g|− 12 ∂i(|g| 12 gij∂ju).
Proof. Let U be the domain of the coordinate chart system ξ = (x1, . . . , x4).
By ([39], Lemma 19, p. 195), there exists a volume Element ω on U such that
(3.5) ω(∂1, . . . , ∂4) = |g| 12
(the proof essentially uses local orthogonal frame fields). A further fact ([39],
Lemma 21, p. 195) is that for any local volume element ω on M we have
(3.6) (Lξω)bcde = (∇aξa)ωbcde
We claim that the divergence of ξ can be decomposed in the following way:
(3.7) ∇aξa = |g|− 12 ∂a(|g| 12 ξa).
Assuming that this identity holds, we may set ξa := ∇au and derive
u = ∇a(∇au) = |g|− 12 ∂a(|g| 12∇au) =
= |g|− 12 ∂a(|g| 12 gab∇bu) =
= |g|− 12 ∂a(|g| 12 gab∂bu)
and we have proved the lemma. In order to show the subclaim, we calculate the
left and right hand side of (3.7) separately. We make use of (3.6) and the fact
that, since we are dealing with a 4-form ω, it is sufficient to evaluate the formula
at (∂1, . . . , ∂4) only: the right side of (3.6) yields by means of (3.5)
(3.8) (∇aξa) ω(∂1, . . . , ∂4) = |g| 12∇aξa.
The left side of (3.6) yields:
Lξω(∂1, . . . , ∂4) =(3.9)
Lξ(ω(∂1, . . . , ∂4))−
∑
i
ω(∂1, . . . ,Lξ∂i, . . . , ∂4).
Now we have
(3.10) Lξ∂i = [ξ, ∂i] =
∑
j
[ξj∂j , ∂i] =
∑
j
(ξi∂j∂i − ∂i(ξj∂j)) = −
∑
j
(∂iξ
j)∂j .
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By (3.5) and (3.10) we therefore obtain
Lξω(∂1, . . . , ∂4) = Lξ(|g| 12 ) +
∑
i,j
∂ξj
∂xi
ω(∂1, . . . , ∂j , . . . , ∂4) =(3.11)
=
∑
i,j
ξi
∂(
√|g|)
∂xi
+
∑
i
∂ξi
∂xi
(δij
√
|g|) =
=
∑
i
∂
∂xi
(
√
|g|ξi).
Since (3.11)≡(3.8) because of (3.6) we have succeeded to show (3.7) and we are
done with the subclaim. 
3.1.4. General Lorentzian metrics in suitable coordinates. For com-
putational purposes it is advisable to find coordinates in which the metric has a
special form, such that calculations can be carried out more easily. In this section
we first recall what a metric looks like in Gaussian normal coordinates, and we fin-
ish by showing that in suitable coordinates a static metric can be written without
(t, xµ)–cross terms. At the end of section (3.3.3) we shall return to this topic from
a generalized point of view.
Theorem 3.9. Let Σ be a three dimensional space-like manifold. Any point p ∈ Σ
has a neighborhood such that in Gaussian normal coordinates, the Lorentzian metric
g on M locally takes the form
(3.12) ds2 = −V 2(t, xγ)dt2 + gαβ(t, xγ)dxαdxβ ,
that is, without (t, xµ)–cross terms (here the variables in Greek letters are ranging
between 1 and 3, therefore xα denote the space-variables, whereas x0 = t is the time
variable). It can further be achieved that V 2 ≡ 1.
Proof. For the proof of this statement we follow the lines of ([50], pp. 42-43).
A proof for the respective statement in a more general context can be found in
([39], pp. 199-200, Lemma 25). Since Σ is space-like, the normal na is time-like
at each point of Σ. Fix p ∈ Σ and assume na (initially only defined on Σ) is
extended to a geodesically convex neighborhood U of p. Through each point q ∈ U
we construct the unique geodesic γq(t) with γ˙q(t = 0) = n
a(q). We may now label
each q ∈ U ∩Σ by coordinates xµ (µ = 1, 2, 3), and choose t as the parameter along
the geodesic γq(t). Then (U, (t(q), x
µ(q)) is a local chart at p, and ∂t|t=0 = na|Σ∩U .
From na ⊥g Σ it follows that the (t, xµ) cross-terms g0µ of the metric vanish at
t = 0, since g0µ(t = 0, x
µ) = g(∂t, ∂µ)|t=0. Moreover, since parallel transport is an
isometry, we have that g(∂t, ∂µ) ≡ 0 on all of U . We have thus proved (3.12). Since
na is time-like, we can normalize it by the condition gabn
anb = −1, and therefore
it can even be achieved that V 2 ≡ 1. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Next, we define certain space-time symmetries:
Definition 3.10. A space-time (M, g) is called stationary, if there exists a time-
like vector field ξa such that ∇(aξa) = 0. This is equivalent to Lξg = 0. ξa is called
a time-like Killing vector.
A stationary space-time (M, g) with time-like Killing vector ξa is called static,
if ξa is hypersurface-orthogonal, that is, through each point p there is a three
dimensional space-like hypersurface Σ such that ξa is orthogonal to Σ.
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In general, the coefficients −V 2, gαβ in (3.12) which determine the metric via
Theorem 3.9, are not independent of the time t. However, if g is a static space
time, we have (for a proof cf. the respective statement in the generalized setting,
3.16):
Theorem 3.11. A static space-time (M, g) can locally be written as
(3.13) ds2 = −V 2(xγ)dt2 + gαβ(xγ)dxαdxβ .
Such coordinates we call static coordinates throughout. As a consequence of
the preceding theorem, we see that the d’Alembertian takes a quite simple form in
static coordinates:
Proposition 3.12. Let (M, g) be a static space-time. Let V, gαβ be the coefficients
of g in static coordinates as given in Theorem 3.11. Then the d’Alembertian takes
the following form:
(3.14) u = −V −2∂2t u+ |g|−1/2∂α
(
|g|1/2gαβ∂β
)
u.
Proof. This follows basically from Lemma 3.8 and Theorem 3.11: in static
coordinates the time derivatives ∂tgab vanish, and the (t, x
µ) cross terms of the
metric vanish as well. As a consequence, we have ∂tV
−2 ≡ 0, ∂tgαβ ≡ 0, ∂t|g| ≡ 0,
and we are done. 
3.1.5. The wave equation on a smooth space-time. We begin with re-
calling causality notions. Let (M, g) be a smooth time-orientable space time. For
a point q inM, we call D+(q) the future dependence domain of q, that is the set of
all points p which can be reached by future directed time-like geodesics through p.
Furthermore, for a set S, D+(S) :=
⋃
q∈S D
+(q) is the future emission of S. The
closure of the latter is denoted by J+(S) := D+(S). Reversing the time-orientation,
we may similarly define D−(q), D−(S) and J−(S).
A set S is called past-compact if the intersection S ∩J−(q) is compact for each
q ∈ S.
Let S be a relatively compact three dimensional space-like submanifold and let
ξ be a time like vector field. In the smooth setting, local smooth solutions for the
initial value problem
u = f
u|S = v(3.15)
∇aξau|S = w
are guaranteed to exist by the following theorem ([14], Theorem 5.3.2):
Theorem 3.13. Let S be a past-compact space-like hypersurface, such that ∂J+(S) =
S. Suppose that f is C∞ and that C∞ Cauchy data v, w are given on S. Then the
Cauchy problem (3.15) has a unique solution in J+(S) such that u ∈ C∞(J+(S)).
3.1.6. Leray forms. This section is dedicated to recalling how to decompose
volume integrals inside a foliated domain.
Suppose (M, g) is a smooth space-time. Denote by µ the volume form induced
by g (as mentioned above in the proof of Lemma 3.8); in coordinates we may write
µ as µ = |g| 12 dt ∧ dx1 · · · ∧ dx3, with |g|, the absolute value of the determinant of g
(that is |g| = −g).
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Let Ω be an open domain in M, and let S be in C∞(Ω) with dS 6= 0 on Ω.
Choose coordinates xi(i = 0, . . . , 3) such that S = t := x0. By ([14], Lemma 2.9.2),
we may decompose µ as
µ = dS ∧ µS ,
with a 3−form µS and the restriction of µS on Sτ := {(t, xµ)|t = τ} is unique. We
shall write µS |Sτ =: µτ . More explicitly, we have
µτ = |g| 12 dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3.
A consequence of Fubini’s theorem in this setting is ([14], Lemma 2.9.3): Any
locally integrable function ψ with compact support in Ω may be integrated as
follows
(3.16)
∫
ψµ =
∫
dτ
∫
Sτ
ψµτ .
3.1.7. Foliations and integration. In this section we show in which way we
shall integrate energy integrals subsequently.
In particular we discuss aspects of integration and local foliations of compact
subregions of space-time which will be tailored to our needs in such a way that
Stokes’ theorem can be applied in a convenient way. This will be needed later on
when we derive estimates for an infinite hierarchy of (generalized) energy integrals.
We point out that the setting of this section is still the smooth one; this, however,
is sufficient for displaying the concepts which will finally be used in the generalized
setting .
From now on we shall suppose that the given space-time (M, g) has the follow-
ing feature: Each point p on a a given initial space-like surface Σ admits a region
Ω with p ∈ Ω space-like boundary S and S0, with S0 := Σ ∩ Ω (cf. figure 1. Note
that Ω is not a neighborhood of p in the usual topology). We call such a region
semi-neighborhood of p. Furthermore, we assume that Ω lies entirely in a region of
space-time which can be foliated by three dimensional space-like hypersurfaces Στ
meaning that there exists a coordinate system (t, xµ) such that
Στ := {(t, xµ) | t = τ)}.
Furthermore, Σ = Στ=0 and we define Sτ := Στ ∩Ω.
Let γ > 0. We shall integrate over the compact region Ωγ which is the part of
Ω which lies between Σ0 and Σγ .
Therefore, the boundary of Ωγ is given by S0, Sγ and SΩ,γ := S∩Ωγ (cf. Figure
3.1.7; note that the boundary is space-like throughout).
At the end of the present section we shall prove that in static space-times (M, g)
any point p in Σ, (the local space-like manifold through p orthogonal to the given
symmetry ξa) admits such a semi-neighborhood Ω, and in a subsequent section we
establish an analogous result for generalized static space-times. Finally, we show
how to use this to integrate energies.
Assume T ab, a symmetric tensor-field of type (2,0) is given, which satisfies the
dominant energy condition. Let ξa be a time-like Killing vector field, and let Σt
be orthogonal to ξa. We denote by na the unit normal vector field to SΩ,γ . Let µ
be the volume element induced by the metric. We seek to calculate the following
integral on Ωγ :
(3.17)
∫
Ωγ
ξb∇aT abµ.
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Figure 1. Local foliation of space-time
First, we apply Stokes’s theorem in the following fashion (cf. Wald, pp. 432–434):
Theorem 3.14. Let N be an n–dimensional compact oriented manifold with bound-
ary ∂N , µ the natural volume element induced by the metric g, and µ∂N the re-
spective surface form on ∂N . Assume ∂N is nowhere null. Let further va ∈ X(M)
and denote by na the unit normal to ∂N (that is g
abnanb = ±1). Then we have:∫
N
∇avaµ =
∫
∂N
nav
aµ∂N
In the present setting, the boundaries of Ωγ are S0, Sγ with time-like normal
ξa, the Killing vector, and SΩ,γ with normal n
a. In general, ξ is not a unit vector
field. Denote therefore by ξˆ := ξ√
−g(ξ,ξ)
the respective unit vector field. Since ξa
is a Killing vector and T ab is symmetric, we have:
∇b(T abξa) = ξa(∇bT ab) + T ab∇bξa = ξb(∇aT ab) + T (ab)∇[bξa] = ξb(∇aT ab) + 0.
The integral (3.17) can therefore be decomposed in the following way by Stokes’s
Theorem:
(3.18)∫
Ωγ
∇b(T abξa)µ =
∫
Ωγ
ξb∇aT abµ =
∫
Sγ
T abξaξˆbµγ−
∫
S0
T abξaξˆbµ0+
∫
SΩ,γ
T abξanbµSΩ,γ .
However, since T ab satisfies the dominant energy condition, we have by Lemma 3.5:∫
SΩ,γ
T abξanbµSΩ,γ ≥ 0.
Using this fact we conclude by means of (3.18) that
(3.19)
∫
Sγ
T abξaξˆbµγ ≤
∫
S0
T abξaξˆbµ0 +
∫
Ωγ
ξb∇aT abµ.
3.2. Description of the method
We are going to prove an existence and uniqueness theorem for the scalar wave
equation in G(M) following the method of J. Vickers and J. Wilson ([49]) developed
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in the context of conical space times. Hence we generalize the result in ([49]) from
conical space times to generalized static space times. The program is as follows:
(i) We start with specifying the ingredients of the theorem; these are in
particular the
(a) assumptions on the generalized Lorentzian metric in terms of a cer-
tain asymptotic growth behavior of the representatives. The metric
is designed for admitting local foliations of space-time by space-like
hypersurfaces.
(b) Energy integrals and Sobolev norms are introduced.
(ii) Part A of the proof establishes that energy integrals (on the three–
dimensional submanifolds Sτ ) and the three-dimensional Sobolev norms
as defined below are equivalent. This enables us to work with energies of
arbitrary order instead of Sobolev norms.
(iii) Part B is devoted to providing moderate bounds on initial energies via
moderate bounds on the initial data.
(iv) In part C we plug in the information from the wave equation into the
energy integrals in order to derive an energy inequality.
(v) Part D employs Gronwall’s Lemma and shows that, if the initial energies
of all orders are moderate nets of real numbers, then the same holds for
all energies for all times 0 ≤ τ ≤ γ.
(vi) Part E employs the Sobolev embedding theorem to show that the desired
asymptotic growth properties of the solutions and their derivatives follow
from the respective growth of energies of all orders.
(vii) In Part F, an existence and uniqueness result is achieved by putting the
pieces A,B,C,D and E of the puzzle together.
(viii) In Part G we show that the solution is independent of the choice of
(symmetric) representatives of the metric.
It should be mentioned that Part A of the method is the crucial part (the appro-
priate statement is lemma 1 in [49]); the rest of the proof of the main theorem
basically follows the lines of [49], however, with a few modifications. Instead of
using a pseudo-foliation as Vickers and Wilson (the three dimensional submani-
folds intersect in a two dimensional submanifold of space-time) we use the natural
foliation Στ := {t = τ} stemming from the static coordinates. Furthermore, for
the purpose of integration, we make use of the fact that the tensor-fields T kab,ε(u)
satisfy the dominant energy condition. As a consequence of the chosen foliation,
we do not need to deal with improper integrals, as has been done in [49].
3.3. The assumptions
3.3.1. Introduction. Generalized static space-times. We begin with in-
troducing a generalized static space-time.
Definition 3.15. Let g ∈ G02(M) be a generalized Lorentz metric on M. We say
(M, g) is static if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(i) (M, g) is stationary, that is, there exists a smooth time-like vector field
ξ such that ∇(aξb) = 0; this vector field we call Killing as in the smooth
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setting and the one parameter group of isometries 1 generated by the
flow of ξ we denote by φt. Following the new concept of causality in this
generalized setting (Definition 2.16), ξ time-like means that g(ξ, ξ) is a
strictly negative generalized function on M (cf. Definition 2.42).
(ii) There is a three dimensional space-like hypersurface Σ through each point
of M which is orthogonal to the orbits of the symmetry.
An important observation is the following:
Theorem 3.16. Let (M, g) be a generalized static space time. Then for each point
p ∈ U there exist a relatively compact open local coordinate chart (U, (t, xµ)), p ∈ U ,
such that for each ε > 0 the generalized line element takes the form
(3.20) ds2ε = −V 2ε (x1, x2, x3)dt2 + hεµν(x1, x2, x3)dxµdxν = gεabdxadxb
where (gε)ε is a suitable symmetric representative of g. Also in this setting we
call the respective coordinates static. Further, V 2(x1, x2, x3) is a strictly positive
function, and hµν(x
1, x2, x3) is a generalized Riemannian metric on U .
Proof. On a relatively compact open neighborhood of p we pick a symmetric
representative (gε)ε of g such that on for each ε > 0, gε is Lorentz (cf. Definition
1.2 and Theorem 1.1 (iii)). Further, denote by ∇ε the covariant derivative induced
by the metric gε. To show the claim we proceed in two steps.
Step 1. As in the standard setting, an algebraic manipulation shows the equivalence
(3.21) Lξgab = 0⇔ ∇(aξb) = 0.
Let p ∈ M lie in a relatively compact neighborhood Ω of Σ which can be reached
by unique orbits of ξa through Σ. Choose arbitrary coordinates xµ labeling Σ and
let t be the Killing parameter. Then (t, xµ) are local coordinates near p 2. In view
of the above equivalence (3.21) we have a negligible symmetric tensor field (nεab)ε
on Ω such that
(∂tg
ε
ab(t, x
µ))ε = (n
ε
ab(t, x
µ))ε.
Since Ω is relatively compact, we may replace gεab(t, x
µ))ε by gˆ
ε
ab(t, x
µ))ε which is
again a local representation of a suitable representative of the metric, given for each
ε by:
gˆεab(t, x
µ) := gεab(t, x
µ)−
∫ t
0
nεab(τ, x
µ)dτ.
For this representative we have in static coordinates by definition:
(∂tgˆ
ε
ab(t, x
µ))ε = 0.
Step 2. Finally, we have to show that for a suitable representative (g˜ε)ε, the (t, x)
cross terms vanish. This is easily seen: By the hypersurface orthogonality we know
that 〈 ∂∂t , ∂∂xµ 〉 = g0µ = 0 in G(ϕ(Ω)) for µ = 1, 2, 3 ((Ω, ϕ) denoting the local chart)
Therefore we have negligible nets (mε0,µ)ε such that
gˆεµ,0 = gˆ
ε
0,µ = m
ε
0,µ.
1To see this, note that due to identity (3.21) we have Lξg ≡ 0 in G. Therefore
d
dt
((F lξt )
∗g)(x) = (Lξg)(F l
ξ
t (x)) ≡ 0 in G. This implies that (F l
ξ
t )
∗g = ((F lξ
0
)∗g)(x) = g holds in
G, and we have proven that φt is a generalized group of isometries of g.
2To see this, assume the contrary, that is ξp = ξ|p ∈ TpΣ. Since Σ is space-like also ξp is
space-like, but this contradicts the assumption that ξp is time-like.
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Since Ω was chosen to be relatively compact, we may even set the (t, xµ) cross terms
zero and still have a local representation of a suitable representative of g. We have
shown that the line element of the metric takes the form (3.20).
A simple observation is, that −V 2 = g(ξ, ξ), therefore V 2 is a strictly positive
function, and hµν is a generalized Riemannian metric. 
This concludes the general discussion of generalized space-times. From a the-
oretical point of view, however, it is interesting to further investigate characteri-
zations of generalized space-times (M, g) via standard space-times. We finish this
section with the following conjecture
Conjecture 3.17. On relatively compact open sets, a generalized stationary space-
time (M, g) admits a (symmetric) representative (gε)ε of the metric g such that
(M, gε) is stationary (with Killing vector ξa) for each ε > 0.
We are now prepared to present the setting of this note:
3.3.2. The setting. Assumptions on the metric. Throughout the rest
of the chapter we suppose (M, g) is a generalized static space-time. Furthermore
we shall work on (U, ((t, xµ)), (p ∈ U), an open relatively compact chart such that
according to Theorem 3.16, (t, xµ) are static coordinates at p.
ξa shall denote the Killing vector field on U and Σ is the three dimensional
space-like hypersurface through p ∈ U , in static coordinates given by t = 0.
Letmab be a background Riemannian metric on U and denote by ‖ ‖m the norm
induced on the fibres of the respective tensor bundle on U . We further impose the
following assumptions on the metric g and the Killing vector ξ:
(i) ∀ K ⊂⊂ U and for one (hence any) symmetric representative (gε)ε we
have:
sup
p∈K
‖gεab(p)‖m = O(1), sup
p∈K
‖gabε (p)‖m = O(1) (ε→ 0).
(ii) ∀ K ⊂⊂ U ∀ k ∈ N0 ∀ ξ1, . . . , ξk ∈ X(U) and for one (hence any)
symmetric representative (gε)ε we have:
sup
p∈K
‖Lξ1 . . .Lξkgεab‖m = O(ε−k) (ε→ 0).
(iii) ∀ K ⊂⊂ U ∀ η ∈ X(U) :
sup
p∈K
‖Lη ξˆε‖m = O(1), (ε→ 0).
where (ξˆε)ε :=
ξ√
−gε(ξ,ξ)
is a representative of the (generalized) observer
field ξˆ given by ξˆ := ξ√
−〈ξ,ξ〉
. This is well defined by the fact that
−g(ξ, ξ) = −〈ξ, ξ〉 is a strictly positive function on U , the square root of
the latter is strictly positive as well, and this means
√−〈ξ, ξ〉 is invertible.
Hence ξˆ in fact is a generalized unit vector field on U , i. e., g(ξˆ, ξˆ) = −1
in G(U).
(iv) For each symmetric representative (gε)ε of the metric g on U , for suf-
ficiently small ε, Σ is a past-compact space-like hypersurface such that
∂J+ε (Σ) = Σ. Here J
+
ε (Σ) denotes the topological closure (with respect
to the topology inherited by U) of the future emission D+ε (Σ) ⊂ U of Σ
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with respect to gε. Moreover, there exists an open set A ⊆M and an ε0
such that
A ⊆
⋂
ε<ε0
J+ε (Σ).
Note, that (iv) is necessary to ensure existence of smooth solutions on the level
of representatives (cf. Theorem 3.13): For each sufficiently small ε there exists
a unique smooth function uε on at least A ⊆
⋂
ε<ε0
J+ε (Σ). Furthermore the
conditions (i)–(iii) are independent of the Riemannian metric m.
Property (iv) is an assumption on each symmetric representative. A conjecture,
however, is the following:
Conjecture 3.18. If for one symmetric representative (gε)ε of the metric g, for
sufficiently small ε, Σ is a past-compact space-like hypersurface such that ∂J+ε (S) =
S, so it is for every symmetric representative of the metric.
In the remainder of this section we interpret the setting of Definition 3.3.2
in terms of the static coordinates (t, xµ) of Theorem 3.16. With respect to these
coordinates, condition (i) means that all the coefficients of gε are bounded by a
positive constant M0 for sufficiently small ε, and so are the coefficients of the
inverse of the metric. Finally, condition (ii) reads in static coordinates (t, xµ): For
each k > 0 there exists a positive constant Mk such that for sufficiently small ε we
have
|∂ρ1 . . . ∂ρkgεab| ≤
Mk
εk
, |∂ρ1 . . . ∂ρkgabε | ≤
Mk
εk
,
where ∂ρi(i = 1, 2, 3) are partial derivatives with respect to the space variables x
µ
(µ = 1, 2, 3); differentiation with respect to time is not interesting, since in these
coordinates time dependent contributions to the metric coefficients are negligible,
anyway (cf. Theorem 3.16).
Moreover, condition (i) implies that there is a positive constant M such that
for sufficiently small ε we have for the scalar product of the Killing vector ξ:
(3.22) gε(ξ, ξ) = g
ε
00 = −V 2ε ≤ −M < 0.
3.3.3. The setting. Formulation of the initial value problem. Let
v, w ∈ G(Σ). The initial value problem we are interested in is the wave equation
for u ∈ G(M) subject to the initial conditions:
u = 0(3.23)
u|Σ = v
ξa∇au|Σ = w.
An immediate consequence is that in static coordinates (t, xµ) (cf. Theorem 3.16)
which employ the Killing parameter t, on the level of representatives the initial
value problem (3.23) simply reads:

εuε = fε(3.24)
uε(t = 0, x
µ) = vε(x
µ)
∂tuε(t = 0, x
µ) = wε(x
µ),
since Σ is locally parameterized as t = 0. Here (fε)ε ∈ N (ϕ(Ω)), and (vε)ε, (wε)ε ∈
EM (ϕ(Ω ∩ Σ)) are local representations of arbitrary representatives of v, w and ε
is the d’Alembertian with respect to an arbitrary symmetric representative of g.
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However, from now on we pick a representative of the metric which in local
coordinates takes the form of Theorem 3.16. Based on this choice we establish an
existence and uniqueness result in the sense of Colombeau. Only in the last section
we justify this choice in the sense that we show that choosing any other symmetric
representative would have lead to the same generalized solution. Except for Part
A we also use the fact that (uε)ε is a solution of the initial value problem on the
level of representatives, i. e., uε satisfies (3.24) for each ε.
A remark on the setting is in order. We have chosen the static setting basically
for the reason that the initial value problem (3.23) can be translated to (3.24)
for each ε > 0. In particular, this means that we can treat all equations in one
and the same coordinate patch; in particular local asymptotic estimates, which
are required for a proof of existence and uniqueness of the wave equation, can be
achieved nicely in coordinates. However, in general, a convenient coordinate form
of the metric representative (gε)ε cannot be achieved jointly for each ε > 0. For
instance, suppose the mere assumption that we are given a generalized metric for
which a three-dimensional submanifold Σ is space-like (in the sense of chapter 2,
Definition 2.16). Assume (gε)ε is a symmetric representative. Let p ∈ Σ. Then for
each ε > 0 it is possible to introduce Gaussian normal coordinates at p such that
the metric can be written without (t, xµ) cross-terms (cf. Theorem 3.9). However,
the metric gε will in general depend on ε, the construction given in the mentioned
theorem will therefore depend on the resulting geodesics initially perpendicular to
Σ; for different ε they will not coincide in general. That means, for each ε > 0 there
could emerge different coordinate charts, and the domain of these charts might even
shrink when ε→ 0.
3.3.4. Locally foliated semi-neighborhoods. This section is devoted to
showing that in the chosen setting, for any point p ∈ Σ there is a compact semi-
neighborhood Ωγ which can be foliated by space-like (in the generalized sense)
hypersurfaces Σt (cf. figure 2). Throughout, we follow the notation as has been set
out in section 3.1.7. However, since the problem is a local one, it suffices to construct
the compact region Ωγ (with space-like boundary throughout) in a coordinate chart.
For the sake of simplicity we will not distinguish notationally between the image
of the foliated region inside the coordinate chart and the foliated region on the
manifold.
Let p ∈ M and let Σ be the initial surface through p, perpendicular to ξa, the
(smooth) Killing vector. Due to Theorem 3.16 we have an open relatively compact
coordinate chart (U, (t, xµ)) at p such that xµ(p) = 0, Σ is parameterized by t = 0
and U is foliated by the space-like hypersurfaces Στ : t = τ orthogonal to ξ = ∂/∂t.
Due to Theorem 3.16 we may find a representative (gε)ε such that the line element
associated to gε reads in these coordinates for sufficiently small ε
ds2ε = −V 2ε (xα)dt2 + hεµν(xα)dxµdxν .
Furthermore, we have positive constants such that on all of U , M−1 ≤ V −2ε ≤M−10
and |hµνε | ≤M−10 for sufficiently small ε.
Let h > 0, ρ > 0. We take a paraboloid with boundary t = 0 and S(t, xµ) =
0, t ≥ 0, the zero level set of the function S given by
S := t− h
(
1−
∑
µ(x
µ)2
ρ2
)
=: t− h(1− ‖x‖
2
ρ2
),
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Figure 2. Local foliation of space-time
where height h and maximal radius ρ of the paraboloid shall be determined in such
a way that the boundary S is space-like with respect to the generalized metric (cf.
below). Ω is the compact region with boundaries S and S0, the subregion of Σ, in
coordinates given by t = 0, ‖x‖ ≤ ρ. Ω is therefore foliated by the three dimensional
hypersurfaces Sζ , the intersection of Σζ : t = ζ with Ω, all with normal vector ξ
a.
We fix for all that follows γ with 0 < γ < h, and call Ωγ the part of Ω lying
between t = 0 and t = γ. SΩ,γ denotes the part of the boundary S of Ω which lies
between t = 0 and t = γ. Therefore, Ωγ has boundaries S0, Sγ and SΩ,γ .
Similarly, for 0 ≤ τ ≤ γ we use the notation SΩ,τ , S0, Sτ for the boundaries of
Ωτ .
Finally, we show that naε := g
ab
ε nb, the normal to S (hence to the subset
SΩ,γ) given by the (gε-) metric equivalent covector dS, is time-like, if the ratio
h/ρ ≤ 12
√
M0
6M . In local coordinates we have
dS = dt+
2h
ρ2
δijx
idxj .
Therefore
(3.25) 〈naε , naε〉ε = −V −2ε +
(
2h
ρ2
)2
hijε δikδjlx
kxl ≤ −V −2ε +
(
2h
ρ2
)2
(3M−10 ‖x‖2).
With
∑
i(x
i)2 = ‖x‖2 ≤ ρ2 we obtain by means of (3.25) the estimate
〈naε , naε〉ε ≤ −
1
M
+ 12(
h
ρ
)2 ≤ − 1
2M
for sufficiently small ε. We have shown that naε is time-like for each ε. In the
generalized sense of causality which is established in chapter 2, this means that
na := gabnb is (generalized) space-like.
3.3.5. Energy integrals and Sobolev norms. Throughout this and all sub-
sequent sections, we may assume that we have picked a point p ∈ Σ together with a
semi-neighborhood Ωγ which entirely lies in an open relatively compact coordinate
patch (U, (t, xµ)), where (t, xµ) denote the static coordinates at p, in which the
metric g takes the form (3.20) on the level of representatives. All the results will
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be proved on the level of representatives inside the chosen coordinate patch. Since
the Killing vector ξ is a standard vector field, we may always take the constant net
(ξ)ε as a representative of ξ.
We have revisited constructions of Riemannian metrics by means of Lorentzian
metrics in the preliminary section 3.1 and we have further mentioned that there
are analogous constructions in the generalized setting (cf. chapter 2, section 2.4);
these we apply now in order to define Sobolev norms and energy integrals.
We shall deal with two different specific constructions of Riemann metrics. For
the first, we take g and ξ, the given Killing vector, and define the Riemannian
metric eab := [(eabε )ε] on the level of representatives by
(3.26) eabε := g
ab
ε −
2
gε(ξ, ξ)
ξaξb = gabε +
2
V 2ε
ξaξb.
For sufficiently small ε > 0, eabε is a Riemann metric on U due to Corollary 3.3.
Furthermore eab is even a generalized Riemannian metric on U : this follows, for
instance, from the respective statement in the generalized setting (cf. chapter 2,
Theorem 2.43). However, since gab has block diagonal form in static coordinates,
and the metric construction (3.26) is quite simple, we can even directly confirm
that eab is a generalized Riemannian metric. Indeed, due to the assumptions of the
setting, the metric g has the line element
ds2 = −V 2dt2 + hµνdxµdxν ,
where hµν is a generalized Riemannian metric on Σt ∩ U and g(ξ, ξ) = −V 2 is an
invertible element of G(U) (which follows from the fact that g is assumed to be
non-degenerate). Therefore, the line element of e takes the form
ds2 = +V 2dt2 + hµνdx
µdxν .
It follows that ds2 is the line-element of a generalized Riemann metric on U .
In the second construction, gab, ξa and na are involved; ξ
a and na := gabnb play
the role of time-like vector fields in the construction (cf. Corollary 3.3, however in
the generalized setting: ξa is the Killing vector (restricted to SΩ,γ = Ωγ ∩ S) and
na is the normal to SΩ,γ . We define a Riemann metric on SΩ,γ by
(3.27) Gcd := (ga(cgd)b − 1
2
gabgcd)ξanb.
Since both ξa and nb are time-like with the same time-orientation, G
cd is a general-
ized Riemannian metric on SΩ,γ . This again follows from Theorem 2.43. We have
omitted to explicitly denote the restrictions of gab and ξa to SΩ,γ . On the level of
representatives Gcd reads:
(3.28) Gcdε := (g
a(c
ε g
d)b
ε −
1
2
gabε g
cd
ε )ξ
ε
anb.
We proceed now to energy tensors and energy integrals.
Let u now be a smooth function defined on the coordinate patch U , and let
∇ε denote the covariant derivative with respect to gε for each ε > 0. For each
non-negative integer k, we define energy tensors T ab,kε (u) on Ωγ as well as energies
Ekτ,ε(u) on Sτ (0 ≤ τ ≤ γ) of order k as follows. For k = 0 we set
(3.29) T ab,0ε (u) := −
1
2
gabε u
2.
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For k > 0 we define energy tensors
T ab,kε (u) := (g
ac
ε g
bd
ε −
1
2
gabε g
cd
ε )e
p1q1
ε . . . e
pk−1qk−1
ε(3.30)
× (∇εc∇εp1 . . .∇εpk−1u)(∇εd∇εq1 . . .∇εqk−1u).
We are now prepared to define the energy integrals Ekτ,ε(u) via the energy tensors
T ab,kε (u) of any order k. The energy integral of the k-th hierarchy is given by
(3.31) Ekτ,ε(u) :=
k∑
j=0
∫
Sτ
T ab,jε (u)ξ
ε
aξˆ
ε
bµ
ε
τ .
Here µετ is the unique three-form induced on Sτ by µ
ε such that dτ ∧µετ = µε holds
on Sτ . (cf. [14], p. 66, Lemma 2.9.2) . Furthermore, ξˆ
ε
a :=
ξa√
−gε(ξ,ξ)
. Moreover,
it should be noted that the tensors T ab,kε (u) are symmetric tensors satisfying the
dominant energy condition. This holds due to Proposition 3.6.
Since ξa is a Killing vector field and T ab,kε (u) is a symmetric vector satisfying
the dominant energy condition for each ε (cf. Proposition 3.6), we have as an
application of Stokes’s theorem (cf. (3.19)),
(3.32) Ekτ,ε(u) ≤ Ekτ=0,ε(u) +
k∑
j=0
∫
Ωτ
ξεb∇εaT ab,jε (u)µε.
The inequality is due to the fact that as a consequence of the dominant energy
condition, the integrand of the surface integral over SΩ,γ is non negative, hence can
be neglected.
This inequality clearly holds for each ε > 0 and each 0 ≤ τ ≤ γ.
In the remainder of the section we introduce Sobolev norms on the coordinate
patch U . Let ε > 0 and 0 ≤ τ ≤ γ. The three dimensional Sobolev-norms are
integrals of the covariant derivative over Sτ :
(3.33) ∇‖u‖kτ, ε :=
 k∑
j=0
∫
Sτ
|∇(j)ε (u)|2µετ

1
2
where, as usual, the integrand is expressed by contraction of the covariant derivative
of jth order of u with the Riemannian metric eab:
(3.34) |∇(j)ε (u)|2 := ep1q1ε . . . epjqjε ∇εp1 . . .∇εpju∇εq1 . . .∇εqju.
Similarly, the three dimensional Sobolev norms involving partial derivatives only,
are:
(3.35) ∂‖u‖kτ, ε :=
 ∑
p1...pj
0≤j≤k
∫
Sτ
|∂p1 . . . ∂pju|2µετ

1
2
.
On Ωτ we have the respective (usual) Sobolev norms given by
(3.36) ∇‖u‖kΩτ , ε :=
 k∑
j=0
∫
Ωτ
|∇(j)ε (u)|2µε

1
2
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as well as
(3.37) ∂‖u‖kΩτ , ε :=
 ∑
p1...pj
0≤j≤k
∫
Ωτ
|∂p1 . . . ∂pju|2µε

1
2
.
3.4. Equivalence of energy integrals and Sobolev norms (Part A)
We start by establishing that the three dimensional Sobolev norms and the
energy integrals are equivalent. In this section, inequalities are meant to hold
for sufficiently small ε and for each 0 ≤ τ ≤ γ and for each smooth function u
given inside the coordinate patch U . In the end of the section we shall give an
interpretation of these inequalities.
The main statement of this section is the following (the respective statement
in conical space-times is ([49], Lemma 1)):
Proposition 3.19. For each k ≥ 0, there exist positive constants A,A′ such that
for sufficiently small ε we have
Ekτ,ε(u) ≤ A(∇‖u‖kτ, ε)2(3.38)
A′(∇‖u‖kτ, ε)2 ≤ Ekτ,ε(u)(3.39)
For each k ≥ 1, there exist positive constants Bk, B′k such that for sufficiently small
ε we have
(∇‖u‖kτ, ε)2 ≤ B′k
k∑
j=1
1
ε2(k−j)
(∂‖u‖jτ, ε)2(3.40)
(∂‖u‖kτ, ε)2 ≤ Bk
k∑
j=1
1
ε2(k−j)
(∇‖u‖jτ, ε)2(3.41)
Moreover, for k = 0 we clearly have (∇‖u‖0τ, ε)2 = (∂‖u‖0τ, ε)2.
Before we present the proof of the statement, we notice:
(i) Note, that the term ”sufficiently small ε” in the statement in particular
means that the index ε0 from which on the inequalities above hold, de-
pends on the order k: For the latter two inequalities this may happen;
the two first inequalities possess a uniform ε0 from which on they hold.
(ii) The four inequalities hold for each 0 ≤ τ ≤ γ.
(iii) Note that the scalar product
ep1q1ε . . . e
pkqk
ε ηp1...pkηq1...qk
and the euclidean scalar product defined on the coordinate patch only,
δp1q1 . . . δpkqkηp1...pkηq1...qk
are equivalent on U for small ε in the sense that the respective norms are,
that is: there exist positive constants Ck,1, Ck,2 such that for sufficiently
small ε we have
Ck,1δ
p1q1 . . . δpkqkηp1...pkηq1...qk ≤ ep1q1ε . . . epkqkε ηp1...pkηq1...qk(3.42)
≤ Ck,2δp1q1 . . . δpkqkηp1...pkηq1...qk .
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Similarly there exist positive constants Dk,1, Dk,2 such that for suffi-
ciently small ε we have
Dk,1δp1q1 . . . δpkqkη
p1...pkηq1...qk ≤ eεp1q1 . . . eεpkqkηp1...pkηq1...qk(3.43)
≤ Dk,2δp1q1 . . . δpkqkηp1...pkηq1...qk .
It is sufficient to show this for k = 1. Then (3.43) may be refor-
mulated as follows: There exist positive constants C1, C2 such that for
sufficiently small ε we have
(3.44) C1δabη
aηb ≤ eεabηaηb ≤ C1δabηaηb.
Since there are positive constants M,M0 such that for sufficiently small
ε we have M ≤ V 2ε ≤M0, we may reduce the problem to the three space
dimensions (the greek letters therefore ranging between 2 and 4): We
claim that on compact subregions of U we have for sufficiently small ε:
(3.45) C1δµνη
µην ≤ hεµνηµην ≤ C2δµνηµην .
Since we locally have |hεµν | = O(1) (ε → 0), the right hand inequality of
(3.45) is trivial. The proof of the left hand inequality requires a little
work: Let x range in a compact subset K of U . We may assume that for
small ε, hεµν(x)h
νρ
ε (x) = δ
ρ
µ(x)+n
ρ
µ,ε(x) with negligible (n
ρ
µ,ε)ε, therefore
for a negligible (nε(x))ε
(3.46) det(hενρ(x)) =
1 + nε(x)
det(hνρε (x))
,
since det(hνρε (x)) is invertible for sufficiently small ε. Moreover, since
|hνρε (x)| = O(1), we have | det(hνρε (x))| = O(1) holds on K. In view of
this and the fact that (nε(x))ε is negligible (in particular we may assume
that |nε(x)| < 1/2 for all x in K and for small ε), there exists a positive
constant M ′ such that we have for all x and sufficiently small ε
(3.47) | det(hενρ(x))| ≥
1
2M ′
.
Furthermore we know that
det(hενρ(x)) = λ
ε
2(x) · · · · · λε4(x),
where λεi (x) (i = 2, 3, 4) are the eigenvalues of h
ε
νρ(x) at x. Therefore, by
using (3.47) and the fact that for each i we have λεi = O(1), we see that
there is a positive constant C1 such that for each i = 2, . . . , 4 we have
|λεi (x)| ≥ C1,
whenever ε is small enough. Since for sufficiently small ε, hεµν is sym-
metric positive definite, we have
(3.48) inf
η
hεµν(x)η
µην
δµν (x)ηµην
= min
i=1,...,n
λεi ≥ C1,
which proves the left inequality of (3.45). Therefore we have shown that
(3.44) holds. In a similar manner one can show the estimates (3.42),
(3.43).
We are ready to present a proof of Proposition 3.19:
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Proof. Part 1: Inequalities (3.38) and (3.39).
To establish these inequalities, we consider the cases k = 0 and k > 0 separately.
For k = 0, the situation is relatively simple. We have
(3.49) T ab,0ε (u)ξ
ε
aξˆ
ε
b = −
1
2
gabε ξ
ε
aξˆ
ε
bu
2 = −1
2
gεabξ
aξˆbu2 = −1
2
√
−gε(ξ, ξ)u2 = Vε
2
u2.
By the assumption on the metric, there exist positive constants M, M0 such that
for sufficiently small ε
(3.50) M ≤ Vε ≤M0
It follows that for A := M0/2 and A
′ :=M/2 we have
(3.51) A′u2 ≤ T ab,0ε (u)ξεaξˆεb ≤ Au2.
Integrating over Sτ yields
(3.52) A′(∇‖u‖0τ, ε)2 ≤ E0τ,ε(u) ≤ A(∇‖u‖0τ, ε)2
and we are done with k = 0.
Next, we investigate the case k > 0. To start with, note that
(gacε g
bd
ε −
1
2
gabε g
cd
ε )ξ
ε
aξˆ
ε
b =
(
ξcξd − 1
2
〈ξ, ξ〉εgcdε
)
1
Vε
(3.53)
=
1
2
Vε
(
gcdε +
2
V 2ε
ξcξd
)
=
=
1
2
Vεe
cd
ε .
By the definition (3.30) of T ab,kε (u) and by (3.53), we therefore have
T ab,jε (u)ξ
ε
aξˆ
ε
b : =
(
(gacε g
bd
ε −
1
2
gabε g
cd
ε )ξ
ε
aξˆ
ε
b
)
ep1q1ε . . . e
pj−1qj−1
ε ×(3.54)
× (∇εc∇εp1 . . .∇εpj−1u)(∇εd∇εq1 . . .∇εqj−1u) =
=
1
2
Vεe
cd
ε e
p1q1
ε . . . e
pj−1qj−1
ε ×
× (∇εc∇εp1 . . .∇εpj−1u)(∇εd∇εq1 . . .∇εqj−1u).
By inequality (3.50) and (3.54), for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k we have for sufficiently small ε
(3.55)
M
2
|∇(j)ε (u)|2 ≤ T ab,jε (u)ξεaξˆεb ≤
M0
2
|∇(j)ε (u)|2.
Since A = M02 , A
′ = M2 , for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k we have for sufficiently small ε
(3.56) A′|∇(j)ε (u)|2 ≤ T ab,jε (u)ξεaξˆεb ≤ A|∇(j)ε (u)|2.
Therefore we have by summing up (3.56) and (3.51) the following estimate:
(3.57) A′
k∑
j=0
(
|∇(j)ε (u)|2
)
≤
k∑
j=0
T ab,jε (u)ξ
ε
aξˆ
ε
b ≤ A
k∑
j=0
(
|∇(j)ε (u)|2
)
.
Integration over Sτ therefore yields
(3.58) A′(∇‖u‖kτ, ε)2 ≤ Ekτ,ε(u) ≤ A(∇‖u‖kτ, ε)2
and we are done with the proof for k > 0.
Part 2: Inequality (3.40).
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To prove this inequality, we use the asymptotic growth behavior of partial deriva-
tives of the metric as well as the formula which expresses the covariant derivative
of u in terms of partial derivatives of u and Christoffel symbols (see identity (3.68)
below). The case k = 0 is a triviality. Also, the case k = 1 is quite simple.
Independently of ε we have
∇εau = ∂au.
There exists a constant M ′0 such that for sufficiently small ε we have |eabε | ≤ M ′0.
Therefore (3.40) holds for B′′1 := 2M
′
0, since
(3.59) |∇(1)ε u|2 = eabε ∂au∂bu ≤ 2M ′0
∑
p
(∂pu)
2 = B′′1
∑
p
(∂pu)
2.
With B′1 := max(1, B
′′
1 ) we obtain
(3.60) u2 + |∇(1)ε u|2 ≤ B′1(u2 +
∑
p
(∂pu)
2
and integration over Sτ yields
(∇‖u‖1τ, ε)2 ≤ B′1(∂‖u‖1τ, ε)2.
This is the claim for k = 1. So let k = 2. Then
(3.61) ∇εa∇εbu = ∇εa(∂bu) = ∂a∂bu− Γcab,ε∂cu.
Since eabε = O(1) on Ωγ ⊇ Ωτ and Γcab,ε = O(1ε ), there is a positive constant B′′′2
such that
(3.62)
∑
p1p2
|∇εp1∇εp2u|2 ≤ B′′′2
(
1
ε2
∑
p
(∂pu)
2 +
∑
p1p2
(∂p1∂p2u)
2
)
.
Using the right hand side of (3.42) we conclude that for the positive constant
B′′2 := C2,2B
′′′
2 and for sufficiently small ε we have
(3.63) |∇(2)ε u|2 ≤ B′′2
(
1
ε2
∑
p
(∂pu)
2 +
∑
p1p2
(∂p1∂p2u)
2
)
.
As a consequence of (3.60) and (3.63), there exists a positive constant B′2 such that
for sufficiently small ε > 0 we have:
(3.64)
u2+|∇(1)ε u|2+|∇(2)ε u|2 ≤ B′2
(
1
ε2
(u2 +
∑
p
(∂pu)
2) + (u2 +
∑
p
(∂pu)
2 +
∑
p1p2
(∂p1p2u)
2)
)
and integrating this inequality over Sτ yields the claim for k = 2. The proof for
arbitrary k is inductive.
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We claim that for each 2 ≤ j < k we may write the jth covariant derivative of
u as
∇εa1 . . .∇εaju = ∂a1 . . . ∂aju+(3.65)
+
∑
b1,...,bj−1
Bb1...bj−1a1...aj , ε∂b1 . . . ∂bj−1u+
+
∑
b1,...,bj−2
Bb1...bj−2a1...aj , ε∂b1 . . . ∂bj−2u+
+ . . .
+
∑
b1
Bb1a1...aj , ε∂b1u,
with functions (defined in the coordinate patch (U, (t, xi))):
Bb1...bj−ra1...aj , ε, 1 ≤ r ≤ j − 1,
where for each non-negative integer m, we have the following growth estimate on
compact sets:
(3.66) Bb1...bj−ra1...aj , ε = O
(
1
εr
)
.
Of course, some of the coefficient functions B
b1...bj−r
a1...aj , ε might even vanish.
We use the induction principle for the proof of this subclaim. The inductive
basis k = 2 holds due to formula (3.61). For the inductive step, basically two
ingredients are needed: First, the asymptotic growth of the Christoffel symbols on
compact subsets of U when ε→ 0, which for every non-negative integer m is
(3.67) ∂ρ1 . . . ∂ρmΓ
c
ab,ε = O
(
1
εm+1
)
.
This formula follows by induction directly from the asymptotic growth of the metric
coefficients, the coefficients of the inverse of the metric and their derivatives.
The second ingredient is the coordinate formula for the covariant derivative of
a tensor of type (0, n), which is:
(3.68) ∇aωb1...bn = ∂aωb1...bn −
n∑
j=1
Γcabjωb1...bj−1cbj+1...bn .
By using the two ingredients (3.67) and (3.68) the proof of claim (3.65) is easily
proven for j = k.
Having showed decomposition (3.65) for each non-negative integer k, the proof
of inequality (3.40) lies at hand. One only needs the right hand side of estimate
(3.42). Then it follows by (3.65) that for some positive constant A′′k
|∇(k)ε |2 ≤ B′′k
 ∑
0≤j≤k
1
ε2(k−j)
∑
p1...pj
|∂p1...pju|2|

(cf. inequality (3.63) in the case k = 2) and integration of the respective inequality
for j = 0, . . . , k over Sτ yields inequality (3.40) for any k ≥ 2. We are done with
Part 2.
Part 3. Inequality (3.41).
This problem is analogous to inequality (3.40). One starts by expressing partial
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derivatives in terms of covariant derivatives using identity (3.68). Then one may
find estimates of squares of partial derivatives via squares of covariant derivatives
of the respective orders. Finally we may use the left hand inequality of (3.42) given
in the preceding remark and integrate the achieved inequalities over Sτ and we are
done. 
3.5. Bounds on initial energies via bounds on initial data (Part B)
To start with, we establish asymptotic estimates of derivatives of arbitrary
order of the smooth net (uε)ε on (the compact set) S0. This may be used later to
establish the asymptotic growth behavior of the initial energies Ekτ=0,ε(uε). The
following notation is useful:
Definition 3.20. Let O be an open subset of Rn and let K ⊂⊂ O be a compact
subset. A net (gε)ε of smooth functions on O is said to satisfy moderate bounds
on K, if there exists a number N such that
sup
x∈K
|gε(x)| = O(εN ) (ε→ 0).
In our main reference [49] (cf. pp. 1341-1344), the set of such functions is
denoted by EM (K), however, since this notation is misleading, we shall not use it.
We shall establish moderate (resp. negligible) bounds in all derivatives of the
net of solutions (uε)ε on a fixed compact set only, namely Ωγ .The first step is to
establish moderate (resp. negligible) bounds of (uε)ε on S; this is the subject of this
section.
We may go on now by recalling that due to Proposition 3.12 the d’Alembertian
takes the following form in static coordinates:
(3.69) εuε = −V −2ε ∂2t uε + |gε|−1/2∂α
(
|gε|1/2gαβε ∂βuε
)
.
We may manipulate equation (3.69) by using εuε = fε and receive a formula for
the second derivative of uε:
(3.70) ∂2t uε = −V 2ε
(
fε − |gε|−1/2∂α
(
|gε|1/2gαβε ∂βuε
))
.
In order to derive asymptotic bounds on initial energies we shall need the following
statement:
Proposition 3.21. If (vε)ε, (wε)ε (as introduced in (3.24)) satisfy moderate (resp.
negligible) bounds on S0 in all derivatives, then for all j, k ≥ 0 the derivative
(∂jt ∂ρ1 . . . ∂ρkuε)ε
satisfies moderate (resp. negligible bounds) on S0.
Proof. Part 1
Recall that (fε)ε is negligible. We start by proving the estimates on S0 for time
derivatives of (uε)ε only. The inductive hypothesis is: If (vε)ε, (wε)ε satisfy mod-
erate (resp. negligible) bounds on S0, so does for each j ≥ 0, the net ∂jt uε(0, xα).
The inductive basis may be j = 0 or j = 1: In these cases, the statement holds
trivially: Due to the initial value formulation (3.24), we have
∂0t uε(0, x
α) = uε(0, x
α) = vε(x
α)
and
∂tuε(0, x
α) = wε(x
α)
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which are both moderate (resp. negligible) due to our assumption. Employing the
fact that (uε)ε solves (3.24) as well as the identity (3.70), we have:
(3.71) ∂2t uε(0, x
α) = −V 2ε
(
fε(0, x
α)− |gε|−1/2∂α
(
|gε|1/2gαβε ∂β
)
vε
)
.
Here we have only explicitly written down the independent variables, if the resp.
functions are not functions of the space-variables only.
To confirm that the claimed estimates hold for the second derivative with re-
spect to time, we only need to know that the product of a net having moderate
(resp. negligible) bounds with a net having moderate bounds, has moderate (resp.
negligible) bounds. Therefore, the hypothesis holds for order j = 2 as well, since
(vε)ε satisfies moderate (resp. negligible) bounds (and of course, the representatives
of the metric coefficients are moderate by definition, and so are the determinant
and its inverse).
For the inductive step, assume that for 2 ≤ j < m (m ≥ 2) the desired
asymptotic growth is known on S0. Differentiating equation (3.70) m−2 times
with respect to time yields:
(3.72) ∂mt uε = −V 2ε
(
∂m−2t fε − |gε|−1/2∂α
(
|gε|1/2gαβε ∂β∂m−2t uε
))
.
Here again we have used the fact that Vε and the metric coefficients are indepen-
dent of the time variable t. Due to the inductive hypothesis, (∂m−2t uε)ε is moderate
(resp. negligible), whereas (∂m−2t fε)ε is negligible by assumption (since (fε)ε is).
By a similar reasoning as for the second derivative, we find that (∂mt uε)ε satisfies
moderate (resp. negligible) bounds on S0 and we are done.
Part 2
Estimates for the derivatives of (uε)ε with respect to space-variables are easily
achieved, since (uε(0, x
α))ε = (vε)ε is moderate (resp. negligible) due to our as-
sumption, and derivation with respect to space-variables commutes with evaluation
at t = 0.
Part 3
It is left to be shown that mixed derivatives of (uε)ε of any order have moderate
(resp. negligible) bounds on S0. Here again an inductive argument as in the Part
1 applies. We first rewrite (3.72) by using the Leibniz rule:
∂mt uε = −V 2ε
(
∂m−2t fε − |gε|−1/2∂α
(
|gε|1/2gαβε
)
∂β∂
m−2
t uε − gαβε ∂α∂β∂m−2t uε
)
.
(3.73)
We may define the net
Gβε (x
µ) := |gε|−1/2∂α
(
|gε|1/2gαβε
)
.
It is worth mentioning that (Gβε (x
µ))ε is a moderate net in the coordinate patch
for each β = 1, 2, 3. With this notation, (3.73) reads
∂mt uε = −V 2ε
(
∂m−2t fε −Gβε (xµ)∂β∂m−2t uε − gαβε ∂α∂β∂m−2t uε
)
.(3.74)
The inductive hypothesis now states that for each order m we have for each order
k that
(∂ρ1 . . . ∂ρk∂
m
t uε)(t = 0, x
α)
is a moderate (resp. negligible) function. The basis of induction is m = 0 holds
according to Case 2. Assume therefore that the claim holds for 0 ≤ j ≤ m of order
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of time-derivatives of uε. Differentiating (3.74) with respect to time yields
∂m+1t uε = −V 2ε
(
∂m−1t fε −Gβε (xα)∂β∂m−1t uε − gαβε ∂α∂β∂m−1t uε
)
.(3.75)
Now we may set t = 0 and differentiate k times with respect to the space-variables.
By assumption, for each l ≥ 0, and for each n ≤ m
(∂ρ1 . . . ∂ρl∂
n
t uε)(t = 0, x
α)
is a moderate (resp. negligible) function. Plugging this information into the right
hand side of (3.75), we see that
(∂ρ1 . . . ∂ρk∂
m+1
t uε)(t = 0, x
α)
has moderate (resp. negligible) bounds for each k ≥ 0, and we are done. 
As a consequence of the preceding statement, we have
Proposition 3.22. If (vε)ε, (wε)ε are moderate (resp. negligible), then for each k
the initial energies (Ek0,ε)ε are moderate (resp. negligible) nets of real numbers.
Proof. This statement is a direct consequence of the form of the energy inte-
grals (rewritten in terms of partial derivatives using formula (3.68)). 
3.6. Energy inequalities (Part C)
From now on, we will use the fact that (uε)ε is a solution of (3.24) on Ωγ .
We start with the simplest case k = 1. Then we have the following inequality:
Proposition 3.23. There exist positive constants C′1 and C
′′
1 such that we have
for each 0 ≤ τ ≤ γ and for sufficiently small ε:
(3.76) E1τ,ε(uε) ≤ E10,ε(uε) + C′1(∇‖fε‖0Ωτ , ε)2 + C′′1
∫ τ
ζ=0
E1ζ,ε(uε)dζ.
Proof. We start with (3.32), which for k = 1 reads
(3.77) E1τ,ε(uε) ≤ E1τ=0,ε(uε) +
∫
Ωτ
ξεb∇εaT ab,0ε (uε)µε +
∫
Ωτ
ξεb∇εaT ab,1ε (uε)µε
We calculate the integrals on the right hand side of the inequality (3.77). For k = 0
the energy tensor is defined by
(3.78) T ab,0ε (uε) = −
1
2
gabε u
2
ε.
The covariant derivative is:
∇εaT ab,0ε (uε) = −
1
2
∇εagabε u2ε − (
1
2
gabε )(2uε∇εauε) =
= 0− uε∇bεuε
= −uε∇bεuε(3.79)
Moreover, for k = 1 the energy tensor reads
T ab,1ε (uε) = (g
ac
ε g
bd
ε −
1
2
gabε g
cd
ε )∇εcuε∇εduε.
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Therefore we obtain for the covariant derivative
∇εaT ab,1ε (uε) = (gacε gbdε −
1
2
gabε g
cd
ε )(∇εa∇εcuε∇εduε +∇εcuε∇εa∇εduε) =
= (gacε g
bd
ε −
1
2
gabε g
cd
ε )(∇εa∇εcuε∇εduε +∇εcuε∇εd∇εauε) =
= ∇cε∇εcuε∇bεuε + (∇aεuε∇bε∇εauε −
− 1
2
∇bε∇εcuε∇cεuε −
1
2
∇dεuε∇bε∇εduε) =
= ∇cε∇εcuε∇bεuε = (εuε)∇bεuε =
= fε∇bεuε.(3.80)
We may now insert (3.79) and (3.80) into (3.77). This yields
E1τ,ε(uε) ≤ E1τ=0,ε(uε) +
∫
Ωτ
ξεb∇εa
(
T ab,0ε (uε) + T
ab,1
ε (uε)
)
µε =
= E10,ε(uε) +
∫
Ωτ
ξεb∇bεuε(fε − uε)µε =
= E10,ε(uε) +
∫
Ωτ
ξa∇εauε(fε − uε)µε.
Using the Cauchy Schwarz inequality we further obtain
(3.81) E1τ,ε(uε) ≤ E10,ε(uε) +
(∫
Ωτ
(ξa∇εauε)2µε
) 1
2
(∫
Ωτ
(fε − uε)2µε
) 1
2
We may now estimate again by means of the Cauchy Schwarz inequality for the
scalar product induced in each tangent space by eεab,
(3.82) ξa∇εauε = gεabξa∇bεuε ≤ eεabξa∇bεuε ≤
√
eε(ξ, ξ)|∇(1)ε uε|.
Note that the first inequality holds due to the fact that the difference between the
line elements of gεab and e
ε
ab merely lies in the switch of signs in the first summand
from −V 2ε to +V 2ε (therefore this inequality is trivial).
Furthermore, there exists a positive constant C1 such that
√
eε(ξ, ξ) ≤ C1 on
Ωγ for sufficiently small ε, because ξ is smooth, e
ε
ab is locally bounded (because g
ε
ab
is in our setting) and Ω ⊂⊂ U . It follows that∫
Ωτ
(ξa∇εauε)2µε ≤ C21
∫
Ωτ
|∇(1)ε uε|2µε.
This information we plug into (3.81) and achieve
E1τ,ε(uε) ≤ E10,ε(uε) + C1
(∫
Ωτ
|∇(1)ε uε|2µε
) 1
2
×
×
((∫
Ωτ
f2εµε
) 1
2
+
(∫
Ωτ
u2εµε
) 1
2
)
=
= E10,ε(uε) + C1
(
∇‖uε‖1Ωτ , ε
)2
+
C1
2
(
∇‖fε‖0Ωτ , ε
)2
,(3.83)
where for the second integrand of the right hand side of (3.81) we have used the
triangle inequality for the Sobolev norm (and further that a(b+c) ≤ (a2+c2)+ b22 ).
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Next we employ inequality (3.39) of Proposition 3.19: We have
(3.84)
(
∇‖uε‖1Ωτ , ε
)2
=
∫ τ
ζ=0
(∇‖uε‖1ζ, ε)2dζ ≤
1
A′
∫ τ
ζ=0
E1ζ,ε(uε)dζ.
We may set C′1 :=
C1
2 , C
′′
1 := C1/A
′. Plugging (3.84) into (3.83) yields the claim
(3.76). 
For energies hierarchies larger than one, we similarly have:
Proposition 3.24. For each k > 1 there exist positive constants C′k, C
′′
k , C
′′′
k such
that for each 0 ≤ τ ≤ γ and sufficiently small ε we have,
Ekτ,ε(uε) ≤ Ek0,ε(uε) + C′k(∇‖fε‖k−1Ωτ , ε)2 + C′′k
∫ τ
ζ=0
Ekζ,ε(uε)dζ +(3.85)
+ C′′′k
k−1∑
j=1
1
ε2(1+k−j)
∫ τ
ζ=0
Ejζ,ε(uε)dζ.
Before we prove this proposition, we establish a couple of technical lemmas.
The first one gives a formula for the covariant derivative of the energy tensor
T ab,kε (u). For the sake of simplicity, we omit the smoothing parameter in the
technical lemmas. Moreover, we write ∇Iu := ∇p1 . . .∇pk−1u and for the tensor
product eIJ := ep1q1 . . . epk−1qk−1 .
Lemma 3.25. For each k ≥ 2, the divergence of
T ab,k(u) = (gacgbd − 1
2
gabgcd)eIJ∇c∇Iu∇d∇Ju
can be written in the following form:
∇aT ab,k(u) =
(∇aeIJ)(gacgbd − 1
2
gabgcd)∇c∇Iu∇d∇Ju(3.86)
+ eIJ(gbd∇d∇Ju)(gac∇a∇c∇Iu)(3.87)
− 2eIJ(∇d∇Ju)(gabgcd∇[a∇c]∇Iu).(3.88)
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Proof. We have
∇aT ab,k(u) =
(∇aeIJ)(gacgbd − 1
2
gabgcd)∇c∇Iu∇d∇Ju
+ gacgbdeIJ(∇a∇c∇Iu∇d∇Ju+∇c∇Iu∇a∇d∇Ju)(3.89)
− 1
2
gabgcdeIJ(∇a∇c∇Iu∇d∇Ju+∇c∇Iu∇a∇d∇Ju) =
= (∇aeIJ)(gacgbd − 1
2
gabgcd)∇c∇Iu∇d∇Ju
+ gbdeIJ(gac∇a∇c∇Iu)(∇d∇Ju) +∇c∇Iu∇c∇b∇Iu
− 1
2
(∇d∇Iu)(∇b∇d∇Iu)− 1
2
(∇c∇Iu)(∇b∇c∇Iu) =
= (∇aeIJ)(gacgbd − 1
2
gabgcd)∇c∇Iu∇d∇Ju
+ gbdeIJ(gac∇a∇c∇Iu)(∇d∇Ju) +∇c∇Iu∇c∇b∇Iu
− ∇c∇Iu∇b∇c∇Iu
= (∇aeIJ)(gacgbd − 1
2
gabgcd)∇c∇Iu∇d∇Ju
+ gbdeIJ(gac∇a∇c∇Iu)(∇d∇Ju)− 2∇c∇Iu∇[b∇c]∇Iu
= (∇aeIJ)(gacgbd − 1
2
gabgcd)∇c∇Iu∇d∇Ju
+ gbdeIJ(gac∇a∇c∇Iu)(∇d∇Ju)− 2∇d∇Iu∇[b∇d]∇Iu
= (∇aeIJ)(gacgbd − 1
2
gabgcd)∇c∇Iu∇d∇Ju
+ eIJ(gbd∇d∇Ju)(gac∇a∇c∇Iu)
− 2eIJ(∇d∇Ju)(gabgcd∇[a∇c]∇Iu).

We shall consider (3.86), (3.87),(3.88) separately in the following lemmas. We
start with (3.86):
Lemma 3.26. On U we have
‖∇εaeIJε ‖m = O(1), (ε→ 0).
Proof. This follows directly from the assumptions on the Killing vector field
ξ (cf. (3.22), and the assumption (iii) on the metric in section 3.3.2) and the Leibniz
rule:
∇εaebcε = ∇εa(gabε −
2
〈ξ, ξ〉ε ξ
bξc) = −2∇εa
(
ξb√−〈ξ, ξ〉ε ξ
c√−〈ξ, ξ〉ε
)
=
−2∇εa
(
ξb√−〈ξ, ξ〉ε
)
ξc√−〈ξ, ξ〉ε − 2∇εa
(
ξc√−〈ξ, ξ〉ε
)
ξb√−〈ξ, ξ〉ε = O(1)(3.90)

Next we investigate (3.88):
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Lemma 3.27.
− 2∇[a∇c]∇p1 . . .∇pk−1u = Rdp1ac∇d∇p2 . . .∇pk−1u
+ Rdp2ac∇p1∇d . . .∇pk−1u+ · · ·+(3.91)
+ Rdpk−1ac∇p1 . . .∇p2 . . .∇du
Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of the Ricci Identities
(3.92) − 2∇[a∇c]Xp1...pk = Rdp1acXdp2...pk +Rdp2acXp1d...pk + · · ·+RdpkacXp1p2...d.

This concludes the algebraic treatment of (3.88). What is left is to give an
asymptotic estimate on compact sets. First we need information on the asymptotic
growth of the Riemann tensor:
Lemma 3.28. For each compact set K in U and for each k ≥ 0, there exist positive
constants Fk > 0 such that for sufficiently small ε the following holds on K:
(3.93) |∂ρ1 . . . ∂ρkRd,εabc| ≤
Fk
ε2+k
and
(3.94) |∇εa1 . . .∇εakRd,εabc| ≤
Fk
ε2+k
.
Proof. (3.93) is an immediate consequence of the formula for the coefficients
of the Riemann tensor in terms of Christoffel symbols (hence in terms of partial
derivatives of the metric coefficients) and their asymptotic growth. For (3.94) one
needs in addition the formula expressing the covariant derivative in terms of partial
derivatives and Christoffel symbols. 
Lemma 3.27 and Lemma 3.28 in conjunction yield:
Lemma 3.29. For each compact set K in U and for each k ≥ 2, there exist positive
constants Gk > 0 such that for sufficiently small ε the following holds on K:
|2∇ε[a∇εc]∇εp1 . . .∇εpk−1u|2 ≤
Gk
ε4
∑
p1,...,pk−1
|∇εp1∇εp2 . . .∇εpk−1u|2.
This is an immediate conclusion and therefore we omit the proof. Finally, we
investigate term (3.87). The next calculation is a purely algebraic manipulation.
Again, we omit to write down the smoothing parameter ε explicitly.
Lemma 3.30. For each k ≥ 2, we have
(3.95) gac∇a∇c∇p1 . . .∇pk−1 u = ∇p1 . . .∇pk−1 u+
k−1∑
j=1
R(k−1,j)u,
where R(k,j)u represents a linear combination of contractions of the (k − j)th co-
variant derivative of the Riemann tensor with the jth covariant derivative of u,
0 ≤ j ≤ k.
Proof. Before we start, we note that we shall write
R(k,j)u+R(k,j)u = R(k,j)u,
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to indicate that the sum of such linear combinations is a linear combination of
the same type (containing the same order of covariant derivatives of the Riemann
tensor and the function u). In this sense, by the Leibniz rule we have:
(3.96) ∇pk
k−1∑
j=1
R(k−1,j)u =
k∑
j=1
R(k,j)u.
We start by calculating the basis of induction, namely k = 2. Since the connection
is torsion free, we have:
(3.97) gac∇a∇c∇p1u = gac∇a(∇p1∇cu− 2∇[p1∇c]u) = gac∇p1∇a∇cu = ∇p1 u.
So the claim holds in the case k = 2 (since the linear combination R(1,j) is allowed
to vanish).
For the inductive step, assume (3.95) holds. To manage the step k − 1 → k, we
have to repeatedly use the Ricci identities (3.92) in order to shuffle the covariant
derivative indices of u. First, we shuffle the indices c, p1:
gac∇a∇c∇p1 . . .∇pku = = gac∇a∇p1∇c∇p2 . . .∇pku−
− 2gac∇a∇[p1∇c]∇p2 . . .∇pku =
= gac∇a∇p1∇c∇p2 . . .∇pku+
+ gac∇a
(
k∑
i=2
Rdpip1c∇p2 . . .∇pi−1∇d∇pi+1 . . .∇pku
)
= gac∇a∇p1∇c∇p2 . . .∇pku+
k∑
j=1
R(k,j)u.
Repeating the same procedure a second time by shuffling p1 and a, we receive
(3.98) gac∇a∇c∇p1 . . .∇pku = ∇p1(gac∇a∇c∇p2 . . .∇pku) +
k∑
j=1
R(k,j)u.
We may now use the induction hypothesis (3.95). Inserting into (3.98) yields by
means of (3.96),
gac∇a∇c∇p1 . . .∇pku = ∇p1 . . .∇pk u+∇p1
k−1∑
j=1
R(k−1,j)u
+ k∑
j=1
R(k,j)u =
= ∇p1 . . .∇pk u+
k∑
j=1
R(k,j)u.
and we are done. 
The last helpful estimate we establish before proving Proposition 3.85 is the
following:
Lemma 3.31. For each compact set K in U and for each k ≥ 2, there exist positive
constants Gk > 0 such that for sufficiently small ε the following holds on K:
(3.99) |R(k−1,j)ε u|2 ≤
Gk
ε2(k−j+1)
∑
q1...qj
1≤j≤k−1
|∇εq1 . . .∇εqju|2.
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Proof. The proof follows directly from Lemma 3.28 and the definition of
R
(k−1,j)
ε (a linear combination of covariant derivatives of the Riemann tensor of
k − 1− j order and covariant derivatives of u of order j). 
Finally, we are prepared to prove the main statement, Proposition 3.24:
Proof. We start with (3.32), where we insert the solution (uε)ε of the wave
equation (3.24):
(3.100) Ekτ,ε(uε) ≤ Ekτ=0,ε(uε) +
k∑
j=0
∫
Ωτ
ξεb∇εaT ab,jε (uε)µε.
Hence, for each energy hierarchym, we have to estimate the divergence of T ab,kε (uε)
for each 2 ≤ k ≤ m (the case k = 1 has been proved in Proposition 3.23 and the
case k = 0 can be easily be derived from the information given in the proof of
Proposition 3.23). So let k ≥ 2. By Lemma 3.25, we have
∇εaT ab,kε (uε) =
(∇εaeIJε )(gacε gbdε −
1
2
gabε g
cd
ε )∇εc∇εIuε∇εd∇εJuε(3.101)
+ eIJε (g
bd
ε ∇εd∇εJuε)(gacε ∇εa∇εc∇εIuε)(3.102)
− 2eIJε (∇εd∇εJuε)(gabε gcdε ∇ε[a∇εc]∇εIuε).(3.103)
We estimate the asymptotic growth of all the three terms (3.101), (3.102), (3.103)
by means of the preceding lemmas. The first term (3.101) can be estimate by
means of Lemma 3.26 as follows. For each k there exists a constant Tk such that
for sufficiently small ε we have
(3.104)
|(∇εaeIJε )(gacε gbdε −
1
2
gabε g
cd
ε )∇εc∇εIuε∇εd∇εJuε|2 ≤ Tk
∑
p1,...,pk
|∇εp1 . . .∇εpkuε|2.
So we are done with the first term. By Lemma 3.30, we have
(3.105) gacε ∇εa∇εc∇εp1 . . .∇εpk−1 uε = ∇εp1 . . .∇εpk−1 εuε +
k−1∑
j=1
R(k−1,j)ε uε,
and Lemma 3.31 provides the asymptotic growth behavior of the quantities∑k−1
j=1 R(k−1,j)ε uε. We further may use that (uε)ε solves the initial value problem
(3.24) on the level of representatives; taking the covariant derivative k times this
implies
∇εp1 . . .∇εpk−1 εuε = ∇εp1 . . .∇εpk−1fε.
Hence, there exists a positive constant T ′k such that the left side of (3.105) is
bounded for small ε by
|gacε ∇εa∇εc∇εp1 . . .∇εpk−1 uε|2 ≤ T ′k|∇εp1 . . .∇εpk−1fε|2 +
+ T ′k
∑
q1...qj
1≤j≤k−1
1
ε2(1+k−j)
|∇εq1 . . .∇εqjuε|2.(3.106)
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For term (3.103) we obtain by Lemma 3.29 that locally there exists a constant
Gk > 0 such that for sufficiently small ε we have:
(3.107) |2∇ε[a∇εc]∇εp1 . . .∇εpk−1uε|2 ≤
Gk
ε4
∑
p1,...,pk−1
|∇εp1∇εp2 . . .∇εpk−1uε|2.
We finally may use the estimates (3.104), (3.106) and (3.107) to estimate the ener-
gies (T a,b,kε (uε)ε). This yields
|∇εaT ab,kε (uε)| ≤ Sk
∑
p1...pk
|∇εp1 . . .∇εpkuε|2 +
+ Sk
∑
p1...pk−1
|∇εp1 . . .∇εpk−1fε|2
+ Sk
1
ε2(1+k−j)
∑
q1,...,qj
1≤j≤k−1
|∇εq1∇εq2 . . .∇εqjuε|2.
Summation over k = 1 . . .m and integration yields for positive constants C′m
Emτ,ε(uε) ≤ Em0,ε(uε)
+ C′m
(∇‖uε‖mΩτ , ε)2 + (∇‖fε‖m−1Ωτ , ε)2 + m−1∑
j=1
1
ε2(1+m−j)
(∇‖uε‖jΩτ , ε)2
 .(3.108)
This may be turned into an energy inequality by Proposition 3.19 (3.39) and the
information from section 3.1.6. Indeed, for each j, we have a positive constant A′j
such that for small ε
(3.109) (∇‖uε‖jΩτ , ε)2 =
∫ τ
ζ=0
(∇‖uε‖jτ, ε)2 dζ ≤ A′j
∫ τ
ζ=0
Ejζ,ε(uε)dζ.
Inserting (3.109) into (3.108) therefore yields:
Emτ,ε(uε) ≤ Em0,ε(uε)
+ C′m(
∇‖fε‖m−1Ωτ , ε)2 + C′′m
∫ τ
ζ=0
Emζ,ε(uε)dζ
+ C′′′m
m−1∑
j=1
1
ε2(1+m−j)
∫ τ
ζ=0
Ejζ,ε(uε)dζ.
and the proof is finished. 
3.7. Bounds on energies via bounds on initial energies (Part D)
If we apply Gronwall’s Lemma to (3.85) we obtain:
Proposition 3.32. For each k ≥ 1 there exist positive constants C′k, C′′k , C′′′k such
that we have for each ε > 0 and for each 0 ≤ τ ≤ γ,
(3.110)
Ekτ,ε(uε) ≤
Ek0,ε(uε) + C′k(∇‖fε‖k−1Ωτ , ε)2 + C′′′k k−1∑
j=1
1
ε2(1+k−j)
∫ τ
ζ=0
Ejζ,ε(uε)dζ
 eC′′k τ
Note that C′′′1 = 0 (this refers to the empty sum when k = 1)
A direct consequence of the preceding proposition is the following statement:
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Proposition 3.33. Let 0 ≤ τ ≤ γ. If for each k, the initial energy (Ek0, ε(uε))ε
determines a moderate (resp. negligible) net of real numbers, then also
( sup
0≤ζ≤τ
Ekζ, ε(uε))ε
is moderate (resp. negligible) for each k. 3
Proof. The proof is inductive. The basis of induction is k = 1: In this case,
the sum in the brackets of inequality (3.110) is empty, and since (fε)ε is a negligible
function (since it is the representative of zero), the net of real numbers (∇‖fε‖0Ωτ , ε)ε
is negligible. By the assumption, also (Ej=00, ε (uε))ε is moderate (resp. negligible).
As a consequence of inequality (3.110), (sup0≤ζ≤τ E
1
ζ, ε(uε))ε is moderate (resp.
negligible).
The inductive step is similar:
Assume for 0 ≤ j < k we know that (sup0≤ζ≤τ Ejζ, ε(uε))ε is moderate (resp. negli-
gible). By assumption, (Ek0, ε(uε))ε is moderate (resp. negligible) as well. Further-
more, (fε)ε is a negligible function (since it is the representative of zero), hence
the net of real numbers (∇‖fε‖0Ωτ , ε)ε is negligible. By applying inequality (3.110)
we achieve that (sup0≤ζ≤τ E
k
ζ, ε(uε))ε is moderate (resp. negligible) and we are
done. 
3.8. Estimates via a Sobolev embedding theorem (Part E)
In order to translate the bounds on the energies (Ejζ,ε(uε)) back to bounds on
the nets (uε)ε and its derivatives, we shall need the following ”generalized” Sobolev
lemma expressed in terms of the energies (Ejζ,ε(uε)).
Lemma 3.34. For m > 3/2, there exists a constant K, a number N and an ε0
such that for all φ ∈ C∞(Ωτ ) and for all ζ ∈ [0, τ ] and for all ε < ε0 we have
(3.111) sup
x∈Sζ
|φ(x)| ≤ Kε−N sup
0≤ζ≤τ
Emζ,ε(φ).
Before we prove the statement, we note that since the right hand side of (3.111)
is independent of ζ, the statement is equivalent to
(3.112) sup
x∈Ωτ
|φ(x)| ≤ Kε−N sup
0≤ζ≤τ
Emζ,ε(φ).
Proof. By ([1], Lemma 5.17), there exists4 a constant K such that for each
0 ≤ ζ ≤ τ we have for m > 3/2
(3.113) sup
x∈Sζ
|φ(x)| ≤ K‖φ‖m,Sζ .
with ‖φ‖m,Sζ , the three dimensional Sobolev norm on Sζ with the Volume form of
R3, that is,
‖φ‖m,Sζ =
∫
Sζ
∑
ρ1,...,ρj
0≤j≤m
|∂ρ1 . . . ∂ρjφ|2dx1dx2dx3,
3 In the statement of [49], a typing error occurs, and instead of k, k − 1 is written. Fur-
thermore, for to prove Proposition 3.35, it is not sufficient to have moderate resp. negligible
nets (Ekτ, ε(uε))ε, but the supremum of the energies over all 0 ≤ ζ ≤ τ must be moderate resp.
negligible.
4this follows from the fact that boundary of the paraboloid Ω is Lipschitz
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where partial derivatives are only taken with respect to space-variables, that is
tangential to Sζ for each 0 ≤ ζ ≤ τ . Note that the expression is not invariant for
two reasons. The first is that partial derivatives are involved and not covariant
derivatives. Secondly, the volume element of R3 is taken. We shall, however, derive
an estimate by invariant expressions, namely, the energies.
Next, we introduce the determinant of the metric into the Sobolev norms. Note
that on Ωγ , which is a compact set, the absolute value of the determinant of the
metric |gε| for sufficiently small ε is bounded from below by a fixed power of ε. This
follows from invertibility of the metric. In our case, however, where the metric and
its inverse locally are O(1), there exists a positive constant C and a ε0 ∈ I such
that for all ε < ε0 we have
(3.114) |gε| 12 ≥ C
holds on Ωγ . Therefore, for small ε and for all ζ, 0 ≤ ζ ≤ τ , we have the estimate
(3.115) ‖φ‖m,Sζ ≤ C−1
∫
Sζ
∑
ρ1,...,ρj
0≤j≤m
|∂ρ1 . . . ∂ρjφ|2|gε|
1
2 dx1dx2dx3.
Clearly, this can further be estimated by the cruder three dimensional Sobolev norm
∂‖φ‖mζ, ε, which respects also time-derivatives. Therefore, we may estimate (3.115)
by
(3.116) ∀ ζ ∈ [0, τ ] ∀ ε < ε0 : ‖φ‖m,Sζ ≤ C−1(∂‖φ‖mζ, ε).
Inserting (3.116) into (3.113) yields the estimate
(3.117) ∀ ζ ∈ [0, τ ] ∀ ε < ε0 : sup
x∈Sζ
|φ(x)| ≤ KC−1(∂‖φ‖mζ, ε).
Finally we apply Proposition 3.19 twice, namely the estimates (3.41) and (3.39).
This yields a number N ′ such that for sufficiently small ε and for all 0 ≤ ζ ≤ τ we
have
(3.118) sup
x∈Sζ
|φ(x)| ≤ ε−N ′Emζ,ε(φ).
On the right side of (3.118) we may now take the supremum over ζ ∈ [0, τ ] and
achieve
(3.119) sup
x∈Sζ
|φ(x)| ≤ ε−N ′( sup
0≤ζ≤τ
Emζ,ε(φ)).

The main statement of this section is the following:
Proposition 3.35. Let 0 ≤ τ ≤ γ. If for each k, (sup0≤ζ≤τ Ekζ,ε(uε))ε is moderate
(resp. negligible), then (uε)ε satisfies moderate bounds (negligible bounds) on Ωτ .
Proof. Inserting (uε)ε into (3.111) yields
(3.120) sup
x∈Sτ
|uε(x)| ≤ Kε−N sup
0≤ζ≤τ
Emζ,ε(uε).
Similarly, for higher derivatives of (uε)ε, one achieves bounds via higher energies:
(3.121) sup
x∈Ωτ
|∂ρ1 . . . ∂ρk∂ltuε(x)| ≤ Kε−N sup
0≤ζ≤τ
Em+k+lζ,ε (uε).

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Figure 3. Choice of the open set V for the existence result
3.9. Existence and uniqueness (Part F)
In this section we collect all the preceding material and prove a local existence
and uniqueness result for the wave equation; this, however, is based on the specific
choice of representative of the metric gab. In the next section we show that the
generalized solution does indeed not depend on the (symmetric) choice of the metric
representative.
To begin with, we note that the wave equation for the static representative
written down in coordinates is time reversible, meaning: the differential equation
(3.24) is invariant under a transformation of the form t 7→ −t. In other words: If
(uε(t, x
i))ε is a solution of (3.24) for t ≤ 0, also (uε(−t, xi))ε solves (3.24), however
for t ≥ 0.
Therefore, similarly as in the above we may achieve estimates for (uε(t, x
i))
for t ≤ 0. The compact region on which the estimates are established we call
Ω−τ , 0 ≤ τ ≤ γ which is the (time–)reflected Ωτ (cf. figure 3). It is, however,
also possible to define the Ωτ as in section 3.1.7 and apply Stokes’ theorem, thus
repeating the whole procedure on estimating of Part A to Part E, just with Ωτ
replaced by Ω−τ , 0 ≤ τ ≤ γ.
We are now prepared to present the existence and uniqueness theorem for the
Cauchy problem of the wave equation in our setting:
Theorem 3.36. For each point p in Σ there exists an open neighborhood V ⊂ U
on which a unique generalized solution u ∈ G(V ) of the initial value problem (3.23)
exists.
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Even though there will be redundancies, we shall present a detailed proof of
the theorem.
Proof. Let (U, (t, xµ)) be an open relatively compact static coordinate chart
at p. By Theorem 3.16, we choose a representative (gεab)ε of the metric which is
static for each ε and which (for small ε) satisfies the respective bounds according to
the setting. Furthermore, a representative (eεab)ε of eab may be directly constructed
from the representative (gεab)ε of the metric.
Under these conditions Proposition 3.19 may be applied.
On the level of representatives the initial value problem (3.23) takes the form
(3.24) with (fε)ε negligible, and (vε)ε, (wε)ε moderate.
Part 1. Existence of a local moderate net of solutions
The smooth theory then provides smooth solutions (uε)ε on U .
We first show that the net (uε)ε satisfies moderate bounds on Ωγ : Moderate
data (vε)ε, (wε)ε translate by means of Proposition 3.22 to moderate initial energies
(Ek0,ε(uε))ε for each hierarchy k. Moreover, by means of Proposition 3.32, moderate
initial energies (Ek0,ε(uε))ε (k ≥ 1) translate to moderate energies (Ekτ,ε(uε))ε (k ≥
1), where 0 ≤ τ ≤ γ, this is the statement of Proposition 3.33. Finally Proposition
3.35 states that moderate energies (Ekτ,ε(uε))ε (k ≥ 1, 0 ≤ τ ≤ γ) translate to
moderate bounds of (uε)ε and of its derivatives of all orders on Ωγ . Due to the
preceding introductory remark, estimates of the same kind hold on Ω−γ . We pick
an open subset V of Ω−γ,γ := Ω−γ ∪Ωγ (see figure 3.9). Due to our considerations
in the beginning of Part B (section 3.5), we have therefore established that (uε)ε is
a moderate net on V .
Part 2. Uniqueness of solutions
We may now define a local generalized solution u on V by
u := [(uε)ε],
the class of (uε)ε from Part 1. What is left to be shown is that the solution u does
not depend on the choice of representatives of (fε)ε, (vε)ε, (wε)ε of f ≡ 0, v, w.
Let therefore (fˆε)ε, (vˆε)ε, (wˆε)ε be further representatives of f ≡ 0, v, w, and
let (uˆε)ε be the respective net of smooth solutions.
Setting
u˜ε := uε − uˆε, f˜ε := fε − fˆε, v˜ε := vε − vˆε, w˜ε := wε − wˆε,
we see that for each ε > 0 u˜ε is a solution of the initial value problem

εu˜ε = f˜ε
u˜ε(t = 0, x
µ) = v˜ε(x
µ)
∂tu˜ε(t = 0, x
µ) = w˜ε(x
µ),
Note, that here all the nets (f˜ε)ε, (v˜ε)ε, (w˜ε)ε are negligible. What is left to show
is that the net (u˜ε)ε is negligible, as well; uniqueness of the above defined solution
u is then obvious, since [(u˜ε)ε] = [(uε)ε] = u.
Negligible data (vε)ε, (wε)ε translate by means of Proposition 3.22 to negligible
initial energies (Ek0,ε(uε))ε for each hierarchy k. Moreover, by means of Proposition
3.32, negligible initial energies (Ek0,ε(uε))ε (k ≥ 1) translate to negligible energies
(Ekτ,ε(uε))ε (k ≥ 1), where 0 ≤ τ ≤ γ, this is the statement of Proposition 3.33.
Finally Proposition 3.35 states that negligible energies (Ekτ,ε(uε))ε (k ≥ 1, 0 ≤ τ ≤
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γ) translate to a negligible bounds of (uε)ε and of its derivatives of all orders on
Ωγ . Due to the preceding introductory remark, estimates of the same kind hold on
Ω−γ . Due to our considerations in the beginning of Part B (section 3.5), we have
therefore established that (uε)ε is a negligible net on V . This proves uniqueness of
the solution u on V . 
3.10. Dependence on the representative of the metric (Part G)
So far, we have proved that on V ⊂ Ωγ ∪ Ω−γ , a unique solution to the initial
value problem exists. We had, however, picked a specific symmetric representative
(gεab)ε of the metric gab (to be more precise, these are coordinate expressions of
the metric components) and worked with one and the same all the time. It is,
therefore, advisable, to show that the generalized solution u of the wave equation
is independent of the choice of the representative of the metric. This is the aim of
this section.
There is only one further assumption we impose on the representatives (gεab)ε
of the metric: they shall be symmetric (cf. the note in the end of the section).
The initial value problem with respect to (gεab)ε is the following:

εuε = fε(3.122)
uε(t = 0, x
α) = vε(x
α)
∂tuε(t = 0, x
α) = wε(x
α)
Now, let (gˆεab)ε be another symmetric representative of gab. We call ˆ
ε the
d’Alembertian operator induced by (gˆεab)ε. The initial value problem with respect
to the latter reads quite similarly
ˆ
εuˆε = fε(3.123)
uˆε(t = 0, x
α) = vε(x
α)
∂tuˆε(t = 0, x
α) = wε(x
α).
We may pause here for a moment and consider why Proposition 3.19 (and
therefore all subsequent statements based on the latter) also holds true for the
alternative choice (gˆεab)ε of metric representative: First, the difference between
(gˆεab)ε and the static representative (g
ε
ab)ε (according to Theorem 3.16) is negligible
by definition. As a consequence the difference between estimates established on
compact sets and with respect to these different representative is negligible. Since
we only work on the compact region Ωγ , the estimates according to Proposition
3.19 hold as well for other (symmetric) representatives of the metric and for small
ε; however, presumably with modified positive constants A,A′, Bk, B
′
k.
The proof of Theorem 3.36 (Part 1) provides moderate solutions (uε)ε and (uˆε)ε
of (3.122) and (3.123). It is only left to show that the difference (u˜ε)ε := (uε)ε−(uˆε)ε
is negligible on Ωτ . For this difference we have
ˆ
εu˜ε = fε − ˆεuε(3.124)
u˜ε(t = 0, x
α) = 0
∂tu˜ε(t = 0, x
α) = 0.
In view of the proof of Theorem 3.36 (Part 2) we only need to show that fε− ˆεuε
is negligible. To this end we first manipulate the right hand side of line 1 of (3.124)
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as follows:
(3.125) fε − ˆεuε = (fε −εuε) + (εuε − ˆεuε) = εuε − ˆεuε,
because (uε)ε solves (3.122). Therefore the problem is reduced to showing that
(εuε − ˆεuε)ε is negligible. We calculate the difference in local coordinates. We
use | det gεij | := |gε| = −gε and for the sake of simplicity we further omit the index
ε. The difference then reads:
u− ˆu = (−g)− 12 ∂a((−g) 12 gab∂bu)− (−gˆ)− 12 ∂a((−gˆ) 12 gˆab∂bu) =(3.126) (
(−g)− 12 ∂a((−g) 12 gab∂bu)− (−gˆ)− 12 ∂a((−g) 12 gab∂bu)
)
+
+
(
(−gˆ)− 12 ∂a((−g) 12 gab∂bu)− (−gˆ)− 12 ∂a((−gˆ) 12 gˆab∂bu)
)
=
((−g)− 12 − (−gˆ)− 12 )∂a((−g) 12 gab∂bu) + (−gˆ)− 12 ∂a
(
(−g) 12 gab − (−gˆ) 12 gˆab
)
∂bu
The differences within the brackets of the last line of (3.126) can easily be shown
to be negligible. Indeed, since (gεab − gˆεab)ε is negligible, also gε − gˆε is negligible,
therefore, as can be seen by the following elementary algebraic manipulation, the
difference
(3.127) (−gε)− 12 − (−gˆε)− 12 = gε − gˆε√
gεgˆε(
√−gˆε +√−gε)
is negligible. Also
(3.128)
√−gεgab −
√
−gˆεgˆabε =
√−gε(gabε − gˆabε ) + gˆabε
gˆε − gε√−gε +
√−gˆε
is negligible. Plugging (3.127) and (3.128) into (3.126), we derive that (εuε −
ˆ
εuε)ε is negligible, and by identity (3.125), (fε − ˆεuε)ε is a negligible net of
smooth functions as well. This is the right hand side of the differential equation
(3.124). Therefore, Part 2 of the proof of Theorem 3.36) ensures that (u˜ε)ε =
(uε − uˆε)ε is negligible and we are done.
It goes without saying that non-symmetric perturbations of the metric are not
relevant. Another formulation of the latter would be the following: The present
method for solving the initial value problem (3.23) basically lies in showing the
existence result on the level of representatives given an arbitrary choice of repre-
sentatives of the initial data as a well as a symmetric representative of the metric.
The resulting generalized solution does not depend on the choice of symmetric rep-
resentatives of the metric and neither does it depend on the choice of representatives
of the initial data.
3.11. Possible generalizations
We finish this chapter by pointing out possible improvements of Theorem 3.36
concerning generality of the statement as well as reducing the list of necessary
assumption on the metric as given in section 3.3.2.
First we conjecture that condition (iv) in section 3.3.2, which guarantees ex-
istence of smooth solutions on the level of representatives (that is with respect to
each sufficiently small ε–component of the representative of the metric), presumably
follows from condition (i).
Moreover, we believe that the Cauchy problem (3.23) also admits unique so-
lutions in the special algebra of generalized functions even if the condition (i) are
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weakened to logarithmic growth properties of the metric coefficients. In this case,
the constants A,A′, Bk, B
′
k of Proposition 3.19 might depend on ε, say A(ε) =
A log(ε) with a positive constant A etc. . Therefore, a later application of Grown-
wall’s Lemma would yield moderate growth of energies of arbitrary order, since
(eA log ε)ε = (ε
A)ε
is moderate.
CHAPTER 4
Point values and uniqueness questions in algebras
of generalized functions
4.1. Point value characterizations of ultrametric Egorov algebras
As already mentioned in the introduction, a distinguishing feature (compared
to spaces of distributions in the sense of Schwartz) of Colombeau- and Egorov type
algebras is the availability of a generalized point value characterization for elements
of such spaces (see [38], resp. [30] for the manifold setting). Such a characterization
may be viewed as a nonstandard aspect of the theory: for uniquely determining
an element of a Colombeau- or Egorov algebra, its values on classical (’standard’)
points do not suffice: there exist elements which vanish on each classical point
yet are nonzero in the quotient algebra underlying the respective construction.
A unique determination can only be attained by taking into account values on
generalized points, themselves given as equivalence classes of standard points. This
characteristic feature is re-encountered in practically all known variants of such
algebras of generalized functions.
It therefore came as a surprise when in a series of papers ([2, 3]) it was claimed
that, contrary to the above general situation, in p-adic Colombeau-Egorov algebras
a general point value characterization using only standard points was available.
This chapter is dedicated to a thorough study of (generalized) point value charac-
terizations of p-adic Colombeau-Egorov algebras and to showing that in fact also
in the p-adic setting classical point values do not suffice to uniquely determine
elements of such.
In the remainder of this section we recall some material from ([2, 3]), using
notation from [18]. Let N be the natural numbers starting with n = 1. For a fixed
prime p, let Qp denote the field of rational p-adic numbers. Let D(Qnp ) denote
the linear space of locally constant complex valued functions on Qnp (n ≥ 1) with
compact support. Let further P(Qnp ) := D(Qnp )N. P(Qnp ) is endowed with an
algebra-structure by defining addition and multiplication of sequences component-
wise. Let N (Qnp ) be the subalgebra of elements {(fk)k} ∈ P(Qnp ) such that for any
compact set K ⊆ Qnp there exists an N ∈ N such that ∀ x ∈ K ∀ k ≥ N : fk(x) =
0. This is an ideal in P(Qnp ). The quotient algebra G(Qnp ) := P(Qnp )/N (Qnp ) is
called the p-adic Colombeau-Egorov algebra. Finally, so called Colombeau-Egorov
generalized numbers C˜ are introduced in the following way: Let C¯ be the one-point
compactification of C ∪ {∞}.
Factorizing A = C¯N by the ideal I := {u = (uk)k ∈ A | ∃N ∈ N ∀ k ≥ N : uk = 0}
yields then the ring C˜ of Colombeau-Egorov generalized numbers. We replace C¯
by C and construct similarly C, the ring of generalized numbers: Clearly, C¯ is not
needed in this context, since representatives of elements f ∈ G(Qnp ) merely take on
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values in CN. Let f = [(fk)k] ∈ G(Qnp ). It is clear that for a fixed x ∈ Qnp , the point
value of f at x, [(fk(x))k ] is a well defined element of C, i.e., we may consider f as
a map
(4.1) f : Qnp → C : x 7→ f(x) := (fk(x))k + I.
Note that the above constitutes a slight abuse of notation: The letter f denotes
both a generalized function (an element of G(Qnp )) and a mapping on Qnp .
Finally, let A be a set and let R be a ring. For B ⊂ A, θ ∈ R we call the
characteristic function of B the map χB,θ : A→ R which is identically θ on B and
which vanishes on A \B. Furthermore, if θ = 1 ∈ R we simply write χB = χB,1.
4.1.1. Uniqueness via point values and a counterexample. The follow-
ing statement is proved in Theorem 4.4 of [3]: Let f ∈ G(Qnp ), then:
f = 0 in G(Qnp )⇔ ∀ x ∈ Qnp : f(x) = 0 in C.
However, inspired by ([43], p. 218) we construct the following counterexample to
this claim, which shows that point values cannot uniquely determine elements in
G(Qnp ) uniquely. For the sake of simplicity we assume that n = 1.
Example 4.1. For any l ∈ N, set
Bl := {x ∈ Zp : |x− pl| < |p2l|} ⊂ {x ∈ Zp : |x| = |pl|} .
For any i ∈ N, we set fi := χBi . Clearly Bi ∩ Bj = ∅ whenever i 6= j and since
fi ∈ D(Qp) for all natural numbers i, (fi)i is a representative of some f ∈ G(Qp).
Now, for any α ∈ Qp, f(α) = 0 in C, since either α ∈ Bi for some i ∈ N (which
implies that fj(α) = 0 ∀ j > i) or α ∈ Qp\
⋃
Bi, where each fi (i ∈ N) is identically
zero. Consider now the sequence (βi)i≥1 ∈ NN ⊆ ZNp , where βi = pi ∀ i ∈ N. It
follows that fi(βi) = 1 ∀ i ∈ N. In particular, for K = Zp or any dressed ball
containing 0, there is no representative (gj)j of f such that for some N > 0,
gj = 0 ∀ j ≥ N . Hence f 6= 0 in G(Qp) although all standard point values of f
vanish.
Remark 4.2. By means of the above example we may analyze the proof of Theorem
4.4 in [3]. Let f be the generalized function from 4.1. As a compact set choose
K := B≤p−2(0) = p
2Zp. For the representative (fk)k constructed in 4.1 and x = 0
we have N(0) = 1, which in the notation of [3] means that for any k ≥ 1 = N(0),
fk(0) = 0. Also, recall that Bγ(a) is the dressed ball B≤pγ (a). The “parameter
of constancy” ([3], p. 6) of f1 at x = 0, which is the maximal γ such that f1 is
identically zero on Bγ(0), is l0(0) = −2. Now, there exists a covering ofK consisting
of a single set, namely Bl0(0)(0). Thus we may replace the application of the Heine-
Borel Lemma in [3] by our singleton-covering. But then the claim that (4.1) and
(4.2) imply that for all k ≥ N(0) = 1 we have fk(0+ x′) = fk(0) = 0 ∀x′ ∈ K does
not hold. This indeed follows from the definition of the sequence (fk)k of locally
constant functions from above, since for any k ∈ N we have fk(pk) = 1.
4.1.2. Egorov algebras on locally compact ultrametric spaces. In this
section we investigate the problem of point value characterization in Egorov algebras
in full generality: to this end we consider a general locally compact ultrametric
space (M,d) instead of Qnp , where M need not have a field structure. Our aim is to
show that even in such a general setting, the respective algebra cannot have a point
value characterization, unless M carries the discrete topology. Denote by Ed(M)
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the algebra of sequences of locally constant functions with compact support, taking
values in a commutative ring R 6= {0}. Let Nd(M) be the set of negligible functions
{(fk)k} ∈ Ed(M) such that for any compact set K ⊂M there exists an N ∈ N such
that ∀ x ∈ K ∀ k ≥ N : fk(x) = 0. The subset Nd(M) is an ideal in Ed(M) and
the quotient algebra G(M,R) := Ed(M)/Nd(M) is called the ultrametric Egorov
algebra associated with (M,d). Furthermore, the ring of generalized numbers is
defined by R := RN/ ∼, where ∼ is the equivalence relation on RN given by
u ∼ v in RN ⇔ ∃N ∈ N ∀ k ≥ N : uk − vk = 0.
We call I(R) := {w ∈ RN : w ∼ 0} the ideal of negligible sequences in R. Analogous
to (4.1), for f ∈ G(M,R) evaluation on standard point values is introduced by
means of the mapping:
(4.2) f : M →R : x 7→ f(x) := (fk(x))k + I(R).
Definition 4.3. An ultrametric Egorov algebra G(M,R) is said to admit a standard
point value characterization if for each u ∈ G(M,R) we have
u = 0⇔ ∀ x ∈M : u(x) = 0 in R.
Using this terminology, Example 4.1 shows that G(Qnp ) does not admit a stan-
dard point value characterization. The main result of this section is the following
generalization:
Theorem 4.4. Let (M,d) be a locally compact ultrametric space and let R 6= {0}.
Then G(M,R) does not admit a standard point value characterization unless (M,d)
is discrete.
Proof. The result follows by generalizing the construction of Example 4.1.
Assume (M,d) is not discrete, then there exists a point x ∈ M and a sequence
(xn)n of distinct points in M converging to x. We may assume that d(x, xi) >
d(x, xj) whenever i < j. Define stripped balls (Bn)n≥1 with centers (xn)n≥1 by
Bn := {y ∈M | d(xn, y) < d(xn,x)2 }. Due to the ultrametric property “the strongest
one wins” we have Bn ⊂ {z | d(x, z) = d(xn, x)}, which further implies that for all
i 6= j (i, j) ∈ N, the balls Bi, Bj are disjoint sets in M . Since R is a non-trivial
ring, we may choose some θ ∈ R \ {0}. Now we define a sequence (fk)k of locally
constant functions in the following way: For any i ≥ 1 set fi = χBi,θ. Clearly,
f := [(fi)i] ∈ G(M,R), and similarly to Example 4.1, for any α ∈ M , f(α) = 0 in
R. Nevertheless for the sequence (xn)n, which without loss of generality may be
assumed to lie in a compact neighborhood of x, one has fi(xi) = θ ∀ i ≥ 1 which
implies that f 6= 0 in G(M,R). 
Recall that a discrete topological space X has the following properties:
(i) X is locally compact.
(ii) Any compact set in X contains finitely many points only.
Therefore we know that for a set D endowed with the discrete metric and for any
commutative ring R, the respective ultrametric Egorov algebra G(D,R) admits a
point wise characterization. We therefore conclude:
Corollary 4.5. For a locally compact ultrametric space (M,d) and a non-trivial
ring R, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) G(M,R) admits a standard point value characterization.
(ii) The topology of (M,d) is discrete.
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4.1.3. Generalized point values. In this section we give an appropriate
generalized point value characterization in the style of ([38], pp. Theorem 2. 4) of
G(M,R), where M is endowed with a non-discrete ultrametric d for which M is
locally compact, and R 6= {0}. First, we have to introduce a set M˜c of compactly
supported generalized points over M . Let E = MN, the ring of sequences in M ,
and identify two sequences, if for some index N ∈ N one has d(xn, yn) = 0 for each
positive integer n, that is, xn = yn ∀ n ≥ N ; we write x ∼ y. We call M˜ = E/ ∼
the ring of generalized numbers. Finally, M˜c is the subset of such elements x ∈ M˜
for which there exists a compact subset K and some representative (xn)n of x such
that for some N > 0 we have xn ∈ K for all n ≥ N . It follows that evaluating a
function u ∈ G(M,R) at a compactly supported generalized point x is possible, i.e.,
for representatives (xk)k, (uk)k of x resp. u, [(uk(xk))k] is a well defined element of
R.
Proposition 4.6. In G(M,R), there is a generalized point value characterization,
i.e.,
u = 0 in G(M,R) ⇔ ∀ x ∈ M˜c : u(x) = 0 in R.
Proof. The condition on the right side obviously is necessary. Conversely, let
u ∈ G(M,R), u 6= 0. This means that there is a representative (uk)k of u and
a compact set K ⊂⊂ M such that uk does not vanish on K for infinitely many
k ∈ N. In particular this means we have a sequence (xk)k in K such that for
infinitely many k ∈ N, uk(xk) 6= 0. Clearly this means that u(x) 6= 0 in R, where
we have set x := [(xk)k]. 
4.1.4. The δ-distribution. In [3], Theorem 4.4 is illustrated by some exam-
ples, to highlight the advantage of a point value concept in G(Qnp ). In this section
we discuss the δ-distribution (Example 4.5 on p. 12 in [3]) and construct a gener-
alized function f ∈ G(Qp) different from δ which however coincides with δ on all
standard points in Qp. We first embed the δ-distribution in G(Qp) as in [3] (p. 9,
Theorem 3.3) which yields ι(δ) = (δk)k +Np(Qp), where δk(x) := pkΩ(pk|x|p) for
each k, and Ω is the bump function on R+0 given by
Ω(t) :=
{
1, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
0, t > 1
.
Evaluation of ι(δ) on standard points is shown in Example 4.5 of [3]. With c˜ :=
(pk)k + I ∈ C one has:
ι(δ)(x) =
{
c˜, x = 0
0, x 6= 0 (x ∈ Qp).
Let ϕ : N → Z be a monotonous function such that limk→∞ ϕ(k) = ∞, and such
that the cardinality of Uϕ := {k : ϕ(k) > k} is infinite. Consider an element f ∈
G(Qp) given by f := (fk)k +N (Qp) where for any k ≥ 1, fk(x) := pkΩ(pϕ(k)|x|p).
Then the standard point values of ι(δ) and f coincide. Furthermore, they coincide
on compactly supported generalized points x ∈ Q˜p,c with the property that for any
representative (xk)k of x there exists an N ∈ N such that ∀ k ≥ N : |xk|p >
p−min{k,ϕ(k)}, since in this case we have δk(xk) = fk(xk) = 0. However, there
are compactly supported generalized points violating this condition which yield
different generalized point values of ι(δ) resp. f : for instance, take the generalized
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point x0 := [(p
k)k] ∈ Q˜p,c. Then f(x0) 6= c˜, since θk := fk(xk) = 0 for any k ∈ Uϕ
and thus θk = 0 for infinitely many k ∈ N. But ι(δ)(x0) = c˜.
4.2. Spherical completeness of the ring of generalized numbers
Let (M,d) be an ultrametric space. For given x ∈M, r ∈ R+, we call B≤r(x) :=
{y ∈ M | d(x, y) ≤ r} the dressed ball with center x and radius r. Throughout
N := {1, 2, . . .} denote the positive integers. Let (xi)i ∈MN and (ri)i be a sequence
of positive reals. We call (Bi)i, Bi := B≤ri(xi) (i ≥ 1) a nested sequence of dressed
balls, if r1 ≥ r2 ≥ r3 . . . and B1 ⊇ B2 ⊇ . . . . Following standard ultrametric
literature (cf. [43]), nested sequences of dressed balls might have empty intersection.
The converse property is defined as follows:
Definition 4.7. (M,d) is called spherically complete, if every nested sequence of
dressed balls has a non-empty intersection.
It is evident that any spherically complete ultrametric space is complete with
respect to the topology induced by its metric (using the well known fact that topo-
logical completeness of (M,d) is equivalent to the property of Definition 4.7 with
radii ri ց 0) . However, there are popular non-trivial examples in the literature,
for which the converse is not true. As an example we mention the field of complex
p-adic numbers together with its p-adic valuation considered as the completion of
the algebraic closure of the field Cp of rational p-adic numbers. Due to Krasner, this
field has nice algebraic properties (as it is algebraically closed, and even isomorphic
to the complex numbers cf. [43], pp. 134–145), but it also has been shown, that Cp
is not spherically complete. This is mainly due to the fact that the complex p-adic
numbers are a separable, complete ultrametric space with dense valuation (cf. [43],
pp. 143–144). However, for an ultrametric field K, spherical completeness is nec-
essary in order to ensure K has the Hahn Banach extension property (to which we
refer as HBEP), that is, any normed K-vector space E admits continuous linear
functionals previously defined on a strict subspace V of E to be extended to the
whole space under conservation of their norm (cf. W. Ingleton’s proof [24]). Since
spherical completeness fails, it is natural to ask if the p-adic numbers could at least
be spherically completed, i.e., if there existed a spherically complete ultrametric
field Ω into which Cp can be embedded. This question has a positive answer (cf.
[43]). The necessity of spherical completeness for the HBEP of K = Cp is evident:
even the identity map
ϕ : Cp → Cp, ϕ(x) := x
cannot be extended to a functional ψ : Ω → Cp under conservation of its norm
‖ϕ‖ = 1 (here we consider Ω as a Cp- vector space).1
The present work is motivated by the question if some version of Hahn-Banach’s
Theorem holds on differential algebras in the sense of Colombeau considered as
ultra pseudo normed modules over the ring of generalized numbers R˜ (resp. C˜).
1To check this, let Bi := B≤ri(xi) be a nested sequence of dressed balls in Cp with empty
intersection. Then Bˆi := B≤ri(xi) ⊆ Ω have nonempty intersection, say Ω ∋ α ∈
T∞
i=1 Bˆi.
Assume further, the identity ϕ on Cp can be extended to some linear map ψ : Ω → Cp under
conservation of its norm. Then
|ψ(α) − xi|Ω = |ψ(α) − φ(xi)|Ω ≤ ‖ψ‖|α − xi|Cp = |α− xi|Cp ,
therefore ψ(α) ∈
T∞
i=1 Bi which is a contradiction and we are done.
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Even though topological questions on topological C˜ modules have been recently
investigated to a wide extent (cf. C. Garetto’s recent papers [15, 16] as well as
[11]), a HBEP has not yet been established in the literature.
The analogy with the p-adic case lies at hand, since the ring of generalized
numbers can naturally be endowed with an ultrametric pseudo-norm. However, the
presence of zero-divisor in R˜ as well as the failing multiplicativity of the pseudo-
norm turns the question into a non-trivial one and Ingleton’s ultrametric version
of the Hahn Banach Theorem cannot be carried over to our setting unrestrictedly.
On our first step tackling this question we discuss spherical completeness of the
ring of generalized numbers endowed with the given ultrametric (induced by the
respective pseudo-norm, cf. the preliminary section).
R˜ first was introduced as the set of values of generalized functions at standard
points; however, a subring consisting of compactly supported generalized numbers
turned out to be the set of points for which evaluation determines uniqueness,
whereas standard points do not suffice do determine generalized functions uniquely
(cf. [34, 38]). A hint, that R˜ (or C˜ as well), the ring of generalized real (or complex)
numbers is spherically complete, is, that contrary to the above outlined situation
on Cp, the generalized numbers endowed with the topology induced by the sharp
ultra-pseudo norm are not separable. This, for instance, follows from the fact that
the restriction of the sharp valuation to the real (or complex) numbers is discrete.
Having motivated our work by now, we may formulate the aim of this section,
which is to prove the following:
Theorem 4.8. The ring of generalized numbers is spherically complete.
We therefore have an independent proof of the fact (cf. [16], Proposition 1. 30):
Corollary 4.9. The ring of generalized numbers is topologically complete.
In the last section of this note we present a modified version of Hahn-Banach’s
Theorem which bases on spherically completeness of R˜ (resp. C˜). Finally, a remark
on the applicability of the ultra metric version of Banach fixed point theorem can
be found in the Appendix.
4.2.1. Preliminaries. In what follows we repeat the definitions of the ring
of (real or complex) generalized numbers along with its non-archimedean valuation
function. The material is taken from different sources; as references we may recom-
mend the recent works due to C. Garetto ([15, 16]) and A. Delcroix et al. ([11])
as well as one of the original sources of this topic due to D. Scarpalezos (cf. [12]).
Let I := (0, 1] ⊆ R, and let K denote R resp. C. The ring of generalized numbers
over K is constructed in the following way: Given the ring of moderate (nets of)
numbers
E := {(xε)ε ∈ KI | ∃ m : |xε| = O(εm) (ε→ 0)}
and, similarly, the ideal of negligible nets in E(K) which are of the form
N := {(xε)ε ∈ KI | ∀ m : |xε| = O(εm) (ε→ 0)},
we may define the generalized numbers as the factor ring K˜ := EM/N . We define
a (real valued) valuation function ν : on EM (K) in the following way:
ν((uε)ε) := sup {b ∈ R | |uε| = O(εb) (ε→ 0)}.
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This valuation can be carried over to the ring of generalized numbers in a well
defined way, since for two representatives of a generalized number, the valuations
above coincide (cf. [16], section 1). We then may endow K˜ with an ultra-pseudo-
norm (’pseudo’ refers to non-multiplicativity) | |e in the following way: |0|e := 0,
and whenever x 6= 0, |x|e := e−ν(x). With the metric de induced by the above norm,
K˜ turns out to be a non-discrete ultrametric space, with the following topological
properties:
(i) (K˜, de) is topologically complete (cf. [16]),
(ii) (K˜, de) is not separable, since the restriction of de onto K is discrete.
The latter property holds, since on metric spaces second countability and separabil-
ity are equivalent and the well known fact that the property of second countability
is inherited by subspaces (whereas separability is not in general).
In order to avoid confusion we henceforth denote closed balls in K by B≤r(x) in
distinction with dressed balls in K˜ which we denote by B˜≤r(x). Similarly stripped
balls and the sphere in the ring of generalized numbers are denoted by B˜<r(x) resp.
S˜r(x).
4.2.2. Euclidean models of sharp neighborhoods. Throughout, a net of
real numbers (Cε)ε is said to increase monotonously with ε → 0, if the following
holds:
∀η, η′ ∈ I : (η ≤ η′ ⇒ Cη ≥ Cη′).
To begin with we formulate the following condition:
Condition (E).
A net (Cε)ε of real numbers is said to satisfy condition (E), if it is
(i) positive for each ε and
(ii) monotonically increasing with ε→ 0, and finally, if
(iii) the sharp norm is |(Cε)ε|e = 1.
Next, we introduce the notion of euclidean models of sharp neighborhoods of gen-
eralized points:
Definition 4.10. Let x ∈ K˜, ρ ∈ R, r := exp(−ρ). Let further (Cε)ε ∈ RI be a
net of real numbers satisfying condition (E) and let (xε)ε be a representative of x.
Then we call the net of closed balls (Bε)ε ⊆ KI given by
Bε := B≤Cεερ(xε)
for each ε ∈ I an euclidean model of B˜(x, r).
Note, that every dressed ball admits an euclidean model: let (xε)ε be a repre-
sentative of x and define (Cε)ε by Cε := 1 for each ε ∈ I; then B≤Cεερ(xε) yields
determines an euclidean model of B˜≤r(x).
We need to mention that whenever we write (B
(1)
ε )ε ⊆ (B(2)ε )ε, we mean the inclu-
sion relation ⊆ holds component wise (that is for each ε ∈ I), and we say (B(2)ε )ε
contains (B
(1)
ε )ε.
The following lemma is basic; however, in order to get familiar with the concept of
euclidean neighborhoods, we include a detailed proof:
Lemma 4.11. For x ∈ K˜, r > 0, let (Bε)ε be an euclidean model for B˜≤r(x) and
setρ = − log r. Then we have:
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(i) Any y ∈ B˜<r(x) has a representative (yε)ε such that yε ∈ Bε for each
ε ∈ I.
(ii) There exist y ∈ S˜r(x) := {x′ ∈ K˜ : |x′ − x| = r} which cannot be caught
by representatives lying in (Bε)ε. However one may blow (Bε)ε always up
to a new model (Bˆε)ε which contains some representative of y, i.e., there
exists a net (Dε)ε satisfying Condition (E) such that for Cˆε := CεDε,
Bˆε := B≤Cˆεερ(xε) yields a model containing some representative of y
(iii) In any case, it can be arranged, that d(∂Bˆε, yε) ≥ Cε2 ερ for each ε ∈ I,
for some model (Bˆε)ε of B˜≤r(x) containing (Bε)ε.
Proof. (i): By definition of the sharp norm, |y − x|e < r is equivalent to the
situation, that for each representative (yε)ε of y and for each representative (xε)ε
of x, we have
sup{b ∈ R | |yε − xε| = O(εb)(ε→ 0)} > ρ,
and this implies that there exists some ρ′ > ρ such that for any representative (yε)ε
of y and any representative (xε)ε of x we have
|yε − xε| = o(ερ′ ), ε→ 0.
This further implies that for any choice of representatives of x resp. of y, there
exists some η ∈ I with
(4.3) |yε − xε| ≤ ερ′
for each ε < η. Since Cε > 0 for each ε ∈ I and Cε is monotonously increasing
with ε→ 0, we have ερ′ ≤ Cεερ for sufficiently small ε, therefore, a suitable choice
of yε, for ε ≥ η, yields the first claim (for instance, one may set yε := xε whenever
ε ≥ η).
We go on by proving (ii): For the first part, set
yε := 2Cεε
ρ + xε
Let y denote the class of (yε)ε. It is evident, that y ∈ B˜≤r(x). However, (yε) /∈ Bε
for each ε ∈ I. Indeed,
∀ ε ∈ I : |yε − xε| = 2Cεερ > Cεερ,
since Cε > 0 for each ε. We further show, that the same holds for any representative
(y¯ε)ε of y for sufficiently small index ε. Indeed, the difference of two representatives
being negligible implies that for any N > 0 we have
yε − yˆε = o(εN ) (ε→ 0).
Therefore, for N > ρ and sufficiently small ε, we have:
|yˆε − yε| ≥ ||yˆε − yε| − |yε − xε|| ≥ 2Cεερ − εN ≥ 3
2
Cεε
ρ > Cεε
ρ.
Therefore we have shown the first part of (ii). Let y ∈ S˜r(x). We demonstrate
how to blow up (Bε)ε to catch some fixed representative (yε)ε of y. Since |y− x| =
e−ρ = r, there is a net C′ε ≥ 0 (|(C′ε)ε|e = 1) such that
∀ε ∈ I : |yε − xε| = C′εερ
Set C′′ε = maxη≥ε{1, C′η}. This ensures that (C′′ε ) is a monotonously increasing
with ε → 0, above 1 for each ε ∈ I, and |(C′′ε )|e = 1 is preserved. Define B′ε :=
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B≤CεC′′ε ερ(xε). Then (B
′
ε)ε is a new model for B˜≤r(x) containing the old model
and (yε)ε as well, since the product CεC
′′
ε has the required properties, and
|yε − xε| ≤ C′′ε ερ ≤ C′′εCεερ
and we are done with (ii).
Proof of (iii): So far, we have shown that for each y ∈ B˜≤r(x), there exists an
euclidean model (B≤Cεερ(xε)) of B≤r(x) such that for some representative (yε)ε of
y ∈ B˜≤r(x) we have
∀ ε ∈ I : yε ∈ Bε.
Therefore, by replacing Cε by 2Cε above, again a model for B˜≤r(x) is achieved,
however with the further property that |yε − xε| ≤ Cε/2ερ for each ε ∈ I which
proves our claim. 
Before going on by establishing the crucial statement which will allow us to
translate decreasing sequences of closed balls in the given ultrametric space K˜ to
decreasing sequences of their (appropriately chosen) euclidean models, we introduce
a useful term:
Definition 4.12. Suppose, we have a nested sequence (B˜i)
∞
i=1 of closed balls with
centers xi and radius ri in K˜ and for each i ∈ N we have an euclidean model (B(i)ε )ε.
We say, this associated sequence of euclidean models is proper, if
(
(B
(i)
ε )ε
)∞
i=1
is
nested as well, that is, if we have:
(B(1)ε )ε ⊇ (B(2)ε )ε ⊇ (B(3)ε )ε ⊇ . . . .
4.2.3. Proof of the main theorem. In order to prove the main statement,
we proceed by establishing two important preliminary statements. First, a remark
on the notation in the sequel: If (xi)i, a sequence of points in the ring of generalized
numbers, is considered, then (x
(i)
ε )ε denote (certain) representatives of the xi’s.
Furthermore, for subsequent choices of nets of real numbers (C
(i)
ε )ε, and positive
radii ri, we denote by ρi the negative logarithms of the ri’s (i = 1, 2, . . . ,) and the
euclidean models of the balls B˜≤ri(xi) with radii r
i
ε := C
(i)
ε ερi to be constructed
are denoted by
B(i)ε := B≤r(i)ε
(x(i)ε ).
We start with the fundamental proposition:
Proposition 4.13. Let x1, x2 ∈ K˜, and r1, r2 be positive numbers such that
B˜≤r1(x1) ⊇ B˜≤r2(x2). Let (x(1)ε )ε be a representative of x1. Then the following
holds:
(i) There exists a net (C
(1)
ε )ε satisfying condition (E) such that for each
ε ∈ I
(4.4) x(2)ε ∈ B
≤
C
(1)
ε ε
ρ1
2
(x(1)ε ).
(ii) Furthermore, for each net (C
(2)
ε )ε satisfying condition (E) there exists an
ε
(1)
0 ∈ I such that for each ε < ε(1)0 ∈ I we have B(2)ε ⊆ B(1)ε .
Proof. Proof of (i): Let (x
(2)
ε )ε be a representative of x1. We distinguish the
following two cases:
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(i) x2 ∈ S˜r1(x1), that is, |x2 − x1|e = r1. Let (x(2)ε )ε be a representative of
x2. Define Cˆ
(1)
ε := |x(1)ε − x(2)ε |. Now, set C(1)ε := 2max({Cˆ(1)η |η > ε}, 1).
Then not only C
(1)
ε > 0 for each parameter ε, but also the net C
(1)
ε > 0
is monotonically increasing with ε→ 0, furthermore (4.4) holds, and we
are done with this case.
(ii) x2 /∈ S˜r1(x1), that is, |x2 − x1|e < r1. Set, for instance, C(1)ε = 1. For
each representative (x
(2)
ε )ε of x2 it follows that
|x(2)ε − x(1)ε | = o(ερ1 )
and a representative satisfying the desired properties is easily found.
Proof of (ii):
To show this we consider the asymptotic growth of (C
(1)
ε )ε, (C
(2)
ε )ε, ε
ρ1 , ερ2 as well
as the monotonicity of C
(1)
ε : let y ∈ B≤C(2)ε ερ2 (x
(2)
ε ). Then we have by the triangle
inequality for each ε ∈ I:
(4.5) |y − x(1)ε | ≤ |y − x(2)ε |+ |x(2)ε − x(1)ε | ≤ C(2)ε ερ2 +
C
(1)
ε ερ1
2
.
We know further that by the monotonicity ∀ε ∈ I : C(1)ε ≥ C(1)0 := C0 so that
(4.6)
C
(2)
ε
C
(1)
ε
ερ2−ρ1 ≤ C0C(2)ε ερ2−ρ1 .
Moreover, since the sharp norm of C
(2)
ε equals 1, for any α > 0 we have
C(2)ε = o(ε
−α), (ε→ 0).
which in conjunction with the fact that ρ2 > ρ1 allows us to further estimate the
right hand side of (4.6): Obtaining
C
(2)
ε
C
(1)
ε
ερ2−ρ1 = o(1), (ε→ 0),
we plug this information into (4.5). This yields for sufficiently small ε, say ε < ε
(1)
0 :
(4.7) |y − x(1)ε | ≤
C
(1)
ε ερ1
2
+
C
(1)
ε ερ1
2
= C(1)ε ε
ρ1 ;
the proof is finished. 
Proposition 4.14. Any nested sequence of closed balls in K˜ admits a proper se-
quence of associated euclidean models.
Proof. We proceed step by step so that we may easily read off the inductive
argument of the proof in the end.
We may assume that for each i ≥ 1, ri > ri+1. Define ρi := − log(ri) (so that
ρi < ρi+1 for each i ≥ 1).
Step 1.
Choose a representative (x
(1)
ε )ε of x1.
Step 2.
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Due to Proposition 4.13 (i) we may choose a representative (x
(2)
ε )ε of x2 and a net
(C
(1)
ε )ε of real numbers satisfying condition (E) such that such that for each ε ∈ I
x(2)ε ∈ B
≤
C
(1)
ε ε
ρ1
2
(x(1)ε ).
Denote by ε
(1)
0 ∈ I be the maximal ε such that the inclusion relation B(2)ε ⊆ B(1)ε
as in (cf. (ii) of Proposition 4.13) holds.
Step 3.
Similarly, take a representative (xˆ
(3)
ε )ε of x3 and a net (Cˆ
(2)
ε )ε of real numbers
satisfying condition (E) such that such that for each ε ∈ I
(4.8) xˆ(3)ε ∈ B
≤
Cˆ
(2)
ε ε
ρ2
2
(x(2)ε ).
We show now, how to adjust our choice of xˆ
(3)
ε , Cˆ
(2)
ε such that condition (E) as well
as the inclusion relation (4.8) is preserved, however, we do this in a way such that
we moreover achieve the inclusion relation
(4.9) B(2)ε ⊆ B(1)ε
for each ε (for sufficiently small parameter this is guaranteed by the proceeding
proposition).
For ε ≥ ε(1)0 we leave the choice unchanged, that is, we set
x(3)ε := xˆ
(3)
ε , C
(2)
ε := Cˆ
(2)
ε ;
for ε < ε
(1)
0 , however, we set
(4.10) x(3)ε := x
(2)
ε , C
(2)
ε := min(
C
(1)
ε
2
ερ1−ρ2 , Cˆ(2)ε ).
Therefore, (C
(2)
ε )ε still satisfies condition (E), since it is still positive and monoton-
ically increasing with ε→ 0, furthermore we have only modified for big parameter
ε, the asymptotic growth with ε→ 0 therefore remains unchanged (and so does the
sharp norm of (C
(2)
ε )ε, which it is identically 1). Next, it is evident that
x(3)ε ∈ B
≤
C
(2)
ε ε
ρ2
2
(x(2)ε ).
still holds for each ε ∈ I. Finally, by (4.10) it follows that the inclusion relation
(4.9) holds now for each ε ∈ I. For the inductive proof of the statement one formally
proceeds as in Step 3. Let k > 1. Assume we have representatives
(x(1)ε )ε, . . . , (x
(k+1)
ε )ε
and nets of positive numbers
(C(j)ε )ε, (1 ≤ j ≤ k),
satisfying condition (E), such that for each ε ∈ I we have:
B
≤C
(1)
ε ερ1
(x(1)ε ) ⊇ B≤C(2)ε ερ2 (x
(2)
ε ) ⊇ · · · ⊇ B≤C(k−1)ε ερk−1 (x
(k−1)
ε ).
and for some ε
(k−1)
0 we have for each ε < ε
(k−1)
0
B
≤C
(k−1)
ε ε
ρk−1 (x
(k−1)
ε ) ⊇ B≤C(k)ε ερk (x
(k)
ε ).
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Furthermore we suppose the following additional property is satisfied: For each
ε ∈ I we have:
x(k+1)ε ∈ B
≤
C
(k)
ε
2 ε
ρk
(x(k)ε ),
where ρk := − log rk. In the very same manner as above, we may now find a
representative (x
(k+2)
ε )ε of xk+2 and a net of numbers (C
(k+1)
ε )ε satisfying condition
(E) such that the above sequential construction can be enlarged by one (k →
k + 1). 
The preceding proposition is a key ingredient in the proof of our main statement
Theorem 4.8:
Proof. Let (B˜i)
∞
i=1, Bi := B˜≤ri(xi) (i ≥ 1) be the given nested sequence of
dressed balls; due to Proposition 4.14, there exists a proper sequence of associated
euclidean models
(B(i)ε )ε
such that for representatives (x
(i)
ε )ε of xi (i ≥ 1) the above nets are given by
B(i)ε := B≤C(i)ε ερi
(x(i)ε ), ρi := − log ri, C(i)ε ∈ R+
for each (ε, i) ∈ I × N. Since K is locally compact, for each ε ∈ I we may choose
some xε ∈ R such that
xε ∈
∞⋂
i=1
B(i)ε
since for each ε ∈ I we have B(1)ε ⊇ B(2)ε ⊇ . . . . Since the sequence of euclidean
models of the B˜i’s is proper, for each ε ∈ I further holds:
|xε − x(i)ε | ≤ C(i)ε ερi .
This shows that not only the net (xε)ε is moderate (use the triangle inequality),
but also gives rise to a generalized number x := (xε)ε +N (K) with the property
|x− xi|e ≤ ri
for each i. This shows that
x ∈
∞⋂
i=1
B˜i 6= ∅
which yields the claim: K˜ is spherically complete. 
4.2.4. A Hahn-Banach Theorem. Let L be a subfield of K˜ such that νe
restricted to L is additive. Let E be an ultra pseudo-normed L-linear space. We
call ϕ an L- linear functional on E, if ϕ is an L- linear mapping on E with values
in K˜. ϕ is continuous if
‖ϕ‖ := sup
06=x∈E
|ϕ(x)|
‖x‖ <∞
and the space of all continuous L-linear functionals on E we denote by E′L.
Remark 4.15. Note that nontrivial subfields L of K˜ exist. For instance, one may
choose K(α) with α = [(ε)ε] ∈ K˜ or its completion with respect to | |e-the Laurent
series over K˜.
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Having introduced these notions we show that following version of the Hahn-
Banach Theorem holds:
Theorem 4.16. Let V be an L-linear subspace of E and ϕ ∈ V ′L. Then ϕ can be
extended to some ψ ∈ E′L such that ‖ψ‖ = ‖ϕ‖.
Proof. We follow the lines of the proof of Ingleton’s theorem (cf. [24]) in the
fashion of ([43], pp. 194–195). To start with, let V be a strict L-linear subspace of
E and let a ∈ E \V . We first show that ϕ ∈ V ′L can be extended to ψ ∈ (V +La)′L
under conservation of its norm. To do this it is sufficient to prove that such ψ
satisfies for each x ∈ V :
‖ψ(x− a)‖ ≤ ‖ψ‖ · ‖x− a‖(4.11)
‖ϕ(x)− ψ(a)‖ ≤ ‖ϕ‖ · ‖x− a‖ =: rx.
To this end define for each x in V the dressed ball
Bx := B≤rx(ϕ(x)).
Next we claim that the family {Bx | x ∈ V } of dressed balls is nested. To see this,
let x, y ∈ V . By the linearity of ϕ and the ultrametric (strong) triangle inequality
we have
|ϕ(x) − ϕ(y)| ≤ ‖ϕ‖ · ‖x− y‖ ≤ ‖ϕ‖max(‖x− a‖, ‖y − a‖) = max(rx, ry).
Therefore we have Bx ⊆ By or By ⊆ Bx or vice versa. According to Theorem 4.8,
K˜ is spherically complete, therefore we may choose
α ∈
⋂
x∈V
Bx
and further define ψ(a) := α. Due to (4.11) and the homogeneity of the sharp norm
with respect to the field L we therefore have for each z ∈ V and for each λ ∈ L,
|ψ(z − λa)| = |λ| · |ψ(z/λ− a)| ≤ |λ|rz/λ = |λ|‖ϕ‖ · ‖z/λ− a‖ = ‖ϕ‖ · ‖z − λa‖
which shows that ψ is an extension of ϕ onto V + La and ‖ψ‖ = ‖ϕ‖.
The rest of the proof is the standard one-an application of Zorn’s Lemma. 
Let E be a ultra pseudo-normed K˜ module and denote by E′ all continuous
linear functionals on E. We end this section by posing the following conjecture:
Conjecture 4.17. Let V be a submodule of E and let ϕ ∈ V ′. Then ϕ can be
extended to some element ψ ∈ E′ such that ‖ψ‖ = ‖ϕ‖.
Appendix. Finally, it is worth mentioning that apart from the standard Fixed
Point Theorem due to Banach, a non-archimedean version is available in spheri-
cally complete ultrametric spaces ( therefore, also on K˜, cf. [41], and for a recent
generalization cf. [42]):
Theorem 4.18. Let (M,d) be a spherically complete ultrametric space and f :
M →M be a mapping having the property
∀x, y ∈M : d(f(x), f(y)) < d(x, y).
Then f has a unique fixed point in M .
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4.3. Scaling invariance in algebras of generalized functions
Recent research in the field of generalized functions increasingly focuses on
intrinsic problems in algebras of generalized functions. This is emphasized by a
number of scientific papers on algebraic (cf. [5]) and topological topics (cf. [11, 12,
15, 16]).
In this chapter we investigate scaling invariance of generalized functions. We
prove that a generalized function on the real line which is invariant under posi-
tive standard scaling has to be a constant. Also, we add a couple of further new
characterizations of locally constant generalized functions to the well known ones.
Our proof is partially based on the solution of the so-called ”Lobster problem”. It
was at the International Conference on Generalized functions 2000 (April, 17–21)
that Professor Michael Oberguggenberger offered a lobster for the answer to the
question: ”Are generalized functions which are invariant under standard transla-
tions, merely the constants?” A (positive) answer to the latter was first given by
S. Pilipovic, D. Scarpalezos and V. Valmorin in [40] and an independent proof has
recently been established by H. Vernaeve [48].
Note that there is also an evident link between the present work and that of S.
Konjik and M. Kunzinger dealing with group invariants in algebras of generalized
functions ([25, 26]) which are also partially based on the solution of the Lobster
problem.
4.3.1. Preliminaries. The setting of this chapter is the special algebra G(Rd)
of generalized functions (cf. the introduction).
To start with we shortly review the specific concepts resp. methods we are
going to employ in the sequel: association and integration of generalized functions,
generalized points and sharp topology as well as continuity issues with respect to
the latter. For the sake of simplicity we set d = 1. For the generalized point value
concept in algebras of generalized functions introduced by M. Kunzinger and M.
Oberguggenberger in [38], we refer to the introduction. Next, let us recall the
so-called sharp topology on the ring of generalized numbers:
4.3.1.1. The sharp topology on R˜. The - maybe most natural - topology on the
ring of generalized numbers is the one which respects the asymptotic growth by
means of which they are defined. Define a (real valued) valuation function ν on
EM (R) in the following way:
ν((uε)ε) := sup {b ∈ R | |uε| = O(εb) (ε→ 0)}.
This valuation can be carried over to the ring of generalized numbers in a well
defined way, since for two representatives of a generalized number, their valuations
coincide (cf. [16], chapter 1). We then may endow R˜ with an ultra-pseudo-norm
(’pseudo’ refers to non-multiplicativity) | |e in the following way: |0|e := 0, and
whenever x 6= 0, |x|e := e−ν(x). With the metric de induced by the above norm,
R˜ turns out to be a non-discrete ultrametric space, with the following topological
properties:
(i) (R˜, de) is topologically complete (cf. [16]),
(ii) (R˜, de) is not separable, since the restriction of de onto R is discrete.
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The latter property holds, since on metric spaces second countability and separabil-
ity are equivalent and the well known fact that the property of second countability
is inherited by subspaces (whereas separability is not in general).
4.3.1.2. Continuity issues. In ([4]) Aragona et al. develop a new concept of
differentiability of generalized functions f viewed as maps f˜ : R˜c → R˜, a concept
which is compatible with partial differentiation in G(Rd) and evaluation of functions
at generalized points. We need not recall this in detail; we only mention one notable
consequence which we will make use of subsequently:
Fact 4.19. If f˜ : R˜c → R˜ is induced by a generalized function, then f˜ is continuous
with respect to the sharp topology on R˜c.
4.3.1.3. Integration of generalized functions. Generalized functions may be in-
tegrated over relatively compact Lebesgue measurable sets. We recall an elementary
statement (this is Proposition 1.2.56 in [18]):
Fact 4.20. Let M be a Lebesgue-measurable set such that M¯ ⊂⊂ R and take
u ∈ G(R). Let (uε)ε be a representative of u. Then∫
M
u(x)dx :=
(∫
M
uε(x) dx
)
ε
+N
is a well-defined element of R˜ called the integral of u over M .
Also, we are going to need the ’antiderivative’ F of a generalized function. Let
f ∈ G(R). This we introduce by
F (x) :=
∫ x
0
f(s)ds :=
(∫ x
0
fε(s)ds
)
ε
+N (R) ∈ G(R)
where (fε)ε is an arbitrary representative of f . Note that F is the primitive of f
with point value F (0) = 0 in R˜ (cf. Proposition 1.2.58 in [18]).
4.3.1.4. The concept of association. Finally we recall the concept of association
in R˜ and in G(Rd). First, let α ∈ R˜. We write α ≈ 0 and we say ”α is associated
to zero”, if for some (hence any) representative (αε)ε we have
αε → 0 whenever ε→ 0.
Similarly, we say u ∈ G(Rn) is associated with zero, if for each test function φ we
have ∫
uε(x)φ(x) dx
n → 0 whenever ε→ 0.
The relation ≈ is an equivalence relation on R˜ resp. G(Rd). By slightly abusing the
above terminology we write u ≈ w, w ∈ D′(Rd) and say ”u is associated with w”
(or , ”w is the distributional shadow of u”), if we have∫
uε(x)φ(x) dx
n → 〈w, φ〉 whenever ε→ 0.
It is a well known fact that a generalized function u has at most one distributional
shadow (cf. [18], Proposition 1.2.67).
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4.3.2. Generalized functions supported at the origin. To start with we
establish a basic lemma:
Lemma 4.21. Let f ∈ G(R) be a non-negative function with supp(f) ⊆ {0}. If for
some a > 0 we have
I(f) =
∫
[−a,a]
f(x)dx = 0,
then f = 0.
Proof. We present two variants of the proof:
First Proof.
It has been shown recently (cf. [37]) that if for a generalized function f we have
for all ϕ ∈ Gc(R) (the space of compactly supported generalized functions)∫
f(x)ϕ(x) dx = 0,
then f = 0 in G(R). This is the so-called fundamental lemma of the calculus of
variations in the generalized context. Now we have by the non-negativity of f ,∣∣∣∣∫ f(x)ϕ(x) dx∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖ϕ‖∞ ∫ f(x)dx = 0,
therefore by the above we have f = 0 in G(R) and we are done.
Alternative Proof.
This proof employs continuity arguments of generalized functions with respect to
the sharp topology. In view of the first proof this may also yield a link between the
fundamental lemma of variational calculus (in the generalized setting) and (sharp)
topological issues. For our (indirect) proof we proceed in three steps.
Step 1.
Since f is non-negative and K := [−a, a] ⊂⊂ R is a compact set, we may choose a
representative (fε)ε of f which is non-negative on K, that is, (fε)ε satisfies:
∀ x ∈ K ∀ ε > 0 : fε ≥ 0.
Assume f 6= 0 in G(R). Due to (cf. subsection 1.2.0.1), there exists a compactly
supported generalized point xc ∈ R˜ such that f(xc) = c 6= 0. From our assumption
on the support of f (supp(f) ⊆ {0}) it is further evident that xc ≈ 0; this informa-
tion, however, is not crucial for what follows).
Step 2.
Let (xε)ε be a representative of xc. We shall prove the following:
(4.12) ∃ εk → 0 ∃ m0 ∃ ρ0 ∀ k ∀ yk ∈ [xεk − ερ0k , xεk + ερ0k ] : fεk(yk) ≥ εm0k .
To see this, we first observe by means of Step 1 that there exists a zero sequence
εk and a real number m0 such that for each k ≥ 0 we have fεk(xεk ) ≥ 2εm0k (we
shall take this zero sequence as the one of our claim). Next, we employ a continuity
argument to prove (4.12). Recall that f viewed as a map f˜ : R˜c → R˜ is continuous
with respect to the sharp topology (cf. subsection 4.3.1.2). Assume that (4.12)
is not true. Then for each m and for each ρ there exists a sequence (yk)k with
yk ∈ [xεk − ερk, xεk + ερk] for each k such that
(4.13) 0 ≤ fεk(yk) < εmk
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(the first inequality holds because we may assume without loss of generality that
everything takes place inside [−a, a], where we have found a non-negative represen-
tative of f). Define a (compactly supported) generalized number y := (yε)ε + N
via
yε :=
{
yk, if ε = εk
xε, otherwise
Then we have for sufficiently small m
|fεk(xεk )− fεk(yεk)| > 2εm0k − εmk > εm0k ,
whereas for ε 6= εk we have by the above construction that fε(xε)− fε(yε) = 0 . In
terms of the sharp norm | |e we therefore have:
|f(xc)− f(y)|e ≥ e−m0 ;
by our assumption, however, it follows that
|xc − y|e ≤ e−ρ0 .
The choice of ρ was arbitrary, and ρ→ 0 violates the continuity of f at xc. Therefore
we have established (4.12). This we apply in the third and final step:
Step 3.
For sufficiently large k we obtain
(4.14)
∫
[−a,a]
fεk(y)dy > ε
m0
k (2ε
ρ
k) = 2ε
ρ+m0
k .
Since
(∫
[−a,a]
fε(y)dy
)
ε
is a representative of I(f), inequality (4.14) contradicts
our assumption I(f) = 0 (the representative not being a negligible net) and we are
done. 
A further ingredient in the subsequent proof of our main result is the ele-
mentary observation that generalized scaling invariant functions f ∈ G(R) with
support contained in the origin have to be identically zero. To motivate our proof,
we first analyze the-maybe- simplest non-trivial example: a generalized function ρˆ
associated with a distribution supported at the origin, say δ. In this situation in-
variance under standard scaling is absurd: Assume we are given a standard mollifier
ρ ∈ C∞c (R), that is
∫
R
ρ(x)dx = 1. Then ρε : (
1
ερ(
x
ε ))ε gives rise to a generalized
function ρˆ := [(ρε)ε] ∈ G(R) and, as it is well known, we have:
ρˆ ≈ δ, that is, ∀ϕ ∈ C∞c (R) : lim
ε→0
〈ρε, ϕ〉 → 〈δ, ϕ〉 = ϕ(0).
Consider now, h 6= 0, 1 and assume the identity ρˆ(hx) = ρˆ(x) holds in G(R). This
in particular means that
ρˆ = [(ρε(hx))ε] in G(R)
holds as well. But for each ϕ ∈ C∞c (R), ϕ(0) 6= 0 we have
lim
ε→0
〈ρε(hx), ϕ(x)〉 → 1
h
ϕ(0) 6= 〈δ, ϕ〉
therefore ρˆ has more than one distributional shadow, namely δ, hδ, for arbitrary
h 6= 0 which is impossible! 2 We may now present the statement in full generality:
2 Of course, δ is scaling invariant, however, in the sense that
〈δ(∗h), ϕ〉 := 〈δ, ϕ(∗h)〉.
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Proposition 4.22. Assume f ∈ G(R) has the following properties:
(i) f is invariant under positive standard scaling.
(ii) supp(f) ⊆ {0}.
Then f = 0 in G(R).
Proof. Assume f ∈ G(R) satisfies the assumption of the proposition and
without loss of generality we further assume f ≥ 0 (otherwise, take f2 instead of
f). Let (fε)ε be a representative of f and a > 0. Since f is supported at the origin,
the integral
I(f) :=
∫
[−a,a]
f(x)dx :=
(∫
[−a,a]
fε(x)dx
)
ε
+N ∈ R˜
is well defined, that is, the value I(f) is independent of the choice of a > 0 resp. of
the representative of f . Further, for each h 6= 0, 1 and each ε > 0 we have:∫
[−a,a]
fε(xh)dx =
1
h
∫
[−ah,ah]
fε(s)ds.
The scaling invariance of f , therefore, which in terms of representatives reads
(fε(x))ε − (fε(hx))ε = (nε(x))ε ∈ N (R),
combined with the fact that f is supported in the origin, yields
I(f) =
1
h
I(f) in R˜.
Since h 6= 0, 1 this implies I(f) = 0. Now we may apply Lemma 4.21 to the
non-negative function f , and we obtain f = 0. 
4.3.3. The main theorem. We are now ready to state the main theorem:
Theorem 4.23. Let f ∈ G(R). The following are equivalent:
(i) f is constant, that is, there exists an a ∈ R˜ such that f = a holds in
G(R).
(ii) f˜ is constant.
(iii) f˜ is locally constant.
(iv) f is translation invariant, that is ∀h ∈ R : f(x+h) = f(x) holds in G(R).
(v) f is invariant under positive standard scaling, that is,
∀h ∈ R+ : f(hx) = f(x).
(vi) F is additive, that is, ∀h ∈ R : F (x+ h) = F (x) + F (h) holds in G(R).
(vii) F˜ is additive, that is,
∀xc, hc ∈ R˜ : F˜ (xc + hc) = F˜ (xc) + F˜ (hc)
holds in R˜.
In terms of the model delta net above this refers to the following ’scaling’:
ρε(x) 7→ hρε(hx), h 6= 0
and for each h 6= 0 the ’scaled’ object is associated to δ as well; furthermore even the identity
ρˆ(x) = hρˆ(hx)
holds in G(R) (cf. the proof of Proposition 4.22).
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(viii) F has the following property: There exists γ ∈ (0, 1) such that the iden-
tity:
(4.15) ∀h ∈ R : F (γx+ (1− γ)h) = γF (x) + (1− γ)F (h)
holds in G(R).
Proof. We establish the implications (iii)⇒(i)⇒(ii)⇒(iii) as well as
(viii)⇒(iv)⇒(i)⇒(viii) and the equivalences (i)⇔(vi), (i)⇔(v), To begin with, as-
sume (iii), that is f is locally constant. We show the implication by applying
the generalized differential calculus for Colombeau generalized functions evalu-
ated on generalized points as has been developed by Aragona et al. in ([4]). Let
κ : G(R)→ R˜eRc be the linear embedding of generalized functions into mappings on
compactly supported points due to [38]. Due to ([4], Theorem 4.1) differentiation
in G(R) resp. in R˜eRc commute with κ. Clearly κ(f) is differentiable with derivative
κ(f)′ ≡ 0, and as just mentioned, κ(f ′) = κ(f)′ = 0, therefore, due to the general-
ized point characterization in G(R) ([38]) we have f ′ = 0 in G(R) and integrating
yields (i) that is, f is constant as a generalized function. The latter immediately
implies (ii) by evaluating f on compactly supported generalized numbers and the
implication (ii)⇒(iii) is trivial.
Next, let γ ∈ (0, 1) and assume (4.15) holds for F . Differentiating yields
∀h ∈ R : f(γx+ (1− γ)h) = f(x) holds in G(R).
This is equivalent to
(4.16) ∀h ∈ R : f(x+ h) = f(γ−1x) holds in G(R).
Setting h = 0 shows that f(x) = f(γ−1x) in G(R) which further implies
(4.17) ∀h ∈ R : f(x+ h) = f(x) holds in G(R),
i. e., f is translation invariant. This proves (iv). The implication (iv)⇒(i) is proven
in ([40], Theorem 6); for an alternative proof cf. the appendix to [48]. Since f = a
implies F = ax in G(R), the implication (i)⇒(viii) holds.
Further we establish the equivalence (i)⇔(vi). Again (i) implies that F is of the
form F = ax with some generalized number a, therefore (vi) holds. Conversely,
assume that f satisfies
F (x+ h) = F (x) + F (h) holds in G(R)
for each h ∈ R. Differentiation yields
∀h ∈ R : f(x+ h) = f(x) holds in G(R)
and by the above this implies (i). Finally we establish the equivalence (i)⇔(v).
Since (i)⇒(v) is trivial, we only need to show (i)⇐(v):
Note that without loss of generality we may assume that f is symmetric (or equiv-
alently, f is invariant under any non-zero standard scaling). Indeed, if f is not, we
may introduce the two functions g± resp. f± given via
g+(x) := f
2
+(x) := (f(x) + f(−x))2, g−(x) := f2−(x) := (f(x) − f(−x))2.
If for generalized constants c1, c2 we would have g+ = c1, g− = c2, then for some
generalized constants d1, d2 we would have f+ = d1, f− = d2, therefore
f(x) :=
f+(x) + f−(x)
2
=
d1 + d2
2
,
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that is, f is a constant, and we would be done.
We may proceed now in two different ways: the first is a variant of H. Vernaeve’s
([48]) proof of the Lobster problem.
First proof.
We distinguish the two possible cases, ’f is constant in a neighborhood of 1’ or not.
Case 1
Assume first, there exist a neighborhood Ω := (1 − δ, 1 + δ) of 1, δ > 0 and c ∈ R˜
such that f = c on Ω. Since f is invariant under positive standard scaling and
symmetric, it follows that
(i) For each h > 0, f = c on (h− hδ, h+ hδ).
(ii) f(x) = f(−x) in G(R).
Since G(R) is a sheaf, f = c on R \ {0} and we have obtained a scaling invariant
generalized function g := f − c with supp(g) ⊆ {0}. Applying Proposition 4.22
yields g = 0, that is, f is a constant and we are done with the first case.
Case 2
If f |Ω ∈ G(Ω) is non-constant on every standard neighborhood Ω = (1 − δ, 1 + δ)
(δ > 0) of 1, then we have for any representative (fε)ε of f :
(fε|Ω − fε(1)) /∈ N (Ω).
Thus there exists a representative (fε)ε of f along with a zero sequence (εk)k, a
sequence (ak)k ∈ [ 12 , 32 ]N and an N such that for all sufficiently large k we have
(4.18) |fεk(ak)− fεk(1)| > εNk .
We now follow the basic idea of H. Vernaeve in (theorem 7 in [48]). Let gk(x) :=
fεk(x) − fεk(1) for each k ≥ 1. We define
Ak := {x ∈ R : |gk(x)| < 1
3
εNk }, Bk :=
⋂
m≥k
Am
It is evident that for all k ∈ N gk(1) = 0, therefore 1 ∈ B1. Furthermore for each
x ∈ R∗ there exists (nε)ε ∈ N such that for each ε ∈ I we have
fε(x) = fε(1) + nε.
In particular
gk(x) = fεk(x) − fεk(1) = nεk .
As a consequence ∀x ∈ R∗ ∃ k0∀ k ≥ k0 : x ∈ Ak. This clearly implies that for each
x ∈ R∗ there exists a k ≥ 1 such that x ∈ Bk, therefore we obtain
(4.19) R∗ ⊆ (
∞⋃
k=1
Bk) ⊆ R.
In a similar way as Ak, Bk we introduce the sets:
Ck := {x ∈ R : |gk(xak)− gk(ak)| < 1
3
εNk }, Dk :=
⋂
m≥k
Cm.
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Again for each x ∈ R∗, x ∈ Dk for some k, since by the assumption of scaling
invariance there exists an (nε(y))ε ∈ N (R) such that
gk(xak)− gk(ak) =fεk(xak)− fεk(1)− fεk(ak) + fεk(1)
=fεk(xak)− fεk(ak)
=nεk(ak).
Therefore we have
(4.20) R∗ ⊆ (
∞⋃
k=1
Dk) ⊆ R.
Bk and Dk are increasing sequences of Lebesgue measurable subsets of R. Let µ be
the Lebesgue measure on R and let Br(x) denote the open ball with radius r and
center x. For each ρ > 0 we have due to (4.19) and (4.20)
(4.21) µ(Bρ(0)\Bk)→ 0, µ(Bρ(0)\Dk)→ 0, (k →∞).
Moreover by construction Bk ⊆ Ak and Dk ⊆ Ck, therefore for each ρ > 0 we also
have
(4.22) µ(Bρ(0)\Ak)→ 0, µ(Bρ(0)\Ck)→ 0, (k →∞).
Finally we define
Ek := {x ∈ R : |gk(x) − gk(ak)| < 1
3
εNk } = akCk.
By the above we obtain for each ρ > 0
µ(Bρ(0)\Ek) =µ(Bρ(0)\akCk)
=µ
(
ak(B ρ
|ak|
(0)\Ck)
)
=|ak|µ(B ρ
|ak|
(0)\Ck)
≤3
2
µ(B2ρ(0)\Ck)→ 0,(4.23)
whenever k → ∞, since 12 ≤ |ak| ≤ 32 and due to (4.22). A consequence of (4.22)
and (4.23) is the following:
µ(Bρ(0)\(Ak ∩ Ek)) ≤ µ(Bρ(0)\Ak) + µ(Bρ(0)\Ek)→ 0,
that is, for sufficiently large k the intersection of Ak and Ek is not empty, i. e.,
∃k0 : ∀k ≥ k0 ∃yk ∈ Ak ∩ Ek.
Hence |gk(yk)| < 13kN and |gk(yk) − gk(ak)| < 13εNk for all k ≥ k0. The triangle
inequality yields for each k ≥ k0
|gk(ak)| = |fεk(ak)− fεk(1)| <
2
3
εNk .
This contradicts line (4.18) and we are done.
Alternative proof.
First we consider the problem for f ∈ G(R+) i. e.,
∀λ > 0 : f(λx) = f(x) in G(R+).
This is equivalent to the problem
∀h ∈ R : g(x+ h) = g(x) in G(R),
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where g := f ◦ exp. Therefore, by ([40], Theorem 6) it follows that g =const.
We are going to show that f is constant on R+ as well. To this end, note that
the logarithm on R˜+c is a well defined mapping since it stems from evaluation of
log ∈ G(R+). Assume that f is non-constant on the positive real numbers, that is,
there exist x+c , y
+
c ∈ R˜+c such that f˜(x+c ) 6= f˜(y+c ). This is equivalent to the fact
that f ◦ exp(xc) 6= f ◦ exp(yc), where xc := log x+c , yc := log y+c , a contradiction.
By the symmetry of f we have f = c = const on R \ {0}. Now we proceed as in
Case 1 of the first variant of the proof and we are done. 
4.3.4. Scaling invariance in space. In the preceding section we established
that any generalized function on the real line, which is invariant under positive
standard scaling, is a constant. An important information we used was that without
loss of generality we may assume that f is symmetric. This helped us to overcome
the obstacle that R\{0} is not connected, and we were able to reduce the problem to
scaling invariance of generalized functions supported at the origin. The analogous
question in higher space dimensions may be reduced to the one dimensional case.
In the following, d is an arbitrary positive integer.
Theorem 4.24. Any generalized function f in Rd which is invariant under stan-
dard scaling is constant.
Proof. Let f ∈ G(Rd) be invariant under positive (standard) scaling, that is,
∀λ ∈ R, λ > 0 we have:
f(λx) = f(x).
Fix a net (aε)ε such that aε ∈ L ⊂⊂ Rd for all ε > 0. Then the net (gε)ε :=
(fε(aεt))ε defines a generalized function g := [(gε)ε] ∈ G(R). Now the scaling
invariance for a fixed λ
∀L ⊂⊂ Rd ∀ b ∈ R : sup
x∈L
|fε(λx) − fε(x)| = O(εb), as ε→ 0
implies the scaling invariance for the same λ of g
∀K ⊂⊂ R ∀ b ∈ R : sup
t∈K
|fε(λaεt)− fε(aεt)| = O(εb), as ε→ 0.
So the one-dimensional statement (Theorem 4.23) implies that g is a generalized
constant, that is,
∀K ⊂⊂ R ∀ b ∈ R : sup
t∈K
|fε(aεt)− fε(0)| = O(εb), as ε→ 0.
By setting t = 1 and a := (aε)ε + N (Rd) we therefore have f(a) = f(0) in
R˜. Since the net (aε)ε was arbitrary it follows from Theorem 1.4 that f = f(0) in
G(Rd) and we are done.

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